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Preface 

Fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composites are used in almost every type of advanced 
engineering structure, with their usage ranging from aircraft, helicopters and spacecraft 
through to boats, ships and offshore platforms and to automobiles, sports goods, 
chemical processing equipment and civil infrastructure such as bridges and buildings. 
The usage of FRP composites continues to grow at an impressive rate as these materials 
are used more in their existing markets and become established in relatively new 
markets such as biomedical devices and civil structures. A key factor driving the 
increased applications of composites over recent years is the development of new 
advanced forms of FRP materials. This includes developments in high performance 
resin systems and new styles of reinforcement, such as carbon nanotubes and 
nanoparticles. A major driving force has been the development of advanced FRP 
composites reinforced with a three-dimensional (3D) fibre structure. 3D composites 
were originally developed in the early 1970s, but it has only been in the last 10- 15 years 
that major strides have been made to develop these materials to a commercial level 
where they can be used in both traditional and emerging markets. 

The purpose of this book is to provide an up-to-date account of the fabrication, 
mechanical properties, delamination resistance, impact damage tolerance and 
applications of 3D FRP composites. The book will focus on 3D composites made using 
the textile technologies of weaving, braiding, knitting and stitching as well as by z- 
pinning. This book is intended for undergraduate and postgraduate students studying 
composite materials and also for the researchers, manufacturers and end-users of 
composites. 

Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to the field of advanced 3D composites. 
The chapter begins with a description of the key economic and technology factors that 
are providing the impetus for the development of 3D composites. These factors include 
lower manufacturing costs, improved material quality, high through-thickness 
properties, superior delamination resistance, and better impact damage resistance and 
post-impact mechanical properties compared to conventional laminated composites. 
The current and potential applications of 3D composites are then outlined in Chapter 1, 
including a description of the critical issues facing their future usage. 

Chapter 2 gives a description of the various weaving, braiding, knitting and stitching 
processes used to manufacture 3D fabrics that are the preforms to 3D composites. The 
processes that are described range from traditional textile techniques that have been 
used for hundreds of years up to the most recent textile processes that are still under 
development. Included in the chapter is an examination of the affect the processing 
parameters of the textile techniques have on the quality and fibre architecture of 3D 
composites. 

The methods and tooling used to consolidate 3D fabric preforms into FRP 
composites are described in Chapter 3. The liquid moulding methods used for 
consolidation include resin transfer moulding, resin film infusion and SCRIMP. The 
benefits and limitations of the different consolidation processes are compared for 
producing 3D composites. Chapter 3 also gives an overview of the different types of 
processing defects (eg. voids, dry spots, distorted binder yams) that can occur in 3D 
composites using liquid moulding methods. 



A review of micro-mechanical models that are used or have a potential to be used to 
theoretically analyse the mechanical properties of 3D textile composites is presented in 
Chapter 4. Models for determining the in-plane elastic modulus of 3D composites are 
described, including the Eshlby, Mori-Tanaka, orientation averaging, binary and unit 
cell methods. Models for predicting the failure strength are also described, such as the 
unit cell, binary and curved beam methods. The accuracy and limitations of models for 
determining the in-plane properties of 3D composites are assessed, and the need for 
more reliable models is discussed. 

The performance of 3D composites made by weaving, braiding, knitting, stitching 
and z-pinning are described in Chapters 5 to 9, respectively. The in-plane mechanical 
properties and failure mechanisms of 3D composites under tension, compression, 
bending and fatigue loads are examined Improvements to the interlaminar fkacture 
toughness, impact resistance and damage tolerance of 3D composites are also described 
in detail. In these chapters the gaps in our understanding of the mechanical 
performance and through-thickness properties of 3D composites are identified for future 
research. 

We thank our colleagues with whom we have researched and developed 3D 
composites over the last ten years, in particular to Professor I. Herszberg, Professor G.P. 
Steven, Dr P. Tan, Dr K.H. Leong, Dr P.J. Callus, Dr P. Falzon, Mr K. Houghton, Dr 
L.K. Jain and Dr B.N. Cox. We are thankful to many colleagues, in particular to 
Professors T.-W. Chou, 0.0. Ochoa, and P. Smith, for their kind encouragement in the 
initiation of this project. We are indebted to the University of Sydney, the Royal 
Melbourne Institute of Technology and the Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced 
Composite Structures Ltd. for allowing the use of the facilities we required in the 
preparation of this book. LT and APM are grateful for funding support of the 
Australian Research Council (Grant No. C00107070, DP0211709), Boeing Company, 
and Boeing (Hawker de Havilland) as well as the Cooperative Research Centre for 
Advanced Composite Structures Ltd. We are also thankful to the many organisations 
that kindly granted permission to use their photographs, figures and diagrams in the 
book. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have emerged from being exotic materials 
used only in niche applications following the Second World War, to common 
engineering materials used in a diverse range of applications. Composites are now used 
in aircraft, helicopters, space-craft, satellites, ships, submarines, automobiles, chemical 
processing equipment, sporting goods and civil infrastructure, and there is the potential 
for common use in medical prothesis and microelectronic devices. Composites have 
emerged as important materials because of their light-weight, high specific stiffness, 
high specific strength, excellent fatigue resistance and outstanding corrosion resistance 
compared to most common metallic alloys, such as steel and aluminium alloys. Other 
advantages of composites include the ability to fabricate directional mechanical 
properties, low thermal expansion properties and high dimensional stability. It is the 
combination of outstanding physical, thermal and mechanical properties that makes 
composites attractive to use in place of metals in many applications, particularly when 
weight-saving is critical. 
FRP composites can be simply described as multi-constituent materials that consist 

of reinforcing fibres embedded in a rigid polymer matrix. The fibres used in FRP 
materials can be in the form of small particles, whiskers or continuous filaments. Most 
composites used in engineering applications contain fibres made of glass, carbon or 
aramid. Occasionally composites are reinforced with other fibre types, such as boron, 
Spectra@ or thermoplastics. A diverse range of polymers can be used as the matrix to 
FRP composites, and these are generally classified as thermoset (eg. epoxy, polyester) 
or thermoplastic (eg. polyether-ether-ketone, polyamide) resins. 

In almost all engineering applications requiring high stiffness, strength and fatigue 
resistance, composites are reinforced with continuous fibres rather than small particles 
or whiskers. Continuous fibre composites are characterised by a two-dimensional (2D) 
laminated structure in which the fibres are aligned along the plane (x- & y-directions) of 
the material, as shown in Figure 1.1. A distinguishing feature of 2D laminates is that no 
fibres are aligned in the through-thickness (or z-) direction. The lack of through- 
thickness reinforcing fibres can be a disadvantage in terms of cost, ease of processing, 
mechanical performance and impact damage resistance. 

A serious disadvantage is that the current manufacturing processes for composite 
components can be expensive. Conventional processing techniques used to fabricate 
composites, such as wet hand lay-up, autoclave and resin transfer moulding, require a 
high amount of skilled labour to cut, stack and consolidate the laminate plies into a 
preformed component. In the production of some aircraft structures up to 60 plies of 
carbon fabric or carbodepoxy prepreg tape must be individually stacked and aligned by 
hand. Similarly, the hulls of some naval ships are made using up to 100 plies of woven 
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glass fabric that must be stacked and consolidated by hand. The lack of a z-direction 
binder means the plies must be individually stacked and that adds considerably to the 
fabrication time. Furthermore, the lack of through-thickness fibres means that the plies 
can slip during lay-up, and this can misalign the fibre orientations in the composite 
component. These problems can be alleviated to some extent by semi-automated 
processes that reduce the amount of labour, although the equipment is very expensive 
and is often only suitable for fabricating certain types of structures, such as flat and 
slightly curved panels. A further problem with fabricating composites is that production 
rates are often low because of the slow curing of the resin matrix, even at elevated 
temperature. 

Y 

Figure 1.1 Schematic of the fibre structure to a 2D laminate 

Fabricating composites into components with a complex shape increases the cost even 
further because some fabrics and many prepreg tapes have poor drape. These materials 
are not easily moulded into complex shapes, and as a result some composite 
components need to be assembled from a large number of separate parts that must be 
joined by co-curing, adhesive bonding or mechanical fastening. This is a major problem 
for the aircraft industry, where composite structures such as wing sections must be made 
from a large number of smaller laminated parts such as skin panels, stiffeners and 
stringers. These fabrication problems have impeded the wider use of composites in 
some aircraft structures because it is significantly more expensive than using aircraft- 
grade aluminium alloys. 

As well as high cost, another major disadvantage of 2D laminates is their low 
through-thickness mechanical properties because of the lack of z-direction fibres. The 
two-dimensional arrangement of fibres provides very little stiffness and strength in the 
through-thickness direction because these properties are determined by the low 
mechanical properties of the resin and fibre-to-resin interface. A comparison of the in- 
plane and through-thickness strengths of 2D laminates is shown in Figure 1.2. It is seen 
that the through-thickness properties are often less than 10% of the in-plane properties, 
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Figure 1.2 (continued) Comparison of in-plane and through-thickness mechanical 
properties of some engineering composites. 

A further problem with 2D laminates is their poor impact damage resistance and low 
post-impact mechanical properties. Laminates are prone to delamination damage when 
impacted by low speed projectiles because of the poor through-thickness strength. This 
is a major concern with composite aircraft structures where tools dropped during 
maintenance, bird strikes, hail impacts and stone impacts can cause damage. Similarly, 
the composite hulls to yachts, boats and ships can be damaged by impact with debris 
floating in the water or striking a wharf while moored in heavy seas. This damage can 
be difficult to detect, particularly when below the waterline, and can affect water- 
tightness and structural integrity of the hull. Impact damage can seriously degrade the 
in-plane mechanical properties under tension, compression, bending and fatigue loads. 
For example, the effect of impact loading on the tension and compression strengths of 
an aerospace grade carbodepoxy laminate is shown in Figure 1.3. The strength drops 
rapidly with increasing impact energy, and even a lightweight impact of several joules 
can cause a large loss in strength. The low post-impact mechanical properties of 2D 
laminates is a major disadvantage, particularly when used in thin load-bearing structures 
such as aircraft fuselage and wing panels where the mechanical properties can be 
severely degraded by a small amount of damage. To combat the problem of 
delamination damage, composite parts are often over-designed with extra thickness. 
However, this increases the cost, weight and volume of the composite and in some cases 
may provide only moderate improvements to impact damage resistance. 

Various materials have been developed to improve the delamination resistance and 
post-impact mechanical properties of 2D laminates. The main impact toughening 
methods are chemical and rubber toughening of resins, chemical and plasma treatment 
of fibres, and interleaving using tough thermoplastic film. These methods are effective 
in improving damage resistance against low energy impacts, although each has a 
number of drawbacks that has limited their use in large composite structures. The 
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1.2 INTRODUCTION TO 3D FRF' COMPOSITES 

Since the late-l960s, various types of composite materials with three-dimensional (3D) 
fibre structures (incorporating z-direction fibres) have been developed to overcome the 
shortcomings of 2D laminates. That is, the development of 3D composites has been 
driven by the needs to reduce fabrication cost, increase through-thickness mechanical 
properties and improve impact damage tolerance. The development of 3D composites 
has been undertaken largely by the aerospace industry due to increasing demands on 
FRP materials in load-bearing structures to aircraft, helicopters and space-craft. The 
marine, construction and automotive industries have supported the developments. 3D 
composites are made using the textile processing techniques of weaving, knitting, 
braiding and stitching. 3D composites are also made using a novel process known as z- 
pinning. 

Braiding was the first textile process used to manufacture 3D fibre preforms for 
composite. Braiding was used in the late 1960s to produce 3D carbon-carbon 
composites to replace high temperature metallic alloys in rocket motor components in 
order to reduce the weight by 30-5096 (Stover et al., 1971). An example of a modern 
rocket nozzle fabricated by 3D braiding is shown in Figure 1.4. At the time only a few 
motor components were made, although it did demonstrate the capability of the braiding 
process to produce intricately shaped components from advanced 3D composites. 
Shortly afterwards, weaving was used for the first time to produce 3D carbon-carbon 
composites for brake components to jet aircraft (Mullen and Roy, 1972). 3D woven 
composites were made to replace high-temperature metal alloys in aircraft brakes to 
improve durability and reduce heat distortion. 

Figure 1.4 3D braided preform for a rocket nozzle (Courtesy of the Atlantic Research 
Corporation) 
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It is worth noting that these early 3D composites were made of carbon-carbon materials 
and not fibre reinforced polymers. The need for 3D FRP composites was not fully 
appreciated in the 1960s, and it was not until the mid-1980s that development 
commenced on these materials. From 1985 to 1997 a NASA-lead study known as the 
‘Advanced Composite Technology Program’ (ACTP), that included participants from 
aircraft companies, composite suppliers and the textiles industry, was instrumental in 
the research and development of 3D FRP composites (Dow and Dexter, 1997). The 
program examined the potential of the textile processes of weaving, braiding, knitting 
and stitching to produce advanced 3D composites for aircraft components. 
Developmental work from the ACTP, combined with studies performed by other 
research institutions, has produced an impressive variety of components and structures 
made using 3D composites, and some of these are described below. However, due to 
the commercial sensitivity of some components only those reported in the open 
literature will be described. 

1.2.1 Applications of 3D Woven Composites 

Weaving is a process that has been used for over 50 years to produce single-layer, 
broad-cloth fabric for use as fibre reinforcement to composites. It is only relatively 
recently, however, that weaving techniques have been modified to produce 3D woven 
materials that contain through-thickness fibres binding together the in-plane fabrics. A 
variety of 3D woven composites have been manufactured using modified weaving 
looms with different amounts of x-, y- and z-direction fibres so that the properties can 
be tailored to a specific application. The great flexibility of the 3D weaving process 
means that a wide variety of composite components have been developed for aerospace, 
marine, civil infrastructure and medical applications (Mouritz et al., 1999). However, 
only a few 3D woven components are currently used; most of the components have 
been manufactured as demonstration items to showcase the potential applications of 3D 
woven composites. A list of applications for 3D woven composites is given in Table 
1.1 and some woven preform structures are shown in Figure 1.5. It is seen that a range 
of intricate shapes can be integrally woven for possible applications as flanges, turbine 
rotors, beams and cylinders. In the production of these demonstration items it has been 
proven in many cases that it is faster and cheaper to manufacture 3D woven components 
than 2D laminates, particularly for complex shapes. Furthermore, 3D woven 
components have superior delamination resistance and impact damage tolerance. 

Table 1.1 Demonstrator components made with 3D woven composite 
Turbine engine thrust reversers, rotors, rotor blades, insulation, structural 
reinforcement and heat exchangers 
Nose cones and nozzles for rockets 
Engine mounts 
T-section elements for aircraft fuselage frame structures 
Rib, cross-blade and multi-blade stiffened aircraft panels 
T- and X-shape elements for filling the gap at the base of stiffeners when 
manufacturing stiffened panels 
Leading edges and connectors to aircraft wings 
I-beams for civil infrastructure 
Manhole covers 
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Figure 1.5 (continued) Examples of 3D woven preforms. (a) Cylinder and flange, (b) 
egg crate structures and (c) turbine rotors woven by the Techniweave Inc. (Photographs 
courtesy of the Techniweave Inc.). 

While a variety of components have been made to demonstrate the versatility and 
capabilities of 3D weaving, the reported applications for the material are few. One 
application is the use of 3D woven composite in H-shaped connectors on the Beech 
starship (Wong, 1992). The woven connectors are used for joining honeycomb wing 
panels together. 3D composite is used to reduce the cost of manufacturing the wing as 
well as to improve stress transfer and reduce peeling stresses at the joint. 

3D woven composite is being used in the construction of stiffeners for the air inlet 
duct panels to the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) being produced by Lockheed Martin. The 
use of 3D woven stiffeners eliminates 95% of the fasteners through the duct, thereby 
improving aerodynamic and signature performance, eliminating fuel leak paths, and 
simplifying manufacturing assembly compared with conventional 2D laminate or 
aluminium alloy. It is estimated the ducts can be produced in half the time and at two- 
thirds the cost of current inlet ducts, and save 36 kg in weight and at least US$200,000 
for each duct. 

3D woven composite is also being used in rocket nose cones to provide high 
temperature properties, delamination and erosion resistance compared with traditional 
2D laminates. It is estimated that the 3D woven nose cones are produced at about 15% 
of the cost of conventional cones, resulting in significant cost saving. 3D woven 
sandwich composites are being used in prototype Scramjet engines capable of speeds up 
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to Mach 8 (-2600 d s )  (Kandero, 2001). The 3D material is a ceramic-based composite 
consisting of 3D woven carbon fibres in a silicon carbide matrix. The 3D composite is 
used in the combustion chamber to the Scramjet engine. A key benefit of using 3D 
woven composite is the ability to manufacture the chamber as a single piece by 3D 
weaving, and this reduces connection issues and leakage problems associated with 
conventional fabrication methods. 

Apart from these aerospace applications, the only other uses of 3D woven composite 
is the very occasional use in the repair of damaged boat hulls, I-beams in the roof of a 
ski chair-lift building in Germany (Mtiller et al., 1994), manhole covers, sporting goods 
such as shin guards and helmets, and ballistic protection for police and military 
personnel (Mouritz et al., 1999). 3D woven composite is not currently used as a 
biomedical material, although its potential use in leg prosthesis has been explored 
(Limmer et al., 1996). 

1.2.2 Applications of 3D Braided Composites 

The braiding process is familiar to many fields of engineering as standard 2D braided 
carbon and glass fabric have been used for many years in a variety of high technology 
items, such as golf clubs, aircraft propellers and yacht masts (Popper, 1991). 3D 
braided preform has a number of important advantages over many types of 2D fabric 
preforms and prepreg tapes, including high levels of conformability, drapability, 
torsional stability and structural integrity. Furthermore, 3D braiding processes are 
capable of forming intricately-shaped preforms and the process can be varied during 
operation to produce changes in the cross-sectional shape as well as to produce tapers, 
holes, bends and bifurcations in the final preform. 

Potential aerospace applications for 3D braided composites are listed in Table 1.2, 
and include airframe spars, F-section fuselage frames, fuselage barrels, tail shafts, rib 
stiffened panels, rocket nose cones, and rocket engine nozzles (Dexter, 1996; Brown, 
1991; Mouritz et al., 1999). A variety of other components have been made of 3D 
braided composite as demonstration items, including I-beams (Yau et al., 1986; Brown, 
1991; Chiu et al., 1994; Fukuta, 1995; Wulfhorst et al., 1995), bifurcated beams (Popper 
and McConnell, 1987), connecting rods (Yau et al., 1986), and C-, J- and T-section 
panels (KO, 1984; Crane and Camponesch, 1986; Macander et al., 1986; Gause and 
AIper, 1987; Popper and McConnell, 1987; Malkan and KO, 1989; Brookstein, 1990; 
Brookstein, 1991; Fedro and Willden, 1991; Gong and Sankar, 1991; Brookstein, 1993; 
Dexter, 1996). 

Table 1.2 Demonstrator components made with 3D braided composite. 
Airframe spars, fuselage frames and barrels 
Tail shafts 
Rib-stiffened, C-, T- and J-section panels 
Rocket nose cones and engine nozzles 
Beams and trusses 
Connecting rods 
Ship propeller blades 
Biomedical devices 
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In the non-aerospace field, 3D braided composite has been used in propeller blades for a 
naval landing craft (Maclander et al., 1986; Maclander, 1992). There is also potential 
application for 3D braided composite on ships, such as in propulsion shafts and 
propellers (Mouritz et al., 2001). 3D braided composite has been used in truss section 
decking for light-weight military bridges capable of carrying tanks and tank carriers 
(Loud, 1999). Other potential applications include military landing pads, causeways, 
mass transport and highway bridge structures when bonded to pre-stressed concrete. 3D 
braided composite also has potential uses in the bodies, chassis and drive shafts of 
automobiles because they are about 50% lighter than the same components made of 
steel but with similar damage tolerance and crashworthiness properties (Brandt and 
Drechsler, 1995). 3D braided composite has also been manufactured into a number of 
biomedical devices (KO et al., 1988). 

1.2.3 3D Knitted Composites 

3D knitted composite has a number of important advantages over conventional 2D 
laminate, particularly very high drape properties and superior impact damage resistance. 
Despite these advantages, there are some drawbacks with 3D knitted material that has 
limited its application. A number of aircraft structures have been made of 3D knitted 
composite to demonstrate the potential of these materials, such as in wing stringers 
(Clayton et al., 1997), wing panels (Dexter, 1996), jet engine vanes (Gibbon, 1994; 
Sheffer & Dias, 1998), T-shape connectors (King et al., 1996) and I-beams (Sheffer & 
Dias, 1998). This composite is under investigation for the manufacture of the rear 
pressure bulkhead to the new Airbus A380 aircraft (Hinrichsen, 2000). The potential 
use of 3D knitted composite in non-aerospace components includes bumper bars, floor 
panels and door members for automobiles (Hamilton and Schinske, 1990), rudder tip 
fairings, medical prothesis (Mouritz et al., 1999), and bicycle helmets (Verpoest et al., 
1997). 

1.2.4 3D Stitched Composites 

The stitching of laminates in the through-thickness direction with a high strength thread 
has proven a simple, low-cost method for producing 3D composites. Stitching basically 
involves inserting a fibre thread (usually made of carbon, glass or Kevlar) through a 
stack of prepreg or fabric plies using an industrial grade sewing machine. The amount 
of through-thickness reinforcement in stitched composites is normally between 1 to 5%, 
which is a similar amount of reinforcement in 3D woven, braided and knitted 
composites. 

Stitching is used to reinforce composites in the z-direction to provide better 
delamination resistance and impact damage tolerance than conventional 2D laminates. 
Stitching can also be used to construct complex three-dimensional shapes by stitching a 
number of separate composite components together. This eliminates the need for 
mechanical fasteners, such as rivets, screws and bolts, and thereby reduces the weight 
and possibly the production cost of the component. If required, stitches can be placed 
only in areas that would benefit from through-thickness reinforcement, such as along 
the edge of a composite component, around holes, cut-outs or in a joint. 

A variety of 3D composite structures have been manufactured using stitching, and 
the more important stitched structures are lap joints, stiffened panels, and aircraft wing- 
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to-spar joints (Cacho-Negrete, 1982; Holt, 1992; Lee and Liu, 1990; Liu, 1990; Sawyer, 
1985; Tada and Ishikawa, 1989; Tong et al., 1998; Whiteside et al., 1985). The 
feasibility of joining and reinforcing the wing and fuselage panels for large commercial 
aircraft using stitching has been evaluated as part of the ACT program (Palmer et al., 
1991; Dexter, 1992; Deaton et al., 1992; Jackson et al., 1992; Kullerd and Dow, 1992; 
Markus, 1992; Suarez and Dastin, 1992; Jegley and Waters, 1994; Smith et al., 1994). 

Stitching is being evaluated as a method for manufacturing the centre fuselage skin 
of Eurofighter (Bauer, 2000). Stitching may be used for joining the stiffeners to 
fuselage panels on Eurofighter, and it is expected to reduce the component cost by 50% 
compared with similar stiffened panels made of prepreg laminate. Stitching is also 
being evaluated for the fabrication of the rear pressure bulkhead to the Airbus A380 
aircraft, a component measuring 5.5 m by 6.2 m (Hinrichsen, 2000). 

1.2.5 3D %Pinned Composites 

In the early 1990s the Aztex Corporation developed and patented Z-fiberm technology 
for reinforcing 2D laminates in the through-thickness direction (Freitas et al., 1994). 2- 
fibersTM are short pins made of metal wire or pultruded composite that can be inserted 
through uncured prepreg tapes or dry fabrics to create 3D composites. 

Z-pinning is a relatively new technology, and its full potential and applications is 
still being evaluated. Composite structures such as hat-stiffened and T-stiffened panels 
have been reinforced in the flange region with Z-fibresTM to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of z-pinning to increase joint strength. The localised reinforcement of 
flanges and joints with Z-fibersTM removes the need for fasteners or rivets and produces 
a more even load distribution over the joined area. 2-pinning is also being used to 
reinforce inlet duct skin panels and to fasten hat-shaped stiffeners to selected composite 
panels on the F/A-18 SuperHornet fighter aircraft. 



Chapter 2 

Manufacture of 3D Fibre Preforms 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In spite of the demonstrated advantages of 3D composites in their through-thickness and 
impact performance, the use of these materials is not yet widespread. A major reason for 
this limited use is related to the maturity of the manufacturing processes being used to 
produce the preforms and the understanding and process control required to design and 
cost-effectively manufacture a preform for a specific application. The manufacture of 
3D fibre preforms for composite structures can be accomplished in a variety of ways, 
however, all the processes that have been developed for composite applications are 
essentially derived from one of the following four groups of traditional textile 
procedures; Weaving, Braiding, Knitting and Stitching. 

The aim of this chapter is not to give an exhaustive description of each 
manufacturing process but rather to be a lay-persons introduction to the various 
techniques being developed and used within the composites industry and to illustrate 
their advantages and limitations. 

2.2 WEAVING 

Weaving is a process that is already used extensively within the composite industry as it 
is the manufacturing method that produces the vast majority of the single-layer, broad- 
cloth carbon and glass fabric that is currently used as a reinforcement material for 
composite components. However, the same weaving equipment can also be used to 
manufacture more intricate, net-shaped preforms that have a three-dimensional fibre 
architecture. To understand how 3D preforms can be produced through weaving, it is 
necessary to first understand the conventional 2D weaving process. 

2.2.1 Conventional Weaving 

Weaving is essentially the action of producing a fabric by the interlacing of two sets of 
yarns: warp and weft. The basic weaving process is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The warp 
yarns run in the machine direction, the 0" direction, and are fed into the weaving loom 
from a source of yarn. This source can consist of a multitude of individual yarn 
packages located on a frame (a creel), or as one or more tubular beams onto which the 
necessary amount of yarn has been pre-wound (warp beams). The warp yarns may then 
go through a series of bars or rollers to maintain their relative positioning and apply a 
small amount of tension to the yarns, but are then fed through a lifting mechanism 
which is the crucial stage in the weaving process. The lifting mechanism may be 
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mechanically or electronically operated and may allow individual yarns to be selectively 
controlled (jacquard loom) or control a set of yarns simultaneously (loom with shafts, as 
shown in Figure 2.1). The crucial point is that the lifting mechanism selects and lifts the 
required yarns and creates a space (the shed) into which the weft yarns are inserted at 
right angles to the warp (the 90" direction). The sequence in which the warp yarns are 
lifted controls the interlinking of the warp and weft yarns and thus the pattern that is 
created in the fabric (see Figure 2.2). It is this pattern that influences many of the fabric 
properties, such as mechanical performance, drapability, and fibre volume fraction. 
Therefore to manufacture a suitable 2D or 3D preform an understanding of how the 
required fibre architecture can be produced through the design of the correct lifting 
pattern is crucial in the use of this manufacturing process. 

/ / \ 

Heddles Reed \ 
Shuttle with weft yam 

Figure 2.1 Illustration of conventional weaving process 

PLAIN TWILL SATIN 
WEAVE 2x2 5HS 

Figure 2.2 Typical 2D weave patterns 
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The insertion of the weft yarns can be done using a number of methods. One of the 
oldest techniques consists of transferring a small package of yarn in a holder (shuttle) 
through the shed, the yarn being drawn out of the shuttle and laid across the warp yarns 
as the shuttle moves. This is a relatively slow technique but has the advantage of 
creating a closed edge to the fabric, as it is a single continuous yam that is forming the 
fabric weft. More recent, high-speed techniques involve laying down separate weft 
yarns across the fabric width. These weft yams are drawn through the shed 
mechanically with a long slender arm (rapier) or pushed across with high-pressure 
bursts of air or water. These processes are faster than shuttle looms, reaching speeds of 
approximately 600 insertions/minute, but create a loose edge of cut weft yarns that 
needs to be bound together so that the fabric does not fray (salvage). 

The final mechanism involved in the weaving process is a comb-like device (reed) 
that is used to correctly space the warp yarns across the width of the fabric and to 
compact the fabric after the weft yarns have been inserted. Generally a series of 
positively driven rollers are used to pull the fabric out of the loom as it is being 
produced and to provide a level of fabric tension during the weaving process. It should 
be noted that the resultant fabric consists only of 0" and 90" yams, conventional 
weaving is incapable of producing fabrics with yarns at any other angles and this is one 
of the main disadvantages of weaving over other textile processes. 

Current, commercial looms generally produce fabric of widths between 1.8 - 2.5 
metres at production rates of metredminute. The standard weaving process is therefore 
ideally suited to the cost-effective production of large volumes of material. However, 
using essentially the same equipment, the process described above can also be used to 
produce more complex, multilayer fabrics that have yarns in the thickness direction 
linking the layers together. 

2.2.2 Multilayer or 3D Weaving 

The first major difference between conventional weaving and multilayer weaving is the 
requirement to have multiple layers of warp yams. The greater the number of layers 
required (and thus the thickness of the preform) or the wider the fabric produced, means 
a larger number of individual warp yams that have to be fed into the loom and 
controlled during the lifting sequence. Therefore the source of the warp yarn for 
multilayer weaving is generally from large creels in which each warp yarn comes from 
its own individual yam package. Multiple warp beam systems have also been used 
although this is not as common. This requirement for a large number of warp ends 
raises the first disadvantage of weaving, namely that the cost of obtaining (generally) 
thousands of yarns packages and the time required to set up the large number of warp 
ends within the loom can be extremely expensive. This non-recurring cost becomes less 
significant as the length of the fabric being woven increases but having to weave large 
volumes of the same material restricts the flexibility of the process. Most multilayer 
weaving is therefore currently used to produce relatively narrow width products, where 
the number of warp ends is relatively small, or high value products where the cost of the 
preform production is acceptable. 

As most 3D composites are produced from high performance yarns (carbon, glass, 
ceramic, etc) standard textile tensioning rollers are unsuitable and tension control on the 
individual yarns during the weaving is critical in obtaining a consistent preform quality. 
This is generally accomplished through spring-loaded or frictional tension devices on 
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the creel or through hanging small weights on the yarns before entering the lifting 
device. Figure 2.3 illustrates the use of multiple warp beams and hanging weights in 
multilayer weaving. The lifting mechanisms are the same as used in conventional 
weaving although the heddle eyes through which the yarn passes tend to be smoothed 
and rounded to minimise friction with the more brittle high performance fibres. 
Jacquard lifting mechanisms tend to be used more frequently as their greater control 
over individual warp yarns offers more flexibility in the weave patterns produced. The 
weft insertion is accomplished with standard technology (generally a rapier mechanism) 
inserting individual wefts between the selected warp layers. Variations in the lifting and 
weft insertion mechanisms to allow multiple sheds to be formed and thus multiple 
simultaneous weft insertions have also been developed and would allow a faster 
preform production rate. This type of technology is often regarded as the true 3D 
weaving. 

Figure 2.3 Multilayer weaving loom (courtesy of the Cooperative Research Centre for 
Advanced Composite Structures, Ltd) 

It is through the design of the lifting pattern that the three-dimensional nature of the 
weave architecture is produced in multilayer weaving. Commonly the bulk of the warp 
and weft yarns are designed to lay straight within the preform and thus maximise the 
mechanical performance. In order to bind the preform together, selected warp yarns, 
coming from a separate beam if warp beams are used, are lifted and dropped so that 
their path travels in the thickness direction thus binding the layers together (Figure 2.4). 
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Such a multilayer weaving loom is described by Yamamoto et a1 (1995). Examples of 
such weave architectures that are currently capable of being manufactured using 
multilayer weaving are illustrated in Figure 2.5. It should be noted that the illustrations 
in Figure 2.5 show idealised architectures and often these can be very different from the 
resultant preform architecture (Bannister et a1 1998). Tension within and friction 
between the yarns, together with the initial weave parameters (yam size and twist, yarn 
spacing, number of layers, etc) can all affect the final architecture and thus the 
composite performance. As with conventional weaving, multilayer weaving is only 
capable of producing fabrics with 0" and 90" in-plane yams, although the binder yarns 
can be oriented at an angle. This tends to limit the use of these preforms as their shear 
and torsional properties can be relatively low. Various 3D weaving techniques can 
produce preforms with yarns at other angles although this requires the use of highly 
specialised equipment, which will be discussed later. 

Figure 2.4 Illustration of multilayer weaving 

Figure 2.5 Typical multilayer yarn architectures 
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Flat, multilayer fabrics are not the only structures that can be woven on standard looms. 
By correctly programming the sequence in which the warp yarns are lifted it is possible 
to weave a fabric with slits that can be opened out to form a complex three-dimensional 
structure. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.6, which demonstrates how I-beams and 
box structures can be formed from, initially, flat fabric. An example of such an 
integrally woven I-beam is shown in Figure 2.7 and these types of components have 
already been used in the civil engineering field (Muller et al., 1994). A reasonable range 
of shaped products can be formed in such a way however more advanced forms of 3D 
weaving are capable of producing more complex preforms. 

H 
Slits woven into the preform 

Figure 2.6 Production of shaped components from flat multilayer preforms 

Figure 2.7 Formation of composite I-beam from a flat multilayer preform (courtesy of 
the Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced Composite Structures, Ltd) 
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In spite of some limitations in preform design with the multilayer weaving process, its 
greatest advantage is that it can be performed upon conventional weaving looms and 
does not require significant costs to develop specialised machinery. It appears suited 
primarily to the manufacture of large volumes of flat or simply shaped preforms with a 
basic 0" and 90" yarn architecture. 

2.2.3 3D Orthogonal Non-Wovens 

There is still some argument as to what constitutes the distinction between multilayer 
(or 3D weaving) and 3D orthogonal non-wovens. The traditional definition of weaving 
requires the yams to be interlaced with each other, thus processes that produce preforms 
with the yams in orthogonal, non-interlaced architectures are generally referred to as 3D 
orthogonal non-wovens (Khokar, 1996). These processes generally differ from 
multilayer weaving in that multiple yarns that are separate from the warp yarns (X 
direction) are inserted in the Y and Z directions in a highly controlled manner. The 
production of a 3D fibre architecture using a 3D non-woven process therefore does not 
solely rely upon the warp yam lifting sequence. Confusion can sometimes occur due to 
the fact that 3D weaving equipment is also capable of producing orthogonal non-woven 
preforms through the selection of a suitable lifting sequence. It would therefore be better 
to define the style of preform produced rather than the equipment used in manufacture, 
however this is not yet the case in the majority of the literature. 

Since the 1970's a wide range of processes have been developed to produce 3D 
orthogonal preforms. These vary from techniques utilising relatively conventional 
weaving mechanisms but with multiple weft insertion (Mohamed et a]., 1988), to 
processes (Mohamed et al., 1988; KO, 1989a) that have very little in common with the 
traditional weaving process. Some of the earliest work in 3D orthogonal nonwovens 
was pioneered in France by Aerospatiale and Brochier who licensed their separately 
developed technology in the USA to Hercules (Btuno et al., 1986) and Avco Speciality 
Materials (Rolincik, 1987; Mullen and Roy, 1972; McAllister, and Taverna, 1975) 
respectively. Both processes are similar in that they use an initial framework around 
which radial and circumferential yarns (for cylindrical preforms) or Y and Z yarns (for 
rectangular billets) are placed. For the Brochier process (AutoweaveTM) this framework 
consists of pre-cured reinforcements inserted into a phenolic foam mandrel whilst the 
Aerospatiale process uses a network of metallic rods and plates that are removed during 
the placement of the axial yarns (see Figure 2.8). Both processes are capable of 
producing shaped preforms by suitable shaping of the initial framework and can be used 
to construct 4D and 5D preforms, that is with architectures containing fibres laid in 
directions other than X, Y or Z. These two processes have been mostly used for the 
production of carbodcarbon composites for use as components in rocket motors and 
exit cones. 

Significant development of machinery to manufacture 3D non-woven preforms has 
also been undertaken within Japan since the 1970's, particularly at the Three-D 
Composites Research Corporation (a subsidiary of the Mitsubishi Electric Corporation). 
Methods for the production of non-woven preforms have been developed by Fukuta et 
al. (1974) and Kimbara et a1 (1991), an example of which is shown in Figure 2.9. Again 
these processes rely upon the insertion of yam or cured composite rods along pre-set 
directions, the main difference between these methods and others being the mechanisms 
to control that insertion. 
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Radial 

Figure 2.8 Illustration of Aerospatiale method for producing 3D orthogonal non-woven 
preforms and an example of a consolidated preform 

Unlike multiaxial weaving, orthogonal non-woven processes are more capable of 
producing yam architectures close to the idealised view, although they are generally a 
slower production method than those utilising more conventional weaving technology. 
Although the processes described here can produce a very wide variety of preforms that 
are generally more complex than those produced via multilayer weaving, the 
commercial use of these processes has been extremely limited. Most of the equipment 
that has been developed is highly specialised and generally not suited for large volume 
production, thus its commercial use has been primarily in the production of expensive 
carbodcarbon or ceramic composite structures. 
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Figure 2.9 Illustration of Fukuta’s et al. (1974) equipment for the manufacture of 3D 
non-woven preforms. 
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2.2.4 Multiaxial Weaving 

One of the main problems facing the use of multilayer woven fabrics is the difficulty in 
producing a fabric that contains fibres orientated at k45" in the plane of the preform. 
Standard industry looms, which are capable of producing multilayer fabric, cannot 
manufacture this fabric with fibres at angles other than 0" and 90". It is possible to 
orient the through-thickness binder yarns at angles such as +45" but this will not 
significantly affect the in-plane, off-axis properties of the composite. Although some 
orthogonal non-woven preforms can be produced with yarn architectures of this type, 
the equipment and processes used in their production are generally not suited for large 
volume production. This restricts the potential components that can be made using 
multilayer fabric as the necessity to add +45" fabric will often negate the advantages 
that can be gained in using a single, integrally woven preform that contains fibres in the 
thickness direction. The more recent machinery developments have therefore tended to 
concentrate upon the formation of preforms with multiaxial yams. 

Curiskis et a1 (1997) have reviewed and described the techniques that are being 
employed to produce multiaxial preforms. Process such as Triaxial Weaving, Lappet 
Weaving and Split Reed Systems have been used by a number of researchers to develop 
equipment capable of producing multiaxial, multilayer preforms and a number of 
patents have been filed relating to the development of this equipment (Ruzand and 
Guenot, 1994; Farley, 1993; Anahara et al., 1991; Addis, 1996; Mohamed and Bilisik, 
1995). Although promising results have been demonstrated, the current reported 
technology still appears to be in the development stage and preforms seem limited to 
having the +45" yarns only towards the outer surfaces and not at other levels within the 
thickness of the preform (see Figure 2.10). 

2.2.5 Distance Fabrics 

A final subset of the weaving technologies relates to the production of a preform style 
known generally as Distance Fabric. This family of preforms is produced by the use of 
the traditional textile technique known as Velvet Weaving. In this multilayer weaving 
process two sets of warp yarns, spaced by a fixed distance, are woven as separate 
fabrics but are also interlinked by the transfer of specific warp yarns from one fabric 
layer to the other. These warp yarns, known as pile yarns, are woven into each face 
fabric thus forming a strong linkage between the two faces and creating a sandwich 
structure as shown in Figure 2.11. The spacing between the face fabrics can be adjusted 
by controlling the separation of the warp yams in the weaving loom and the angle of the 
pile yarns can be varied from vertical (90") to bias angles (e.g. k45") although currently 
these bias angles can be only produced in the warp direction. Distance Fabric material 
is commercially available and comes in a range of heights up to - 23 mm. Due to the 
strong linkage between the face fabrics it is highly suited for the production of peel- 
resistant and delamination resistant sandwich structures (Bannister et al., 1999). 

2.3 BRAIDING 

The braiding process is familiar to many fields of engineering as standard two- 
dimensionally braided carbon and glass fabric has been used for a number of years in a 
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variety of high technology items, such as: golf clubs, aircraft propellers, yacht masts and 
light weight bridge structures (Popper, 199 1). Thick, multilayered preforms can be 
manufactured through traditional 2D braiding, but the processes of 2D and 3D braiding 
and the variety of possible preforms that can be manufactured using these techniques 
are generally very different. 

1' 
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Figure 2.10 Example of multilayer woven fabric containing Oo, 90' and +45" yarns 
(courtesy of CTMI) 
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Figure 2.11 Illustration of Distance Fabric material 

2.3.1 2D Braiding 

The standard 2D braiding technique is illustrated in Figure 2.12, which demonstrates 
how the counter-rotation of two sets of yarn carriers around a circular frame forms the 
braided fabric. This movement of the yarn carriers is accomplished through the use of 
“horn gears” which allow the transfer of the carriers from one gear to the next. The 
fabric architecture produced by this process is highly interlinked and normally in a flat 
or tubular form, as shown in Figure 2.13. The style and size of the braided fabric and its 
production rate are dependent upon a number of variables (Soebroto et al., 1990), 
amongst which are the number of braiding yarns, their size and the required braid angle. 
The equations that relate these variables dictate the range of braided fabric that can be 
produced on any one machine. Generally though, braiding is more suited to the 
manufacture of narrow width flat or tubular fabric and not as capable as weaving in the 
production of large volumes of wide fabrics. Typical large braiding machines tend to 
have 144 yarn carriers, however, larger braiding machines, up to 800 carriers (A&P 
Technology, 1997), are now coming into commercial operation and this will allow 
braided fabric to be produced in larger diameters and at a faster throughput. 

The braiding process can also be used with mandrels to make quite intricate preform 
shapes (see Figure 2.14). By suitable design of the mandrel and selection of the braiding 
parameters, braided fabric can be produced over the top of mandrels that vary in cross- 
sectional shape or dimension along their length. Attachment points or holes can also be 
braided into the preform, thus saving extra steps in the component finishing, and 
improving the mechanical performance of the component by retaining an unbroken fibre 
reinforcement at the attachment site. Thus, within the limitations of fabric size and 
production rate, braiding is seen to be a very flexible process in the range of products 
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that are capable of being manufactured. In particular, unlike the standard weaving 
process, braiding can produce fabric that contains fibres at k45O (or other angles) as 
well as O", although fibres placed in the 90' direction are not possible with the standard 
braiding process. 

The primary difficulty with the traditional braiding technique is that it cannot make 
thick-walled structures unless the mandrel is repeatedly braided over. This can be done 
but it only produces a multilayer structure without through-thickness reinforcement. TO 
manufacture true three-dimensional braided preforms it was necessary for new braiding 
techniques to be developed. 

Figure 2.12 Illustration of standard braiding process using horn gears 

2.3.2 Four-Step 3D Braiding 

The late 1960's saw an interest in the use of three-dimensional braiding to construct 
carbodcarbon aerospace components and a number of processes were developed to 
achieve this goal (KO, 1982; Brown, 1985). One of the first three-dimensional braiding 
processes (Omniweave) was developed by General Electric (Stover et al., 1971), and 
further developed and patented by Florentine (1982) under the name of Magnaweave. 
This process (known as 4-step, or row-and-column) utilises a flat bed containing rows 
and columns of yarn carriers that form the shape of the required preform (see Figure 
2.15). Additional carriers are added to the outside of the array, the precise location and 
quantity of which depends upon the exact preform shape and structure required. There 
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are four separate sequences of row and column motion, shown in Figure 2.15, which act 
to interlock the yarns and produce the braided preform. The yarns are mechanically 
forced into the structure between each step to consolidate the structure in a similar 
process to the use of a reed in weaving. The motion of the rows, columns and take-up 
can be altered to obtain preforms with different braid patterns and thus control the 
mechanical properties of the preform in the three principal directions. 

Figure 2.13 (a) Production of standard braided tubular fabric, (b) Schematic of typical 
braid architecture 
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Braider 

Moving mandrel 

Yarn carriers 
(a) 

Figure 2.14 (a) Schematic of braiding over a moving mandrel, b) Example of braiding 
over a T-shaped mandrel (courtesy of the Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced 
Composite Structures, Ltd) 

The process of 4-step braiding can also be accomplished with a cylindrical equipment 
configuration. An example of this braiding process, called Through-the-Thickness@ 
braiding, was developed at Atlantic Research Corporation (Brown, 1985; 1988). The 
equipment consists of a number of identical rings situated side by side in an axial 
arrangement. These rings contain grooves within which the yarn carriers can move 
from ring to ring in an axial direction. Movement circumferentially is achieved through 
rotation of the rings, thus accomplishing the 4-step process as shown in Figure 2.16. 
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This type of cylindrical arrangement has the advantage that it is more efficient with 
space than the flat-bed arrangement. Both equipment configurations can be easily 
expanded through the addition of extra rings or flat tiles respectively (Thaxton et al., 
1991). 
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Step 1 Step 2 

Step 3 Step 4 

Figure 2.15 Schematic of the 4-Step braiding process 

Figure 2.16 Through-the-Thickness8 equipment developed at Atlantic Research 
Corporation (courtesy of Atlantic Research Corporation) 
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2.3.3 Two-step 3D Braiding 

The second style of flat bed braiding is referred to as 2-step (Popper and McConnell, 
1987; KO et al., 1988; McConnell and Popper, 1988). Unlike the 4-step process, the 2- 
step includes a large number of yarns fixed in the axial direction and a smaller number 
of braiding yarns. The arrangement of axial carriers defines the shape of the preform to 
be braided (see Figure 2.17) and the braiding carriers are distributed around the 
perimeter of the axial carrier array. The process consists of two steps in which the 
braiding carriers move completely though the structure between the axial carriers. This 
relatively simple sequence of motions is capable of forming preforms of essentially any 
shape, including circular and hollow. The motion also allows the braid to be pulled tight 
by yarn tension alone and thus the 2-step process does not require mechanical 
compaction, unlike the 4-step process. 
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Figure 2.17 Schematic of the 2-Step braiding process 

Both the 4-step and the 2-step braiding processes are capable of forming quite intricate 
shapes as shown schematically in Figure 2.18 (KO, 1989b) and have been successfully 
used with a range of fibre materials; glass, carbon, aramid, ceramic and metal. It is 
possible to braid inserts or holes into the structure that have a greater degree of stability 
than holes that have been machined. The braid pattern can be varied during operation 
so that a change in cross-sectional shape is possible, including introducing a taper to the 
preform. Thick-walled tubular structures can also be made by suitable arrangement of 
the carriers. Flat preforms can be made from tubular preforms by braiding splits or 
bifurcations into the preform then cutting and opening it out to the required shape 
(Brown and Crow, 1992). A bend is also possible as well as a bifurcation, which will 
allow junctions to be produced and these processes even allow 90" yarns to be laid into 
the preform during manufacture. Further development of the 2-step and 4-step braiding 
techniques have concentrated primarily on computer-aided design of the braided 
preform and improving the process of controlling the transfer of the yam carrier across 
the bed (Huey, 1994; Roberts and Douglas, 1995). This includes the use of computer 
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controlled horn gears on the flat bed arrangement as shown in Figure 2.19 (Kimbara et 
al., 1995; Schneider et al., 1998; Laourine et al., 2000). 
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Figure 2.18 Examples of possible 3D braided preforms (KO, 1989b) 

Figure 2.19 Computer controlled horn gears for the transfer of the yarn carrier across a 
flat bed braider. 
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2.3.4 Multilayer Interlock Braiding 

A different class of three-dimensional braiding does not rely upon the 2-step and 4-step 
processes previously described, and is considered to be closer to the traditional process 
of 2D braiding in its operation. This proprietary braiding process, called “multilayer 
interlock braiding”, was developed at Albany International Research Corporation 
(Brookstein, 1991; Brookstein et al., 1993) and the machinery is analogous to a number 
of standard circular braiders being joined together to form a cylindrical braiding frame. 
This frame has a number of parallel braiding tracks around the circumference of the 
cylinder but the mechanism allows the transfer of yarn carriers between adjacent tracks 
thus forming a multilayer braided fabric with yarns interlocking adjacent layers (see 
Figure 2.20). The multilayer interlock braid differs from both the 4-step and 2-step 
braids in that the interlocking yarns are primarily in the plane of the structure and thus 
do not significantly reduce the in-plane properties of the preform. The 4-step and 2-step 
processes produce a greater degree of interlinking as the braiding yarns travel through 
the thickness of the preform, but therefore contribute less to the in-plane performance of 
the preform. 

Axials 

Figure 2.20 Schematic of the multilayer interlock braiding process 

A disadvantage of the multilayer interlock equipment is that due to the conventional 
sinusoidal movement of the yarn carriers to form the preform, the equipment is not able 
to have the density of yarn carriers that is possible with the 2-step and 4-step machines. 
The consequence of this is that multilayer interlock braiders will be larger than 2-step 
and 4-step machines for a comparable number of carriers and are considered to be less 
versatile in the range of preform architectures produced (Kostar and Chou, 1999). 
However the use of the traditional horn gear mechanisms offers improved braiding 
speed over the 2-step and 4-step processes. 

There are a number of disadvantages with all the 3D braiding processes described 
here (Kostar and Chou, 1999). Firstly, compared to other textile processes, braiding can 
only make preforms of small scale relative to the size of the machinery. Also, the 
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length of preform that can be braided before re-supply of the yarn is necessary is limited 
by the need for the yarn to be on the moving carriers, which ideally must be small and 
light for rapid braid production. Thus the production of long lengths of the preform can 
be slow due to the need to re-stock the yarn carriers. One of the greatest current 
disadvantages however is the fact that the 3D braiding process is still very much at the 
machinery development stage. Therefore there are limitations to the type of preform 
that can be made commercially and there are very few companies that have the 
necessary experience and equipment to manufacture these preforms. 

2.4 KNITTING 

Knitting may not at first appear to be a manufacturing technique that would be suitable 
for use in the production of composite components and it is arguably the least used and 
understood of the four classes of textile processes described here. However, the knitted 
carbon and glass fabric that can be produced on standard industrial knitting machines 
has particular properties that potentially make it ideally suited for certain composite 
components. 

2.4.1 Warp and Weft Knitting 

Two traditional knitting processes, weft knitting and warp knitting, are available to 
manufacture preforms for composite structures. Both of these techniques can be 
performed upon standard, industrial knitting machines with high performance yams 
such as glass and carbon. One critical issue that must be considered is that the more 
advanced knitting machines have electronic control systems close to the knitting region 
where broken fibres can be generated. The use of carbon yarns with these machines 
should be avoided as loose carbon fibres can generate electrical shorts. In warp knitting 
there are multiple yams being fed into the machine in the direction of fabric production, 
and each yarn forms a line of knit loops in the fabric direction. For weft knitting there is 
only a single feed of yarn coming into the machine at 90" to the direction of fabric 
production and this yarn forms a row of knit loops across the width of the fabric (see 
Figure 2.21). 

Figure 2.21 Illustration of typical a) weft and b) warp knitted fabric architectures 
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The formation of the knitted fabric is accomplished through a row of closely spaced 
needles (needle bed) which pull loops of yarn through previously formed knit loops 
(Figure 2.22). The needle bed can be in a circular or flat configuration and an increase 
in the number of needle beds available in the machine for knitting increases the 
potential complexity of the fabric knit architecture. For weft knitted fabrics the motion 
of the yam carrier as it travels across the width of the needle bed (or around the 
circumference for circular machines) draws the yarn into the needles for knitting (Figure 
2.23). In much the same way as weaving, warp knitting machines have an individual 
supply of yarn feeding each knitting needle. 

Figure 2.22 Illustration of knitting process 

Figure 2.23 Flat bed knitting machine showing the yarn carrier and needle beds 
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Standard warp and weft knitted fabric are regarded by many as 2D fabric, however, 
machines with two or more needle beds are capable of producing multilayer fabrics with 
yams that traverse between the layers. Figure 2.24 shows a schematic of such a fabric 
and the range of knit architectures that can be produced with current industrial machines 
is quite extensive. These flat fabrics can also be formed with variable widths, splits to 
allow multiple, parallel fabrics to be formed, and holes with sealed edges. 

Figure 2.24 Schematic of a multilayer knitted fabric 

It is clear from the illustrations of knit architectures that the primary difference between 
knitted fabric and fabric made by the other textile processes described here is in the high 
degree of yarn curvature that results from the knitting process. This architecture results 
in a fabric that will provide less structural strength to a composite (compared to woven 
and braided fabrics) but is highly conformable and thus ideally suited to manufacture 
relatively non-structural components of complex shape. This conformability means that 
layers of knitted fabric can be stretched to cover the complete tool surface without the 
need to cut and overlap sections. This reduces the amount of material wastage and helps 
to decrease the costs of manufacturing complex shape components (Bannister and 
Nicolaidis, 1998). Examples of such components are shown in Figure 2.25. 

Changing the knit architecture can vary the properties of knitted fabric itself quite 
significantly. In this fashion, characteristics such as fabric extensibility, areal weight, 
thickness, surface texture, etc, can all be controlled quite closely. This allows knitted 
fabric to be tailor-made to suit the particular component being produced. Both warp and 
weft knitting also have the ability to produce fabric with relatively straight, oriented 
sections of the knitting loop (see Figure 2.26) that can be designed to improve the in- 
plane mechanical performance of the fabric. Warp knitting in particular has been used to 
produce fabric with additional straight yarns laid into and bound together by the knit 
structure, but this will be described more fully in a later section. 
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(b) 
Figure 2.25 Examples of complex aerospace components manufactured with flat 
knitted fabric a) Helicopter door track pocket, b) Aircraft push rod fairing (courtesy of 
the Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced Composite Structures, Ltd) 

Figure 2.26 Illustration of a warp knitted fabric with oriented sections of yam. 
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2.4.2 Three-Dimensional Shaping 

As well as producing highly conformable flat fabric, the knitting process can be used to 
manufacture more complex-shaped items. Since the 1990’s significant advances in flat- 
bed machine technology and design and control software has allowed the development 
of commercial knitting machines that are capable of forming complex 3D shapes. The 
leading knitting machine companies, Stoll (Germany) and Shima Seiki (Japan), have 
lead the research and technical developments in this area and each has commercialised 
their own machinery capable of producing 3D shapes. The most important 
developments have been in the use of electronic controls for needle selection and knit 
loop transfer, and in the sophisticated mechanisms that allow specific areas of the fabric 
to be held and their movement controlled (Lo, 1999; Editor, 1996; 1997; Reider, 1996; 
Stoll GmbH, 1999). These developments allow the knit architecture and the way in 
which the fabric is controlled, to be designed such that as the fabric is manufactured it 
will form itself into the required three-dimensional preform shape with a minimum of 
material wastage, examples of which are shown in Figure 2.27. This can be 
accomplished without fabric overlap or seams and with the fabric properties capable of 
being designed to be uniform throughout the whole structure. This process is capable 
of cutting the manufacturing costs for complex-shaped components as the time required 
to form the component shape would be dramatically reduced when compared to the use 
of more traditional composite manufacturing techniques (Vuure et al., 1999). In spite of 
the relative infancy of this area of research a number of net-shaped components have 
already been demonstrated in high performance yarns including car wheel wells (Vuure 
et al., 1999), T-pipe junctions, cones, flanged pipes & domes (Epstein and Nurmi, 
1991), and jet engine parts (Robinson and Ashton, 1994). 

Figure 2.27 Examples of shape knitted comer fabrics designed for composite window 
frames (courtesy of the Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced Composite 
Structures, Ltd) 
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A speciaIised sub-group of 3D knitted preforms are sandwich fabrics, which were 
developed by Verpoest et al. in the mid-1990's (Verpoest et al., 1995). They are 
produced in a similar fashion to 3D woven sandwich fabrics by simultaneously knitting 
top and bottom skins on a double-bed, warp knitting machine. As the two fabrics are 
being formed, yams are swapped between the two faces to create the connecting pile 
yarns, thus binding the two faces into an integral sandwich fabric. The density of the 
pile yarns can be varied and their orientation can be aligned vertically or at an angle to 
the faces in the warp direction. The two needle beds can also be programmed to 
produce different knit architectures and thus produce face fabrics with different physical 
characteristics. 

As with 3D woven Distance Fabrics, the 3D knitted sandwich fabrics can produce 
composite sandwich products with high peel and delamination resistance and although 
their face fabrics will have reduced mechanical performance compared to Distance 
Fabric faces, their knit architecture allows them to form far more complex shapes than 
is possible with Distance Fabrics (Verpoest et al., 1995; Mouritz et al., 1999). 

2.4.3 Non-Crimp Fabrics 

A manufacturing technique that combines aspects of weaving and knitting is known by 
either of the names; Multi-Axial Warp Knitting or stitch-bonding, but is perhaps most 
commonly referred to by the style of fabric it produces, Non-Crimp Fabric (NCF). This 
fabric can be produced with glass, carbon or aramid yarn (or with combinations of 
these) and is unique in that fabric can contain relatively uncrimped yams orientated at 
0' and at angles that can vary between +20" to -20". There are a number of generic 
manufacturing processes which can be employed to produce NCF. The most commonly 
used process is that developed by the LIBA Machine Company of Germany. A 
schematic of this process is shown in Figure 2.28 together with an example of the type 
of fabric that can be produced. 

As illustrated in Figure 2.28, yarns are feed from a creel system (1) and are laid onto 
a long table at the orientations required via placement heads (2), an example of which is 
shown in Figure 2.29. These placement heads travel across the table and secure the 
yarns at either side on a chain of needles (3) that travel along the table as the fabric is 
manufactured. The lay-up of the final fabric is dictated by the control of the placement 
heads motion. As well as angled fibres, if required, a chopped strand mat can be 
incorporated into the fabric by the use of a chopper system (4) and further fleeces or 
mats can be inserted through the use of two roll-carriers (5).  The 0" fibres are the last to 
be placed and can be feed from a beam (6) or a creel system and the multiple layers of 
the fabric are linked together by a warp knitting machine (7). This machine has 
specially designed sharp-head needles that are positioned such that the knitting process 
does not penetrate and damage any yarns but instead forms the knit loop in between the 
yarns (see Figure 2.30). In current, commercially available fabric the knit thread is 
normally polyester, but techniques are being developed to manufacture high quality 
fabric with glass or carbon knitting thread. 

The process is flexible in that the variety of lay-ups is dictated only by the number 
and order of the "stations" (Le. 90°, 45", chopped fibre, fleece mats, etc) that are linked 
together along the length of the production table. However, due to the need to precisely 
locate the angled yarns on the needle chains and to ensure the knitting needles do not 
damage the yams, there are some restrictions on the size of yams used and the areal 
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weights that can be obtained for each layer of orientated yarn. Also current production 
machines are only capable of producing fabric with a maximum of 8 layers and the 0" 
yarns must be placed on an outer layer. However, large widths of fabric can be 
produced, up to 2.5 m for LIBA machines, and the rate of production is fast, up to 45 
linear metredhour (Kamiya et al., 2000). This makes this production technique highly 
suited for large volume production. 

Figure 2.28 a) Schematic of the LIBA process for manufacturing noncrimp fabric. 1 = 
creel system; 2 = placement heads; 3 = needles, 4 = chopper system; 5 = roll carriers; 6 
= beam to feed 0" fibres; 7 = warp knitting machine. b) An example of the type of fabric 
that can be produced with this process (courtesy of LIBA-Maschinenfabrik GmbH) 
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Figure 2.29 Examples of the fibre placement heads (courtesy of LIB A-Maschinenfabrik 
GmH) 

Figure 2.30 Knit loop formation (courtesy of LIB A-Maschinenfabrik GmbH) 
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In spite of the restrictions, non-crimp fabric is being used extensively for the 
manufacture of high performance yachts and in the manufacture of wind turbine blades. 
Its use is also increasing within the aerospace industry and it is considered to be the 
prime material candidate for use in future aircraft programs (Hinrichsen, 2000). This 
fabric has the advantages that fewer numbers of layers need be used to build up the 
required structure, therefore reducing the cost of labour. Due to the relatively 
uncrimped nature of the yarns, laminates produced using NCF have been found to 
exhibit superior in-plane properties for a given volume fraction of reinforcement than do 
laminates produced using woven fabric in which the yarns can be more highly crimped 
(Hogg et al., 1993). However, unlike the true 3D structures described in earlier sections 
(weaving, braiding, etc.) the polyester knitting thread does not improve the impact 
performance of the composite. Non-crimp fabric has also shown a much greater ability 
to conform to relatively complex shapes without the wrinkling that is normally 
produced in standard woven fabric. This is due to the ability of the fabric layers to shear 
a certain amount relative to each other without the knit loops restricting this movement. 

2.5 STITCHING 

2.5.1 Traditional Stitching 

Although the use of stitching in the production of composite components has only been 
reported since the 1980’s, it is arguably the simplest of the four main textile 
manufacturing techniques that have been described here and one that can be performed 
with the smallest investment in specialised machinery. Basically the stitching process 
consists of inserting a needle, carrying the stitch thread, through a stack of fabric layers 
to form a 3D structure (see Figure 2.31). Standard textile industry stitching equipment is 
capable of stitching preforms of glass and carbon fabrics and there are many high 
performance yarns that can be used as stitching threads. Aramid yarns have been the 
most commonly used for stitched composites as they are relatively easy to use in 
stitching machines and are more resistant to rough handling than glass and carbon. 
However the use of aramid stitching threads can cause difficulties in the final composite 
component due to their propensity to absorb moisture and the difficulty in bonding the 
aramid yarn to many standard polymer resins. The manufacturer must therefore be 
aware that these problems may lead to a reduction in the mechanical performance of the 
component in certain situations. Glass and carbon yarn do not have the problems of 
moisture absorption and weak interfaces that aramid yam does, but they are 
significantly more difficult to use in stitching machines. This is due to their inherent 
brittleness, which can lead to yarn breakage when stitch knots are being formed and 
fraying of the yarn in its passage through the stitching machine. Apart from trying to 
minimise the potential fraying on the stitch thread the main requirement for a suitable 
stitching machine is that the needle be capable of penetrating through the number of 
fabric layers to be stitched together in a precise and controlled manner. 

Although common, industrial stitching equipment can be used, there has been some 
development of more complex machines specifically designed for the production of 
stitched composite components. To date the most ambitious program has been that 
undertaken by NASA in association with Boeing (Beckworth and Hyland, 1998). This 
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project has developed a 28 metre long stitching machine with the aim to manufacture 
impact-tolerant composite aircraft wing components that are 25% lighter and 20% 
cheaper than equivalent aluminium parts. Parts have already been manufactured with 
this equipment and tested successfully (Phillips, 2000), however the capital costs 
involved in a stitching machine with these capabilities would be beyond the scope of 
most composite manufacturers. More recently, machinery advancement has 
concentrated upon the development of computer-controlled robotic stitching heads that 
are capable of stitching across a complex, curved surface (Wittig, 2000; Klopp et al., 
2000). This equipment is also capable of stitching from one side only (see Figure 2.32), 
which allows (if required) the stitching step to be done directly on the preform as it sits 
on the tool surface, an advantage over more common machines which need access to 
both sides of the preform during the stitching process. 

Needle Thread 

Bobbin Thread 
\ 

Figure 2.31 Illustration of a stitch pattern through a composite laminate 

Stitching has a number of advantages over other textile processes. Firstly, it is possible 
to stitch both dry and prepreg fabric, although the tackiness of the prepreg makes the 
process difficult and generally creates more damage within the prepreg material than in 
the dry fabric. Stitching also utilises the standard two-dimensional fabrics that are 
commonly in use within the composite industry therefore there is a sense of familiarity 
concerning the material systems. The use of standard fabric also allows a greater degree 
of flexibility in the fabric lay-up of the component than is possible with the other textile 
processes, which have restrictions on the fibre orientations that can be produced. 
Through the use of robotic mechanisms, it is also possible to automate the stitching of 
the fabric and thus create a highly automated and economical production process 
(Bauer, 2000). 

Stitching is not restricted to a “global” stitching of the complete component. If 
required, stitches can be placed only in areas which would benefit from through- 
thickness reinforcement, such as along the edge of the component or around holes. The 
density, stitch pattern and thread material can also be varied as required across the 
component therefore this technique has a great deal of flexibility in the arrangement of 
the through-thickness reinforcement. Stitching can also be used to construct complex 
three-dimensional shapes by stitching a number of separate components together (see 
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Figure 2.33). This not only increases the through-thickness strength of the final 
component but also produces a net-shape preform that can be handled without fear of 
fabric distortion. 

Figure 2.32 a) Illustration of one-sided stitching technique, b) Example of 
commercially available robotic, one-sided stitching machine (courtesy of Altin 
Niihtechnik GmbH) 
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Figure 2.33 Illustration of complex preform manufacture via stitching 

There are disadvantages with the stitching process, the main one of which is a reduction 
of the in-plane properties of the resultant composite component (i.e. tension, 
compression, shear, etc.). As the needle penetrates the fabric it can cause localised in- 
plane fibre damage and fabric distortion which has been found to reduce the mechanical 
performance of the composite (Mouritz et al., 1997; Mouritz and Cox, 2000). This 
reduction in performance can be aggravated by the surface loop of the stitch, which can 
also crimp the fabric in the thickness direction if the tension in the stitch thread is high. 
The presence of the stitch thread and the distortion in the fabric that it creates also 
causes a resin-rich pocket to be formed within the composite. This pocket can act as a 
potential crack initiator, which can possibly affect the long-term environmental 
behaviour of the material. More detail on the damage caused during stitching and the 
mechanical performance of stitched composites can be found in Chapter 8. 

2.5.2 Technical Embroidery 

A version of stitching which can be used to provide localised in-plane reinforcement 
together with through-thickness reinforcement is technical embroidery. In this process a 
reinforcement yarn is fed into the path of the stitching head and is stitched onto the 
surface of the preform (see Figure 2.34). With current computer controlled embroidery 
heads it is possible to accurately place this in-plane yarn in quite complex paths, which 
allows high stress regions of a component to be reinforced by fibres laid in the 
maximum stress direction. 

Although this technology appears best suited for the placement of localised 
reinforcement, the technical embroidery technique can also be used to construct 
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complete preforms containing an optimised fibre pattern. Current machinery would tend 
to limit the size of preforms made in this fashion but the process has the advantage that 
it is capable of high levels of automation (see Figure 2.35). This manufacturing 
technique could also be considered a version of the fibre placement technology. 

Figure 2.34 Example of a fibre oriented reinforcement manufactured via technical 
embroidery (courtesy of Hightex GmbH) 

Figure 2.35 Multiple preform manufacture with automated technical embroidery 
equipment (courtesy of Hightex GmbH) 
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2.5.3 %Pinning 

An alternate method to the standard stitching process was first described in late 1980's 
(Evans and Boyce, 1989; Boyce et al., 1989) and subsequently has been commercially 
developed by the company Aztex (a subsidiary of Foster-Miller) as Z-FiberTM 
technology (Freitas et al., 1996). The technology consists of embedding previously 
cured reinforcement fibres into a thermoplastic foam that is then placed on top of a 
prepreg, or dry fabric, lay-up and vacuum bagged. Through judicious choice of the 
material, the foam will collapse as the temperature and pressure are increased, allowing 
the fibres to be slowly pushed into the lay-up (see Figure 2.36). This method can be 
used during the normal autoclave cure of prepreg and for both prepreg and dry fabric 
can be performed whilst the lay-up is on the tool surface itself, thus saving extra steps in 
the manufacturing process. A version of this technology can be used at room 
temperatures as it utilises an ultrasonic horn that heats up a local area of the z-pin foam 
and preform, thus allowing a plunger to push the pre-cured reinforcement yarn into the 
lay-up. Both methods have been successfully applied to carbodepoxy composites with 
silicon carbide, boron and carbon reinforcement yarns. Chapter 9 contains further 
details on this technology and the mechanical performance of z-pinned composites. 

Heat and pressure 
Foam with embedded fibres Vacuum bag 

Tool 

Figure 2.36 Illustration of z-pinning process 

2.6 SUMMARY 

The four textile processes of stitching, weaving, braiding and knitting, have the 
potential to significantly reduce the cost of manufacturing many composite components 
and prodhce structures that have improved mechanical performance in critical design 
cases such as impact. Each of these processes has been briefly described here and their 
advantages and limitations noted. The main aspects of these manufacturing techniques 
have been summarised in Table 2.1 and reviews of these textile processes can be found 
in the published literature (KO, 1989b; Mouritz et al., 1999; Kamiya et al., 2000). 
However, one manufacturing issue that has only been only briefly mentioned here is the 
potential of each manufacturing process to cause significant damage to the 
reinforcement yarns and thus degrade the performance of the final composite. Although 
this issue as been partly explored for the stitching process (Mouritz et al., 1997; Mouritz 
and Cox, 2000) very little investigation has been done on the other techniques 
mentioned here, although recent work has shown that the effects of processing damage 
can be significant for 3D weaving (Lee et al., in press). 
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Table 2.1 Description of advanced textile manufacturing techniques 
Textile process Preform style Fibre orientation Productivityketup 
Stitching Complex preforms Dependant upon basic fabric High 
(general) possible by combining being stitched productivity. 

Stitching Additional fibres Complex fibre orientations Moderate 
(embroidery) incorporated onto possible, e.g. maximum stress productivity 

3D Weaving Flat fabrics, simple Wide range of through- High productivity 

several structures Short setup time 

basic fabric direction Short setup time 

profiles, integral thickness architectures possible Long setup time 
stiffened structures & but in-plane fibres generally 
integral sandwich limited to 0190 directions 
structures (except with advanced looms) 

(I, C. L, Z, 0, T,. . .) & between 0-80 degrees. 90 
flat fabrics degree fibres possible Long setup time 

3D Braiding Open & closed profiles 0 degree fibres. Braiding fibres Medium 
productivity 

Knitting (weft Flat fabrics, integral Highly looped fibres in mesh- Medium 
and warp) sandwich structures & like structure productivity 

very complex Short setup time 
preforms 

Knitting (non- Flat fabrics Multi-axial in-plane orientation High productivity 
crimp) 0/90/+45/-45. Up to 8 layers Long setup time 

It should be stated that these textile manufacturing techniques will not be applicable for 
all composite components. Design or manufacturing criteria that favour the use of a 
particular textiie process for one application may not necessarily be relevant for another. 
It is also possible that for some structures it may be necessary to combine a number of 
the textile processes in order to obtain a product that satisfies the many, and often 
conflicting, requirements of cost, performance, production rate, manufacturing risk, etc 
(Broslus and Clarke, I99 1). This intimate connection between the textile manufacturing 
process, the required preform design, the cost and the performance of the resultant 
component is of particular importance. It has been mentioned in the descriptions of the 
various textile processes that there is a very large range of possible preform 
architectures that can be produced, each with its own mechanical performance and 
associated cost. It is therefore critical that in the design of any component early 
consideration is given to the method of manufacture as only slight, relatively 
unimportant changes to component shape or required performance may result in 
significant changes to the manufacturing process utilised and the cost of final preform. 

In spite of the relative youth of these manufacturing techniques, advanced textile 
preforms are beginning to be used in the manufacture of composite components 
(Hranac, 2001). The potential savings in cost and improvements in performance that 
can be realised through the use of these processes are sufficiently attractive that 
extensive efforts are being put into further developing these processes. It is not yet clear 
how far these developments will go, but as designers and manufacturers become more 
familiar with the advanced textile techniques on offer, the use of these techniques will 
become more commonplace. 



Chapter 3 

Preform Consolidation 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The 3D textile preform production techniques outlined in the previous chapter are only 
the first stage in the production of a 3D fibre reinforced composite material. The use of 
sophisticated equipment and the intelligent design of the preform will all be to no avail 
if there is no adequate technology for consolidating the preform with polymer resin. 

Some traditional methods of composite material production are simply not suited for 
use with 3D textile preforms. Hand impregnation involves the use of brushes and rollers 
to physically work the resin into the fibre preform, which can cause distortion of the 
preform architecture. It is also not capable of removing all entrapped air from the 
consolidated composite due to the process being performed at atmospheric pressure. 
This would result in a component of low quality that would be unsuitable for the high 
performance tasks normally associated with 3D textile preforms. 

The pultrusion process involves a preform being pulled in a continuous fashion 
through a resin bath in which it is fully wet out. It then travels into a heated die where 
the resin is cured rapidly and a fully consolidated product emerges from the die where it 
is cut to the required length. It is theoretically possible to consolidate 3D preforms via 
the pultrusion process and there would be significant advantages to this as a single 
source of fabric would be more cost efficient to set up and control compared with the 
multitude of yarn and 2D fabrics sources that are currently used. However, the current 
wet out process involves the fabric and yarn having to follow complex paths around 
guide bars in order to work the resin fully into the fibres. This would severely distort the 
fibre architecture of a 3D preform thus compromising the mechanical performance of 
the final composite part. 

The use of commingled yarns to produce the preform is another possible 
consolidation route. These yarns consist of the reinforcement fibres intermingled with 
fibres of thermoplastic resin or particles of partially cured thermosetting resin. These 
commingled yarns can then be processed into textile preforms via the techniques 
outlined in Chapter 2, although for commingled thermoset yarns it is more difficult as 
the yarns often become less flexible through the commingling process. The application 
of heat and pressure then causes the resin to melt and wet out the preform. The 
difficulty arises in that the volume occupied by the resin relative to the total 
unconsolidated preform volume is low. Therefore to ensure that the available resin 
completely fills the fibre reinforcement and the volume fraction of reinforcement fibres 
is structurally significant, the preform must be dramatically reduced in volume during 
consolidation. This is generally not a problem for two dimensional fibre architectures as 
the thickness can be reduced without disrupting the architecture however a three- 
dimensional fibre architecture will be severely distorted through this consolidation thus 
rendering this manufacturing route unsuitable. 
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To date the only general manufacturing process that has been used successfully with 3D 
fibre preforms is Liquid Moulding (also known as Liquid Composite Moulding). There 
are many different variations of Liquid Moulding (LM) and the main techniques will be 
reviewed here. However, there are many issues involved in the successful consolidation 
of 3D fibre preforms and this chapter can only briefly outline these issues. For a more 
detailed explanation the reader is referred to publications such as Kruckenberg and 
Paton (1998), Parnas (2000) and Potter (1997). 

3.2 LIQUID MOULDING TECHNIQUES 

Within the published literature you will find many variations on the theme of liquid 
moulding, each with it’s process distinctions that, in the eyes of it’s developers, 
differentiate their technique from others and thus make it deserving of its own acronym. 
In reality, there are three primary liquid moulding techniques from which the other 
processes are derived. 

3.2.1 Resin Transfer Moulding 

Resin Transfer Moulding (RTM) is the most commonly used of the three main 
processes, particularly for the production of high performance aerospace components. 
The main aspect of this moulding technique which differentiates it from the following 
two processes is the general direction of flow the resin takes as it infiltrates the preform. 

The RTM process is characterised by a primarily in-plane flow of the resin through 
the preform. The resin is driven into the preform by the pressure of a pump. For very 
thick or complex shaped parts there will be an element of through-thickness resin flow 
but essentially the movement of the resin is within the plane of the preform. Figure 3.1 
illustrates this basic concept of the RTM process. The in-plane resin flow patterns that 
can occur within the preform are dictated by the design of the resin inlet and outlet 
gates. The maximum injection length of the resin into the preform is therefore limited 
by the in-plane preform permeability, the resin viscosity, the differential pressure 
driving the resin flow and the rate at which the resin is polymerising. These factors can 
be quite variable amongst the range of RTM products being produced and the resin 
systems used in their manufacture but, typically, injection lengths can range up to 2 
metres (Rackers, 1998). Higher permeability, lower resin viscosity, higher injection 
pressures and slower resin cure rate will all act to increase the injection length and thus 
the size of the part that can be produced. Production of a component larger than the 
maximum injection length can be accomplished through the use of multiple resin inlet 
and exit ports therefore one of the main issues which can restrict the size of component 
produced via RTM is the tooling used in the process. 

The tooling used for RTM is most often a closed mould system, thus has two main 
tools that enclose the preform. This can allow excellent surface finishes and close 
dimensional tolerances to be obtained if high quality (and normally expensive) tooling 
materials are used. Heating and cooling systems can also be built into the mould tools to 
minimise delays in obtaining the required tool temperature. The RTM process usually 
achieves the high fibre volume fraction of 55-60% normally required in high 
performance components as the use of quality tooling materials and presses allows for 
the application of large compaction pressures. This need for, often, expensive tooling 
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and presses with sufficient load capacity limits the size of component that can be 
economically produced via the RTM process. Cheaper tooling can be used but this often 
restricts the compaction pressure that can be applied and can potentially reduce the 
surface quality. These and other tooling issues are discussed further in Section 3.6. 

Heating 

Preforming Mould filling Releasing 
& Curing 

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the RTM process 

There are a number of liquid moulding processes related to RTM. Vacuum Assisted 
RTM (VARTM) is the same as RTM except that vacuum is applied to preform. This 
aids in consolidation quality through removal of air and speeds up the resin infiltration 
through an increased pressure differential. Structural Reaction Injection Moulding 
(SRIM) is similar to RTM and is used primarily in the automotive industry. The main 
difference is that much higher injection pressures are used to fill the preform quickly as 
the resin systems are generally fast curing and short cycle times are crucial in 
automotive production. 

3.2.2 Resin Film Infusion 

The process of Resin Film Infusion (RFI) is different from the RTM technique in two 
ways. Firstly, as the name suggests, the resin is initially present within the process as a 
film rather than a liquid. Secondly, the movement of the resin after heat and pressure is 
applied and the film melts, is in the thickness direction of the preform not in the plane 
of the preform as in the RTM process. The essential details of this technique are shown 
in Figure 3.2. In the RFI process the resin film is placed against the prepared tool 
surface, covering the necessary part surface area, and the preform is placed on top of the 
film. A release film, to aid in part removal, and a breather material, to enable the 
generation of vacuum within the bagged area, is then laid on top of the preform. This 
lay-up is then bagged in a similar process to prepreg components and can be heated 
within an oven or autoclave, depending upon the requirement for externally applied 
pressure. The molten resin is sucked into the fibre preform through capillary effects and 
the careful placement of vacuum outlets. External pressure can be used to compact the 
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preform to the required fibre volume fraction and also add to the pressure that is forcing 
the resin to flow. 

An advantage of the RFI technique is that, in a similar fashion to prepreg 
manufacture, only one major tool is needed in the process. For complex parts caul plates 
and small tools to aid in the compaction of specific areas are often used, however the 
tooling costs associated with RFI are generally much lower than with RTM. 

To vacuum 

I 

release film 

Heat & Pressure 

Figure 3.2 Schematic of the RFI process 

As the resin flow in RFI is in the thickness direction of the preform, there are not the 
same part size limitations due to maximum injection length as is the case with RTM. 
The main criterion in the RFI process is that the resin be capable of flowing through the 
complete thickness of the preform. This can be a significant issue in the design of the 
RFI process as many components that are potential candidates tend to be integrally 
stiffened structures and the height of the stiffener must not be beyond the infusion 
capability of the resin. The RFI process is therefore more suited for relatively flat, large 
surface area components whilst the RTM process is used more often for smaller, thicker 
and more complex parts. 

The disadvantages of the RFI process relate to the resin film itself. The manufacture 
of a resin film suitable for RFI can be quite costly and the price of such a film can be up 
to twice that of the pure resin (Rackers 1998). A further disadvantage is that the films 
are quite difficult to handle due to their lack of any supporting carrier material which 
other film materials have, such as adhesive films. RFI films are also generally of low 
areal weight so many plies of film must often be stacked together in order to infuse the 
component. This will increase the labour costs associated in its production. 
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There do not appear to be any other processing techniques, related to RFI, that are 
known under different names. The main variation within the RFI process appears to be 
whether the infusion is conducted in an oven under vacuum pressure or in an autoclave 
with an additional autoclave-generated pressure. 

3.2.3 SCRIMP-based Techniques 

The Seemann Composite Resin Infusion Process (SCRIMP) and similar techniques are 
essentially a mixture of the RTM and FWI processes. Like the RTM process, SCRIMP 
introduces liquid resin from an external source into the part via a resin inlet port. 
However, in a similar fashion to RFI, the primary resin flow direction is through the 
thickness of the preform. This style of resin flow is accomplished through the use of a 
resin distribution medium which allows the resin to flow quickly over the surface area 
of the part as it is also infusing through the preform thickness. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the typical set-up of a SCRIMP process. In a similar fashion to 
RFI, the fibre preform (and any core materials and inserts that may be required) are 
placed onto a tool together with a resin distribution medium and sealed with a vacuum 
bag in the conventional way. The part is then placed under vacuum and the resin 
introduced into the preform through a resin inlet port. The resin is distributed 
throughout the part via the flow medium and, if required, a series of channels. These 
channels can be piping on top of the distribution medium or can be channels cut into 
any core material present. The pressure differential provides the driving force for 
infusing the resin into the preform, in effect sucking the resin into the preform from the 
resin container, therefore injection equipment is not required for this process. 

Vacuum 
Pump 

R 
reservoir trap 

Figure 3.3 Schematic of the SCRIMP process 

Like the RFI and conventional prepreg techniques only one tool is needed for the 
SCRIMP process and thus the tooling costs are significantly less than RTM. However, it 
also has an advantage over RFI in that raw material costs are reduced due to the use of 
the cheaper liquid resin rather than the more expensive resin film. 
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The SCRIMP process has generally become associated with the production of non- 
aerospace components such as yacht hulls, bus body-shells, refrigerated rail cars, wind 
turbine blades, etc, as the use of only vacuum pressure to consolidate the preform 
generally produces components with lower fibre volume fractions than RTM or RFI. 
Through the careful selection of the resin systems, cure times can be lengthened to the 
point that very large structures can be economically produced via the SCRIMP 
technique and yacht hulls of up to 37.5 metres (123 ft) have been manufactured (Stewart 

The SCRIMP process has also been described under a number of other acronyms, 
VIP (Vacuum Infusion Process) and VBRI (Vacuum Bag Resin Infusion) to name just 
two. The only apparent differences between all the SCRIMP-based processes appear to 
relate to the techniques or materials used to distribute the resin rapidly across the 
surface area of the preform. 

2001). 

3.3 INJECTION EQUIPMENT 

Out of the three primary techniques of liquid moulding, two of the processes (RFI and 
SCRIMP) do not require specialised injection equipment to introduce the resin into the 
preform. The selection and use of resin injection equipment, as described in this section, 
is therefore related specifically to the RTM process. 

All injection equipment consists of three basic components: the resin storage area, 
the resin feed apparatus and the delivery hose (an example of an RTM injection 
machine is shown in Figure 3.4). There are many variations in style and operation of 
these components that are available through the numerous manufacturers of injection 
equipment, however one of the first equipment choices that has to be made is influenced 
by the choice of resin and its handling. Essentially, resins can be handled as either one- 
part, pre-mixed resinhardener systems that are injected into the mould via a single 
valve, or with the resin and hardener kept separate in individual reservoirs and mixed 
during the injection process in a multi-valve machine. 

Both options have their advantages and disadvantages. In the one-part, single valve 
process, uneven mixing can be eliminated as a!! the resin components are pre-mixed 
prior to use. The cure process can also be easier to control as all the resin components 
have been mixed together at the same time. There are generally less moving parts on 
single valve machines therefore maintenance can be reduced and the system heating is 
simplified as only one reservoir is used. Cleaning of the system is generally simpler 
than multi-valve machines therefore the use of single valve machines is more suited to 
low production volumes or when a variety of different resin systems are to be used. This 
is generally seen in the aerospace industry or for research and development. The main 
disadvantage is that as the resin is pre-mixed it can be curing within the reservoir. 
Therefore, if too much resin is mixed or delays occur in production, there is a risk that 
the usable life of the resin will be exceeded and the excess will be wasted. 

The main advantage of multi-valve machines is due to the fact that the resin 
components are kept separate and thus unmixed. This means that the usable life of the 
resin system is extended and therefore larger volumes of materials can be stored in the 
reservoirs. As mixing and injection of only the required amount of resin is 
accomplished, waste is generally reduced. This equipment is most often used in a 
production-line format where a limited number of resin types are used and the 
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throughput of resin is large, for example, the automotive or sporting goods industries. 
The disadvantages of the multi-valve machines are the greater degree of maintenance 
required of the more complex equipment and the possibility of uneven catalysation if 
incorrect mixing occurs during impregnation. 

Figure 3.4 Megaject RTM-Pro injection machine (photo courtesy of Plastech T.T. Ltd, 
UK) 

The other main decision affecting the choice of equipment is related to the mechanism 
used to inject the resin into the mould and here the choice is between equipment 
designed to produce a constant injection pressure or a constant flow rate. 

When constant pressure is being used then the flow rate will vary during 
impregnation and will decrease with increasing distance from the injection port. The 
main advantage of this system is the complete control over pressure during injection. 
This system has the obvious disadvantage of limited control over the resin flow rate, but 
also the added disadvantages of the pressurisation being limited by available equipment, 
for example shop air pressure, and the tact that the resin must be held in a pressurisable 
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container, which can limit the volume of resin that can be handled. A heated pressure 
pot is an example of a constant pressure system. 

Constant flow rate systems are usually driven by reciprocating piston pumps and 
enable repeatable injection times to be maintained, which is important for production- 
line manufacturing. With these pumps flow is actually semi-constant as flow of a set 
volume of resin occurs during the piston downstroke and it is stopped during the piston 
upstroke when resin is drawn in. The advantages of this system include flow rate 
control, larger resin reservoirs and the ability to have higher injection pressures. The 
main disadvantage comes from the increasing backpressure generated as the resin flows 
through the preform. If this pressure becomes too high then the preform can be 
displaced within the mould and can even cause mould deflection and damage to the 
equipment. If the flow front is also moving too rapidly in the preform then void 
entrapment can result, leading to a poor quality part. 

Fortunately, many suppliers of injection equipment can now supply systems capable 
of control over both the flow rate and pressure and contact details for some of these 
companies are given in Table 3.1. 

Tabie 3.1 Examples of RTM injection equipment suppliers 
Aplicator System AB Metallva 3, S-435 33, Mdlnlycke, Sweden, Tel: +46-31- 

750-30-00, Fax: +46-3 1-750-30-01, www.avlicator.se 
28 Parker Street, Newburyport, MA, 01950, USA, Tel: +1- 
978-463-0202, Fax: + 1-978-463-0505, 
www.ashbvcross.thomasreoister.com 
8400 Port Jackson Ave N.W., N. Canton, Ohio, 44720, 
USA, Tel: +1-330-494-1313, Fax: + 1-330-494-5383, 
www.liauidcontrol.com 
1862 Ives Ave, Kent, WA, 98032, USA, Tel: +1-253-854- 
2660, Fax: + 1-253-852-0294, www.venusmagnum.com 
Unit 1 Delaware Road, Gunnislake, Cornwall, P218 9AR, 
UK, Tel: +44-1822-832-621, Fax: +44-1822-833-999, 
www.vlastech.co.uk 

Radius Engineering 3474 South 2300 East, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84109, USA, 
Inc. Tel: +1-801-277-2624, Fax: +1-801-277-7232, 

www.radiusena.com 
Wolfangel GmbH Roenstgenstr 3 1, D-7 1254, Ditzingen, Germany, Tel: +49- 

07152-51071, Fax: +49-07152-58195, 
www. wolfangel .com 

Ashby Cross Company 
Inc . 

Liquid Control Corp. 

Magnum Venus 

Plastech T.T. Ltd. 

3.4 RESIN SELECTION 

The selection of a resin system for the liquid moulding of 3D fibre preforms is 
influenced both by the requirements dictated by the use of the composite component 
and the requirements driven by the manufacturing process. In the first case, the 
intended application of the composite component will influence the selection of the 
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resin system based upon factors such as mechanical properties, environmental 
resistance, cost, etc. Although these are important criteria for any resin, they do not 
directly effect the ability of the resin to be processed under liquid moulding conditions. 
There are essentially two processing factors that are critical to know in selecting a resin 
system for successful liquid moulding and these are the resin viscosity and pot life. 

The viscosity of the resin must remain low enough during the entire moulding 
process in order to enable the resin to successfully infuse the complete volume of 
preform without the need for excessive driving pressures to be used. Within the three 
types of liquid moulding processes described here, the driving pressure can range from 
less than lOOkPa up to approximately 700kPa which is commonly used in rapid 
injection processes within the automotive industry. The preform volume fraction and its 
size also plays a part in determining the necessary resin viscosity, with low fibre volume 
fractions having a greater permeability to the resin than high volume fraction preforms. 
However, within the range of injection pressures, preform volume fractions and 
component sizes, the general rule-of-thumb used is that resins suitable for liquid 
moulding should have viscosities no higher than 500 cps (centipoise) during moulding. 
This is particularly true for the high volume fraction preforms used in the aerospace 
industry as the use of resin systems with viscosities higher than this tends to lead to 
mould pressures that are difficult to handle and often produces composites with poor 
fibre impregnation. 

Given the critical influence of resin viscosity to the liquid moulding process, the 
practical definition of resin pot life within liquid moulding is normally defined as the 
time it takes for the resin system’s viscosity to reach a level which prevents further 
liquid moulding from occurring (generally 500 cps). Depending upon the size and 
complexity of the part, resin pot lives may be required to run from minutes, for the rapid 
production of automotive parts, to hours for large marine structures. The time required 
to fill a preform can be determined from Darcy’s Law which relates the flow rate of a 
resin to parameters such as its viscosity and the preform permeability. 

permeability x cross - sectional area pressure drop 
Flow rate = X 

resin viscosity unit length 

As a significant proportion of liquid moulding processes occur with thermosetting 
resins, the operator must be aware that the resin will generally be curing throughout the 
process and thus its viscosity will be increasing with time. The temperature of the resin 
during liquid moulding will also affect the resin viscosity. The initial viscosity will 
decrease with increased temperature but the rate of cure will increase, therefore the 
operator needs to obtain a balance between moulding temperature and pot life in order 
to ensure that the preform is successfully consolidated. An illustration of how 
temperature and time affects the resin viscosity for epoxy systems is shown in Figure 
3.5 

There are a wide variety of resin systems that can be used for liquid moulding and 
more detailed information can be found in the references Kruckenberg and Paton 
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(1998), Parnas (2000) and Potter (1997) or directly from resin suppliers such as Hexcel, 
3M, Dow Chemical, Bayer, Shell, etc. 

Temperature T3 > T2 > TI 

I 

Time 

Figure 3.5 Illustration of resin viscosity versus time 

3.5 PREFORM CONSIDERATIONS 

When liquid moulding is used to consolidate preforms constructed from 2D fabric, one 
of the most important considerations is the need to keep the preform stable through a 
means of binding the fabric layers together. Normally this is accomplished by the use of 
a relatively small amount of binder resin which will be compatible with the matrix resin. 

The use of 3D fibre preforms negates the need to use a binder resin as the 3D nature 
of the fibre architecture creates an inherently stable preform. This is a major advantage 
of these preforms over those produced from 2D fabric and can lead to significant cost 
advantages when liquid moulding complex structures (Broslus 1991). 

There are however some issues related to the liquid moulding of 3D fibre preforms. 
Generally the preforms are not produced at the final fibre volume fractions required in 
the composite structure thus pressure is often used to compact the preform to the 
required fibre volume fraction. In 2D fabric preforms this is generally not a concern as 
the pressure is usually applied normal to the fabric layers and thus does not affect the 
fibre directions. However, with 3D fibre preforms not all the reinforcement wilI be 
perpendicular to the pressure therefore the use of compaction pressure can lead to a 
distortion of the 3D fibre architecture and thus a potential degradation of the composite 
properties. An allowance for this possible distortion must therefore be made when 
designing the preform architecture. 
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A further issue is the potential of having preferential flow directions within the preform 
that can prevent correct filling with the liquid resin. Many 3D preforms, particularly 
non-crimp fabrics and those produced by weaving, can have planes of very straight 
reinforcement in specific directions. This directionality can result in significant 
differences in preform permeability with orientation that could lead to the resin flowing 
more swiftly in certain directions (“racetracking”) and trapping off unfilled sections of 
the preform. Accurate knowledge of the preform permeability with orientation and 
correct design of the liquid moulding process will allow this issue to be overcome. 

3.6 TOOLING 

The proper design and manufacture of tooling for liquid moulding is a critical part of 
successfully consolidating a 3D fibre preform. Of the three liquid moulding processes 
described in this chapter (RTM, RFI and SCRIMP), both RFI and SCRIMP utilise 
single-sided tools whilst the RTM process requires a closed mould system. Although 
this difference does allow a greater ability for the RTM process to incorporate integral 
heating and cooling systems into the tooling, many of the liquid moulding tooling issues 
are common to all three process styles. 

3.6.1 Tool Materials 

Generally the first decision that is made in the tool design process is to choose the 
material from which to manufacture the liquid moulding tool. There are many materials 
which can be used, ranging from metal (steel, AI, etc) to cast resin, wood or plaster. 
The choice of material will be influenced by many factors and detailed discussion of 
these can be found in references such as Potter (1997) and Wadsworth (1998). Some of 
the primary factors will be briefly discussed here. 

The production rate is often one of the most important factors in the selection of tool 
material. For low volume (100’s of parts) or prototype production, composite, cast 
resin, wood or plaster tools are often used and have the advantage that they are 
significantly cheaper than metal tools and thus are more suited to low production 
volumes. For higher production volumes (1,000 - 10,000 + parts), metal tools (steel, 
aluminium, electroformed nickel, etc) are the only possible choice due to their 
durability. Although metal tools are more costly on a direct comparison with non- 
metal, the higher initial tooling costs are generally outweighed by the reduced need to 
repair or replace them, which is an important consideration in high volume and 
production rate environments. 

The processing conditions and required surface finish also affect the material choice. 
Metal tools are capable of withstanding far higher service temperatures than non-metal 
tools and are thus more suited for processes using resins with high cure temperatures. 
Properly maintained metal tools also produce better surface finishes than non-metal, 
which is particularly important in industries such as the automotive. Other issues such 
as the heat transfer requirements and the need for dimensional control can also influence 
the choice of tool material but generally these are secondary to the issues mentioned 
above. 
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3.6.2 Heating and Cooling 

The SCRIMP and RFI processes both operate with single-sided tooling therefore 
heating is generally conducted via an external source such as an autoclave, air 
convection oven or radiant heaters, or even through the use of electric heating blankets. 
The selection of a heating system will be dependant upon the size of the part being 
produced and the processing conditions (heating rates, cure temperature, etc). Generally 
though the tools are not integrally heated as it is a less efficient, and often more costly, 
way of applying thermal energy to the preform and resin with a single-sided tool. 
Cooling for these processes would generally occur via natural cooling in the air. 

As the RTM process uses double-sided tooling, integral heating becomes a more 
likely candidate as a means to apply thermal energy. Normally the mould is heated and 
cooled using temperature controlled water or oil, although electrical elements can also 
be used for heating. The mould is constructed with interior channels through which the 
heatingkooling fluid flows and this normally results in a very efficient, controlled 
process for heating and cooling the mould. The selection of fluid temperatures will 
depend upon the required heating rates and cure temperatures but also upon the size of 
the mould and the thermal properties of the mould material itself. Alternate heating 
techniques for the RTM process include heated platens in a press, which also has the 
advantage of providing the mould clamping pressure, and external sources such as 
ovens. These techniques are normally not as efficient as the integral heating process. 

3.6.3 Resin Injection and Venting 

This part of the mould design is one of the most critical and, although the exact details 
of resin flow are different between RTM, RFI and SCRIMP, this issue is relevant to all 
three of the liquid moulding techniques. 

The injection ports (resin inlets) and vents (resin outlets) must be correctly 
positioned so that the resin will contact all of the preform during its flow. Bypass of any 
part of the preform will result in dry patches, one of the types of defects that will be 
discussed in a later section. The factor common to many successful inlet/outlet designs 
is that the flow path should be arranged such that the resin is flowing into a 
configuration with decreasing volume. Thus the volume of air left in the preform will be 
decreasing and this reduction effect helps sweep the air out of the part. Figure 3.6 
illustrates examples of good and bad inlet/outlet designs with regard to this rule-of- 
thumb. The reverse arrangement can be used but this generally requires a greater 
understanding of the likely resin flow in order to obtain fully wet-out components. Flow 
modelling can be a very important process to undertake when designing a mould, 
particularly when the preform permeability is  very anisotropic. There are various 
commercially available software packages that can be used for this task. The details of 
modelling the flow of resins in liquid moulding processes is explained in greater detail 
in Parnas (2000). 

Vents should be placed so as to draw the resin through preform sections that are 
difficult to wet out and this is usually at the extreme end of flow paths or dead ends, 
where the resin will not flow by itself. Vents must also be capable of being individually 
sealed after the resin begins to bleed out as this will force the resin to flow into other 
sections of the preform and, when all are sealed, will allow the final curing process to 
occur under pressure. This will help reduce the possibility of voids in the finished part. 
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Dry Area 

a) Desirable flow b) Undesirable flow 

Figure 3.6 Desirable and undesirable resin flow paths 

3.6.4 Sealing 

Adequate sealing of the mould is essential if parts of low void content are to be 
produced. In RFI and SCRIMP this is accomplished with sealant tape in the normal 
fashion when sealing the preform under a vacuum bag. In RTM the most common way 
to produce a seal is through the use of elastomeric O-rings (materials such as silicone 
rubber or VitonB). These O-rings sit in a machined groove within one half of the mould 
and are compressed when the mould closes. The choice of O-ring material depends 
upon the required pressure sealing capacity and the maximum temperature it will see 
during the moulding cycle. 

Another method that can be used is the pinch seal technique. Here the preform itself 
is clamped tightly between the two mould halves to create a region of very high fibre 
volume fraction. This will increase the resistance to flow of the resin in this area and 
ideally create an area through which the resin cannot flow over the course of the 
injection and cure. In reality pinch seals generally allow resin to leak through, which 
can be a health and safety concern. The final consolidated part will also need more 
extensive trimming than one produced with an O-ring seal. 
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3.7 COMPONENT QUALITY 

There are a number of factors that can define the quality of the component produced via 
a liquid moulding process. Factors such as adequate fibre volume fraction, correct fibre 
orientation, degree of resin cure and interfacial bonding between the fibre and resin are 
important but are generally controlled through the preform design, resin selection and 
control over the cure cycle. The primary component quality factor that is a direct result 
from the process of liquid moulding is the presence of defects such as voids, porosity or 
dry patches within the component. A dry spot is defined as a region of the preform that 
has not been wet out by resin, an example of which is shown in Figure 3.7a. Voids 
(Figure 3.7b) are bubbles of air or other gases, whilst porosity is a collection of voids 
within a region. 

b) 

Figure 3.7 a) Typical dry patch b) Typical void between reinforcement tows 

Dry spots essentially occur due to the resin not flowing correctly to every part of the 
preform. This can be due to a poor design of the resin inlet and outlet positions which is 
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often influenced by the complex geometries of the preforms that are generally 
consolidated by liquid moulding. Dry spots can also be produced by a variation in 
preform permeability causing unintended resin flow paths. This is particularly apparent 
at the edges of preforms, where racetracking can often occur, or if the preform contains 
areas of highly anisotropic permeability that can force the resin flow into unintended 
directions. It is possible to repair some dry spots after manufacture by a local injection 
of resin although generally not all of it is eliminated and the area is often weaker. If a 
dry spot is observed to be forming during moulding a process of repeatedly blocking 
and opening the outlet whilst keeping the injection pressure on can act to move the 
trapped air to the outlet due to the varying pressure differentials. This process is known 
as “burping” (Rackers, Howe & Kruckenberg, 1998). 

Voids and porosity can be formed through a number of mechanisms. Air leaks in 
vacuum assisted liquid moulding can cause large, irregular voids to form and are 
generally located near the perimeter of the part or near the inletloutlet positions. They 
are formed through inadequate sealing. Regular vacuum checks and replacement of 
seals and fittings can eliminate these defects. Volatiles formed during the resin infusion 
and cure process can also form gas-filled voids. These are generally observed as small, 
isolated voids spread evenly through the component. A change of resin type to a non- 
volatile producing species, or an adjustment of the vacuum pressures or cure 
temperatures can help eliminate these voids. If this is not possible then an increase in 
the injection pressure can help minimise the void size. The final void formation 
mechanism is the mechanical entrapment of air. This is essentially a smaller version of 
the dry spot formation on the scale of individual tows. The resin contains two paths 
within the preform through which it can flow, between the tows and within the tows. 
The driving forces for the two paths are different, capillary action within the tow and 
the overall hydrodynamic pressure between the tows. If these driving forces are not 
similar then the flow front can lead in one of the flow paths and lead to the entrapment 
of air within the other flow path. To overcome this problem vacuum is normally applied 
in the moulding process therefore any trapped voids will have an internal pressure close 
to vacuum. As the hydrostatic pressure increases the voids must shrink and may 
completely collapse. 

3.8 SUMMARY 

Liquid moulding processes are currently the only viable techniques that can be used to 
successfully consolidate 3 0  fibre preforms. There are many different styles of liquid 
moulding but they all essentially fall into the main groupings of Resin Transfer 
Moulding (RTM), Resin Film Infusion (RFI) and the Seemann Composite Resin 
Infusion Process (SCRIMP). A basic description of the various techniques and issues 
related to the choice of equipment, resin selection, tool design and part quality have 
been given in this Chapter. 

Liquid moulding is in common use within a wide range of industries and is a well 
established manufacturing process, but is primarily used with traditional 2D fibre 
reinforcements. The consolidation of 3D preforms via liquid moulding does not appear 
to hold significant challenges and examples of the use of liquid moulding 3D reinforced 
composites for commercial and prototype use have been given in Chapter 1. The main 
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deterrent to the increased use of liquid moulded 3D composites appears to be more 
related to the current ability to manufacture the desired preforms and uncertainty over 
their mechanical performance. 



Chapter 4 

Micromechanics Models for Mechanical Properties 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Composite materials are composed of at least two constituent phases, such as fibres and 
matrix, and their overall behaviour is dependent on the mechanical properties of the 
constituent phases and the detailed forms in which they interact. Composite materials 
are intrinsically heterogeneous at the micro-scale. However, the heterogeneous 
structures of composite materials may be idealised as a homogeneous medium with 
effective anisotropic properties at the macro-scale, which have been widely and 
successfully used in practical structural engineering. The procedure to determine the 
effective properties of a representative volume of composite materials from the known 
properties of the individual constituents and their detailed interaction is referred to as 
micromechanics analysis or characterisation of composite materials in a more general 
sense. 

The effective overall behaviours of a composite material are dependant on the 
mechanical properties of the individual constituents, and their detailed interaction, such 
as relative volumetric ratios and micro-structural distribution of the individual 
constituents. While it may be relatively easy to determine the mechanical properties of 
the individual constituents, comprehensive understanding and accurate consideration of 
the interaction between the individual constituents at the micro-scale is of vital 
importance and represents a great challenge in micromechanics analysis. Over the past 
five decades, many researchers have devoted their efforts to the development of 
micromechanics analysis techniques to predict mechanical properties of composite 
materials. Treatment of microstructures and their influence in a composite material is 
one of the most important efforts. Micromechanics models have been developed to 
evaluate some effective linear properties of certain composite materials by completely 
ignoring the influence of microstructures of all constituents. For composite materials 
with their microstructures having stochastic and probabilistic features, uncertainties of 
some effective properties can be estimated by determining their corresponding upper 
and lower bounds. Recently, with the advance of computing and measurement 
technologies, more accurate evaluation of effective properties for a composite material 
can be achieved with the aid of more available information on microstructures of all 
constituents. 

This chapter will focus on micromechanics analysis of fibre reinforced composite 
materials, particularly those materials reinforced long fibres. Typical examples include 
unidirectional fibre reinforced composites, 2D woven composites as well as 3D fibre 
reinforced composites. Earlier researches were conducted based on a large number of 
assumptions for simplifying the analysis procedures. The relevant approaches include 
rules of mixture approximations, composite cylinder models and the variation boundary 
method. These methods provide approximate estimation of mechanical properties, but 
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cannot be used to analyse variations of mechanical properties with some important 
architecture parameters due to the introduction of oversimplified assumptions. On the 
other hand, it is almost impractical to investigate experimentally the mechanical 
properties of textile composites and their dependence on the major architecture 
parameters because of their complexity in geometry and spatial organisation. Hence, it 
is desirable to develop an analytical approach which is capable of modelling textile 
composites at a micro geometry level, and predicting effectively the mechanical 
properties and their dependence on major architecture parameters. 

Finite element analysis (FEA) is a useful and versatile approach used by many 
researchers to predict mechanical properties of composite materials. A number of FEA 
models have been developed to evaluate the effects of various fibre architecture 
parameters on the mechanical properties of textile composites. 

It is not intended to present or even review in this book all micromechanics methods 
that have been used or may be potentially useful for characterising 3D fibre reinforced 
composite materials. Instead, this book aims to provide a brief description of selected 
micromechanics modelling methods that have been proved to be useful for predicting 
the in-plane mechanical properties of 3D composites. 

4.2 FUNDAMENTALS IN MICROMECHANICS 

4.2.1 Generalized Hooke’s Law 

For an elastic anisotropic material, the generalized Hooke’s law is the linear stress- 
strain relation as given by: 

{d= [ck} (4.1) 
where 
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where oij and are the stress and strain components, respectively, and C, are the 
elastic stiffness constants. The stiffness matrix is symmetric from an energy 
consideration. There are 21 independent constants out of the 36 constants. The above 
equation can also be written in the form: 

(4.3) 
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where [SI is the inverse matrix of [C] and is given by: 
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(4.4) 

where S ,  are the elastic compliances. For small deformation in the Cartesian coordinate 
system, the strains can be defined as: 

I au. auj 
I~ 2 ani ani E. .  = -(--'- +-1 (4.5) 

where ui (i=1,2,3) are the displacements in the directions of the three Cartesian 

coordinates, and xi (i=1,2,3) are the three coordinates in the Cartesian system. 

we have the following Hooke's law: 
For an orthotropic material, in which there are three orthogonal symmetrical planes, 

in which there are only nine independent elastic stiffness constants. Similarly, there are 
only nine independent elastic compliance constants, and the compliance matrix for a 
unidirectional fibre reinforced composite material is given by: 

- V13/EI - v23/E2 0 0 0 
[si = [c]-l= I o  0 0 0 0 

where E l ,  Ez, E 3 ,  G12 ,  G23 ,  GN, v12, v23 and v3l are engineering constants. 
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4.2.2 Representative Volume Element and Effective Properties 

A microscopically inhomogeneous composite material can be idealised as a 
macroscopically homogeneous continuum when the behaviour of engineering structures 
made of the material can be satisfactorily retained. Such idealisation can be realised 
over a representative sample of the composite material. Selection of the dimensions of 
a representative volume is imperative. The representative volume must be sufficiently 
large compared to the scale of the microstructure so that it contains a sufficient number 
of individual constituents and microstructural features. It also must be small compared 
to the whole structural body so that it is entirely typical of the whole composite 
structure on average. For structural scales larger than the representative volume 
element, continuum mechanics can be used to reproduce properties of the material as a 
whole for structural analysis and design without considering the microstructure of the 
material. 

For a representative vohmetric element subject to an imposed macroscopically 
homogeneous stress or displacement field and no body forces, the average stress and 
strain components are defined as: 

1 8.. = - JoudV v ,  
(4.7) 

where 0,. and E,. are the true stresses and strains in the representative volume V or 
micro stresses or micro strains, respectively. 

When a representative volume element is subject to a prescribed displacement field 
on its boundary surface S in the form: 

where E; are constant strains, the average strains Eti are identical to the applied 

constant strains, i.e., E,. = &:, when there exists perfect interfacial bonding. 
When a representative volume element is subject to a homogeneous stress field on 

its boundary surface S in the following form: 

where 0,: are constant stresses and ni (i=1,2,3) are components of the unit outward 
normal vector to the surface of the representative volume, the average stresses are 
identical to the applied constant stresses, i.e., qj = 0;. Both conditions in equations 
(4.8) and (4.9) are referred to as homogeneous boundary conditions, Le., iso-strain and 
iso-stress boundary conditions, respectively. It is worth pointing out that the work done 
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by the average stresses and the average strains are identical to that done by the micro 
stresses and micro strains. 

The effective properties are defined in terms of the relations between the average 
stresses and average strains over a representative volume. They can be obtained by 
applying boundary conditions in equations (4.8) and (4.9) as follows. 

Iso-strain method imposition of a prescribed homogeneous displacement-based 
boundary condition in equation (4.8) to a representative volume yields the following 
stress-strain relation: 

{F} = [FiE} 

where 
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(4.10) 

(4.1 1) 

where i7G and FG are the average stress and average strain components, respectively, 

and Cj are the effective elastic stifhess constants. 
Iso-stress method application of homogeneous boundary conditions in equation 

(4.9) to a representative volume leads to the following stress-strain relation: 

where 

- - - -  
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(4.12) 

(4.13) 

where S, are the effective elastic compliances. 
For a representative volume element, with well-defined dimensions, of a composite 

material, the effective properties produced by employing the homogeneous boundary 
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conditions given in equations (4.8) and (4.9) are expected to be identical, Le., the 
effective compliance matrix, [SI, is the inverse matrix of the effective elastic stiffness 

matrix [c] . When applying the boundary conditions in equations (4.8) or (4.9) to a 
representative volume, solutions for the true stresses or true strains can be obtained 
either analytically or numerically. In the analytical approaches, various assumptions are 
introduced to simplify the solutions, which in turn yield simple and closed-form 
expressions for the effective properties of the representative volume. However, the 
selected assumptions may not allow consideration of certain characteristics and their 
corresponding parameters. In the numerical analysis approach, finite element methods 
may be used and lesser number of assumptions is required in the analysis, which allows 
consideration of more characteristics of a representative volume element. With the 
advance of computing techniques, numerical simulation can be achieved at multi-scales, 
which allows modelling of more features. However, numerical analysis approaches can 
be expensive and require more microstructural information of a representative volume. 

4.2.3 Rules of Mixtures and Mori-Tanaka Theory 
As an illustrative example, consider a two-phase composite consisting of an elastic 
matrix reinforced by randomly dispersed spherical elastic inclusions. The average stress 
and strain are given by: 

{ F} = c, { F'I' } + c2 { 3 2 )  } 

[ F} = c, [ 8"' } + c2 { 8 2 )  } (4.14) 

where cl, c2 are the volume fraction of each phase with cl+c2=l, ?) and Z(') (i=1,2) 
are the average stress and strain vectors in phase 1 and 2 respectively. 

Using the relations between stresses and strains at any point in the phase as given in 
equation (4.10) and (4.1 l), the above equations can be written as: 

(4.15) 

The average strains and stresses in each phase are uniquely dependent on the average 
strains and stresses in representative volume element, namely, 

where Ai and Bi (i=1,2) are referred to as concentration matrices, and 

Substituting equations (4.16) into (4.15) yields the following expressions for the 
c,[A,I+c2[A21 =[I1 and c l [ ~ , l + c 2 [ B 2 1 = [ ~ l .  

effective stiffness and compliance matrices of the composite material: 

[c] = C , [ C " ' ] [ A , ] + C , [ C ' ~ ' ] [ A ~ ]  (4.17a) 
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(4.17b) 

Noting the definition of concentration matrices in equation (4.16), the following 
relationships hold c , [ A , ]  = [I]-c,[A,] and c,[B,]  =[I]-c,[B,]. Thus the above 
equations can be rewritten as: 

(4.18) 

By assuming that the strain is uniform throughout the composite, which means that 
[Al  J=[AzJ=[ZJ, the following simplest equation can be obtained: 

[C] = C,[C"'] + C,[C'*'] (4.19) 

Similarly, by assuming that stress is uniform throughout the composites, namely 
[B1]=[B2]=[ f l ,  we have the following: 

[SI = C,[S'"] + c2[S'2' J (4.20) 

Equation (4.19) and (4.20) are the Voigt and Reuss approximations, which provide 
upper and lower bounds as proved by Hill (Aboudi 1991). 

Determination of the concentration matrices in different phases is one of the most 
important steps in evaluating the effective overall properties of a composite material. 
Mori and Tanaka (1973) presented a method for calculating average internal stress in a 
matrix of materials containing misfitting inclusions by using eigenstrains. In the Mori- 
Tanaka method, the average strain in the interacting inclusions is approximated by that 
of a single inclusion in an infinite matrix subject to the uniform average matrix strain 
(Aboudi, 1991), which leads to the following relation: 

where superscript 2 indicates the inclusion and superscript 1 corresponds to the matrix, 
[T,] is determined from the solution of a single particle imbedded in an infinite matrix 
subject to homogeneous displacement boundary conditions defined by the average 
matrix strain { F ( ' ) } .  Substituting the above equation into (4.15) yields a definition of 

{ E " ) }  in terms of the overall average strains {Z} , and in conjunction with equation 
(4.15) leads to the determination of [A2] as follows (Aboudi 1991): 

Substituting into equation (4.18) yields the overall stiffness matrix. 
compliance matrix can also be obtained similarly. 

The overall 
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4.2.4 Unit Cell Models for Textile Composites 

As described in Chapter 2, textile composites, including two-dimensional woven and 
braided composites, are manufactured with advanced machinery following specifically 
designed parameters. Such manufacturing processes result in textile composites 
possessing geometric periodic patterns, i.e., there exists a piece of minimum sized 
sample of composite which can be copied with translational increments only repetitively 
to map out the whole composite structures. For a fibre reinforced textile composite 
material, the minimum sized periodic sample is chosen as the unit cell of the material 
because it is small and also contains all individual constituents and microstructural 
features. Unit cell approach has been widely used in almost all available 
micromechanics models developed for fibre reinforced textile composites (Chou and KO 
1989; Tan et al., 1997a; Mouritz et al., 1999; Tan, 1999). 

Prediction of the effective properties for a unit cell to a fibre reinforced composite 
material proved and remains to be a great challenge. Presentation of all 
micromechanics models available is a daunting task. To present some of the basic 
concepts and ideas, we choose to divide all models into two categories, i.e., analytical or 
semi-analytical approach and numerical approach based on finite element methods 
(FEM). In analytical models, simple formulas may be obtained for the effective 
properties based primarily on a large number of assumptions. In the numerical based 
models, effective properties can be evaluated numerically only by taking into account 
more detailed features of the microstructure, such as fibre tow architectures, using the 
finite element method. 

4.3 UNIT CELL MODELS FOR 2D WOVEN COMPOSITES 

Two-dimensional woven composites are produced on a loom that interlaces two sets of 
fibre yarns at right angle to each other. The lengthwise yarns are referred to as warps, 
while the yarns perpendicular to the warps are called fills or wefts. Each yarn is a 
bundle, and its size is related to the number of fibres in the yarn, the diameter of the 
fibres, and the packing density of fibres. Figure 4.1 depicts schematically the top views 
of some commonly used 2D woven composites and the cross-sectional views of the 
weaves. The various types of woven composites can be readily identified by the 
patterns of repeats in both warp and weft directions, defined by two geometrical 
quantities n," and nB/ . The number of n," means that a weft (fill) yarn is interspersed 

with every n,"-th warp yarn, while the number of nB/ indicates that a warp yarn is 

interlaced with every n,f-th weft (fill) yarn. For all weaves in Figure 4.1, the two 

geometrical quantities are identical, i.e. n," = nxf = nd . The plain weave has a tighter 
interlacing, while the twill and satin weaves have a looser interlacing. The interlacing 
of the yarn causes the yam undulation or yarn crimp. 

There has been extensive research on the prediction of effective properties for 2D 
fibre reinforced woven composite materials. It is not the intent of this book to include 
all published models; instead, we chose to present some of the widely known models by 
classifying them into one-, two- and three-dimensional models as well as the 
applications of finite element method. 
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(a) Plain weave (n6=2) (b) Twill weave (n6=3) 

(c) 5-harness satin weave (n+) (d) 8-harness satin weave (n,=8) 

Figure 4.1 Top and side views of typical 2D weaves with weft yarns running vertically 
and warp yarn running horizontally and their unit cells 

4.3.1 One-Dimensional (1D) Models 

In early 1980's, Ishikawa and Chou (1982a,b; 1983a,b,c) developed three basic 
analytical models, Le., mosaic model, fibre undulation model and bridging model, for 
predicting the thermo-elastic behaviour of woven composites. 

In the mosaic model, a woven composite is idealised as an assemblage of 
asymmetrical cross-ply laminates. Figure 4.2 illustrates the side view of the mosaic 
model for a repeating unit for an 8-harness satin woven composite. The cross-ply 
laminate is then modelled based on the classical laminated plate theory neglecting the 
shear deformation in the thickness direction (Jones, 1975). The constitutive equations 
are given by 

{;}=Ab "I{') 
B, D, K 

(4.21) 
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where N and M are the membrane stress resultant and bending moment vectors, E and K 
are the vectors of in-plane strains and changes of curvature on the middle plane of the 
laminate, and A, , B, and D, (i,j=1,2,6) are the in-plane stretching, bendingktretching 
coupling, and bending stiffness matrices,’which can be calculated using: 

x 

-x 
(A, B, D,)= jaj(l z z2)z (4.22) 

where Gj are the elastic constants of a lamina, which is a function of fibre orientation, 
(see Jones, 1975). 

Figure 4.2 Mosaic Model for woven composites (Ishikawa and Chou, 1982a) 

As a first order approximation, an iso-strain field is assumed in the middle plane. The 
effective stiffness constants for the unit cell of a 2D woven composite idealised as an 
asymmetrical cross-ply laminate can be expressed as: 

(4.23) 

Where the bar on top of a variable indicates an average of that variable over the area of 
the unit cell Aut. When these stiffness constants are inverted, lower bounds of the 
elastic compliance constants can also be obtained. For non-hybrid weaves, the averages 
can be simplified as: 
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(4.24) 

where A;,  Eli and Di; are the stretching, stretching-bending coupling and bending 
stiffness matrices of a two-ply cross-ply asymmetrical laminate. 

The constitutive equations (4.21) can also be written in an inverted form as follows: 

(4.25) 

Application of iso-stress field to the middle plane yields the following equations for the 
effective compliance constants: 

(4.26) 

The above equations provide upper bounds of the compliance constants and lower 
bounds of the stiffness constants when inverted. For non-hybrid weaves, the averages 
can be simplified as: 

(4.27) - . -  2 . -  
a, =a i i ,  b, =(1--)6.., V d.. 11 = d *  11 

nb 

where al;, bi and dli are the stretching, stretching-bending coupling and bending 
compliance matrices of a two-ply cross-ply asymmetrical laminate. 

Mosaic model provides upper and lower bounds for the effective stiffness and 
compliance constants for a unit cell of woven composite. However, fibre continuity and 
non-uniform stresses and strains in the interlaced region are not considered although a 
good agreement between predictions and experimental results was reported. It is clear 
that fibre continuity and undulation are not taken into account in the idealisation 
process. Consequently, a one-dimensional crimp model named as “fibre undulation 
model” was proposed that takes into account the fibre continuity and undulation omitted 
in the “mosaic model”. 

Figure 4.3 depicts the concept of the fibre undulation model. In this model, it is 
assumed that the geometry of fibre undulation in the weft yarn can be expressed in the 
form of the following sinusoidal function within the length of a,: 

(4.28) 

and the sectional shape of the warp yarn is assumed to take the following form: 
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h, ( x )  = (4.29) 

where a, = (a - a , ) / 2  and a2 = (a + uu)1  2 .  Clearly, both functions are independent 
of the y-axis, which indicates that the fibre undulation in the warp direction is neglected. 

Figure 4.3 Fibre undulation model (Ishikawa and Chou, 1982b) 

The unit cell in Figure 4.3 consists of two straight cross-ply regions and one undulated 
cross-ply region. For the undulated portion, the angle 8 between the local fibre 
orientation and the global coordinate is a function of x only and can be determined from 
the function hl(x). The elastic stiffness constants a,! for the undulated weft yarn can 

be expressed in terms of the elastic stiffness constants Ql and the angle 8, and these 
are defined as follows by Ishikawa and Chou (1982b): 
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Ef(8) = 1 / [ 1 i / E ;  +(1/GL -2v.:/Ef)l,?mi + m ~ l E f ]  

v.:(e) = vzl,? + vLmj 

G c  (8) = G:1,? + G i m i  

E:(@ = E: = E f  

D,, = 1 - V :  (8)' E: / E: (8) 

The angle Bcan be expressed in terms of x as follows: 

e(x) = arctan( y) 
The following formulas were obtained by Ishikawa and Chou (1982b): 

75 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

where the superscripts F, W and M represent the weft, warp and matrix, respectively. 
By inverting the matrices defined by equation (4.33), the corresponding compliance 
matrices,a,?(x), bl;(x) and dl;(x) for the undulated portion can be obtained. 
Solutions based on the assumption of uniform stress for the infinitesimal pieces in the 
straight and crimped regions, as shown in Figure 4.3, were assembled, and the average 
compliance properties can be obtained as follows: 
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- 2a 2 u= 
d . .  Y = ( l - A ) d l ;  +- Jdl;”(x)dx 

n8a n8a Uo 

(4.34) 

where ai., b,]: and dli are the stretching, stretching-bending coupling and bending 
compliance matrices of a two-ply cross-ply asymmetrical laminate, Le., the straight 
portion. a:, bly and d;” are those for the undulated portion. This model is an 
extension of the series model and is applicable to weaves with low ng values, i.e., n,=2. 

Both the mosaic model and fibre undulation model are useful for understanding the 
basic aspects of the mechanical properties for woven fabrics. For example, it was found 
that the relationship between the in-plane stiffness CI1 and lln, by applying the well- 
known “mosaic model” and “fibre undulation model” shows that the reduction in CI1 
due to fibre undulation is most severe in plain woven (n,=2) as compared to cross-ply 
laminates (l/nFO, ie., straight yarn). 

Figure 4.4 Unit cell for 8 harness satin weave (Ishikawa and Chou, 1982b) 

Ishikawa and Chou (1982b) also proposed a bridging model, in which the interactions 
between an undulated region and its surrounding regions with straight threads were 
considered. For 8 harness satin weaves, the unit cell can be chosen as a hexagonal shape 
of the repeating unit, as shown in Figure 4.4, which can be transformed into a square 
shape of the same area for simplicity of calculations. Figure 4.5 illustrates the concept 
of the bridging model, which decomposes the square unit cell into five subregions for 
determining the effective properties. The four regions denoted by I, 11, IV and V consist 
of straight threads, and hence are regarded as pieces of cross-ply laminates. Region I11 
has an interlaced structure where only the weft yarn is assumed to be undulated, since 
the effect of the undulation and continuity in the warp yarns is expected to be small 
when a load is applied load in weft direction. When it is assumed that region 11, I11 and 
IV are under the same average mid-plane strain and curvature, Le., iso-strain condition, 
the average stiffness constants for the assembled region 11, I11 and IV can be obtained. 
The corresponding average compliance constants can then be determined by inverting 
the average stiffness constants. By further assuming that region I, V and the assembled 
region 11, I11 and IV are under the same average mid-plane stress resultants, i.e., iso- 
stress condition, the average compliance constants for the whole unit cell can be 
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determined. It is clear a combination of iso-strain and iso-stress conditions are used in 
the bridging model. The bridging model is considered to be applicable to satin weave 
with n,24. 

N - V 

N - 
Figure 4.5 Bridging model (Ishikawa and Chou, 1982b) 

Ishikawa and Chou (1982b) applied the “bridging model” to investigate the linear 
elastic properties of woven fabrics and non-linear behaviour due to the initial failure of 
the fabrics. It was reported that the elastic stiffness and knee stress in satin weave 
composites were higher than those in plain weave composites due to the presence of 
bridging regions in the weaving pattern. The fibre undulation model and bridging 
model were applied to analyse the non-linear elastic behaviour of fabric composites 
(Ishikawa and Chou, 1983b), coupling with the non-linear constitutive relation 
developed by Hahn and Tsai (1973). However, only the undulation and continuity of 
yams along the loading direction were considered, and the yarn undulation in the 
transverse direction and its actual cross-sectional geometry were neglected. 

Ishikawa and his colleagues (1 985) conducted experiments to verify the theoretical 
predictions obtained in their previous work. In these experimental tests, the maximum 
strain level of ~ O O X I O - ~  was chosen. The materials used were plain weave and 8-harness 
satin fabric composites of carbodepoxy. It was found that for plain weave composites, 
the elastic moduii increases with the laminate ply number but levels out at about 8-ply 
thickness. The ratio of ply thickness to thread width (i.e., Mu) is also a very important 
parameter, which strongly affects the elastic moduli of plain weave composites. In- 
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plane shear modulus decreases almost linearly with the fibre volume fraction which 
decreases with ng. 

4.3.2 Two-Dimensional (2D) Models 

The fibre undulation model (Ishikawa and Chou, 1982b) considered fibre continuity and 
fibre undulation in one direction only, and is thus deemed as a ID model. 2D models 
should take into account fibre undulation and continuity in both the warp and weft 
directions. In 1992, Naik and colleagues (Naik and Shembekar, 1992a,b; Shembekar 
and Naik, 1992 and Naik and Ganesh, 1992) extended the fibre undulation model and 
developed 2D models, which includes the fibre undulation and continuity in both warp 
and weft directions, the possible presence of a gap between adjacent yarns, and the 
actual cross-sectional geometry of fibre yams. To present the fundamental concepts of 
2D models, let us consider a representative cell of a plain wave lamina, as shown in 
Figure 4.6, for a plain weave shown in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.6 The repetitive unit cell of plain weave lamina 

The unit cell consists of two fibre yarns, warp and weft, and pure matrix regions. It is 
desirable to obtain accurate geometrical descriptions of individual fibres or even the 
warp and weft yarns themselves in the space. Due to the nature of manufacturing 
process, the geometry of fibres or fibre yarns inevitably vary from one cell to another, 
thus assumptions must be introduced based on experimental observations to simplify the 
geometrical visualisation problem of fibres or fibre yarns. One assumption is to assume 
that the repetitive unit cell possesses two planes of symmetry in the interlacing region. 
By virtue of the symmetry, Naik and Ganesh (1992) considered only one quarter of the 
repetitive unit cell as shown in Figure 4.7(a) and proposed two models based on the 
classical laminate theory, one is referred to as slice array model and the other element 
array model. 

In the slice array model, the unit cell is discretised into slices, for example three 
slices as shown in Figure 4.7(b), along the loading direction 0, direction in this case). 
Each slice is then transformed into a four-layered laminate, i.e., an asymmetrical cross 
ply sandwiched between two pure matrix layers as shown in Figure 4.7(c). The 
effective elastic constants of the plain weave lamina are evaluated from the properties of 
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each individual laminate slice, which are determined by considering the presence of 
fibre undulation. 

Figure 4.7 Slice array model for unit cell of plain weave: (a) Unit cell of plain weave 
lamina, (b) actual slices along y coordinate of the unit cell, (c) idealised slices for the 
actual slices (Naik and Ganesh, 1992) 

It is assumed that the yarn cross-sectional shape is uniform and the fibres in the yarn are 
undulated only in the longitudinal direction. To describe the uniform cross-sectional 
shape, as shown in Figure 4.7(a), four parameters are used to define the length 
0.5(aw+gw) and width 0.5(a+gf) of the unit cell, and three parameters are used to define 
the thickness of the unit cell 0.5h,,,+h+hW+0.5h,. Based on the uniform cross-sectional 
shape assumption, it is clear that the height of the weft is a function of only y and the 
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height of the warp yarn is a function of only x .  Similar to the functions defined in both 
y-z and z-x planes by Naik and Ganesh (1992), the following three different sinusoidal 
functions may be utilised to define the shape and the yarn undulation: 

2 
z ,  ( x ,  Y )  = 

ZZ ( x .  Y )  = 

Z , ( X , Y )  = 

2 

h, + h w + h ,  

2 Qw + g w  

where 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 

In equation (4.39, zl(x,y) defines the upper surface of the warp yarn, z ~ ( x , y )  defines the 
lower surface of the warp yarn and also the upper surface of the weft yam, and z3(x,y) 
defines the lower surface of the weft yarn. The ranges of x and y are [0, 0 . 5 ~ ~ ;  0, 
O.S(uft.gf)] for the warp yarn and [O, 0.5(aw+gw);- 0, 0.5ufl for 
respectively. The heights of the warp and weft yarns are given by 

the weft yarn, 

(4.37) 

and equation (4.36) was obtained by setting the height of both yarns to be zero. The 
undulation function is defined as the trajectory of the centre of an individual yam. The 
undulation functions for both warp and weft yarns are given by: 

2 z, ( Y )  = 0.5(z, (0, Y )  + zz (0, y>) = 

Differentiating the two undulation functions, we can readily obtain the expressions for 
the fibre orientation angles, Ow&) and O&), of the warp and weft yarns in relation to 
the global x and y coordinates. With the off-axis fibre orientation angle known for each 
yarn, the reduced compliance constants, Sij( B), of the undulated yarns along the global 
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axes can be determined using transformed equations similar to those given in (4.30) and 
(4.3 1). 

As proposed by Naik and Ganesh (1992), with reference to Figure 4.7(b) and (c), for 
the warp yam in one slice the off-axis angle at the midpoint of that slice is used to 
calculate the off-axis compliance constants for the idealised warp layer, while for the 
weft yarn in one slice the off-axis effective compliance constants for the idealised weft 
layer are set to equal to the average values of Sij( 6J over the integration interval from 0 
to the maximum values of I%&). With the compliance constants known for each layer 
in one idealised slice in Figure 4.7(c), the effective properties for that slice can be 
determined using the classical laminate theory. Similar to the case of one-dimensional 
fibre undulation model, the overall effective properties for the unit cell shown in Figure 
4.7(a) can be determined by applying iso-stress conditions to all slices in y direction. 

Evidently, determination of the off-axis compliance constants in the weft yarn in 
terms of average values of Sij( 8, introduces approximations. Another model, proposed 
by Naik and Ganesh (1992) and referred to as the element array model, was to enhance 
the approximation in the weft direction. In the element array model, the slices of the 
unit cell shown in Figure 4.7(b) were further divided into elements along the x direction 
prior to idealisation. This can be better illustrated in Figure 4.8, in which the unit cell is 
discretised along both warp and weft directions into elements. For each element the off- 
axis angles at the centre of the element are chosen to determine the reduced properties 
of the idealised layers, which can be further used to calculate the properties of that 
element using the classical laminate theory. The overall effective properties of the unit 
cell can be obtained by assembling all elements in two combinations, i.e., series-parallel 
combination and parallel-series combination. In the series-parallel combination, 
elements are assembled in series into slices first along the loading direction under iso- 
stress condition and then the slices are considered in parallel under iso-strain condition. 
In the parallel-series combination, elements are grouped in parallel into slices first 
across the loading direction under an iso-strain condition and then the slices are 
considered in series under an iso-stress condition. It is expected that the parallel-series 
combination predict a higher value of stiffness compared to the series-parallel 
combination. 

Naik and his colleagues have performed an extensive research both numerically and 
experimentally to verify the slices array model and element array model (Naik, 1994). 
Shembekar and Naik (1992) also investigated the effect of fibre undulation shifts 
between individual weave lamina in a laminated plate. It is beyond the scope and limit 
of this chapter. Readers who require further details on the models themselves and 
experimental verificatiofare referred to the book by Naik (1994). 

4.3.3 Three-Dimensional (3D) Models 

Both 1D and 2D models discussed above were developed based on the classical 
laminate theory. Although accounting for yarn undulation, yarn shape and spacing, 
these models predict the in-plane elastic properties only. 3D models have been 
developed to evaluate the out-of-plane elastic properties in addition to the in-plane 
properties. It is not possible to present all models. In the following we choose to 
present the models proposed by Hahn and Pandey (1994) and Vandeurzen et al. (1996a, 
1996b, 1998) for the case of plain weave composites. 
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warp 

Y 

Y 

Figure 4.8 Element array model (a) unit cell, (b) division and idealisation in z-x and z-y 
planes (Naik and Ganesh, 1992) 

Consider the unit cell shown in Figure 4.6, we assume that the undulation and cross- 
sectional shape of each individual yarn is known. Both yarns are treated as transversely 
isotropic unidirectional composites, for which the engineering constants can be 
measured or evaluated from the local fibre volume fraction and fibre and matrix 
properties. There exist a number of closed-form approximations for evaluating the 
properties of unidirectional composites (Hill 1965; Hashin 1979; Christensen 1990; 
Aboudi, 1991;). For example, Chamis (1984) proposed the following equations for the 
engineering constants: 
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(4.39) 

where E,, G, and v, are the matrix elastic properties, Efl, Eft, Gflz, Gf~3 and vf12 are the 
fibre elastic properties, and V,  represents the fibre volume fraction of the yarn. In terms 
of the engineering constants, the corresponding stiffness matrix [a and the compliance 
matrix [SI can be determined following the standard procedure (Christensen, 1979) in 
the yarn-related local coordinate system. From the yarn undulation function, the off- 
axis angle can be determined and then used to compute the off-axis elastic stiffness 
matrix, which can be a function of x or y .  With reference to Figure 4.6, the off-axis 
stiffness and compliance matrix for the warp are [ C " ( y ) ]  and [S w ( y ) ]  , and those for 

the weft are [C'(x)] and [S' ( x ) ]  , by employing the transformation matrix [q defined 
between the yarn-based local coordinate system and the global coordinate system for the 
unit cell. 

In the 3D model proposed by Hahn and Pandey (1994) the representative volume 
element as shown in Figure 4.6 is considered but without modelling the upper and lower 
layer of pure matrix. Yarn undulations and geometry are described by using the 
sinusoidal functions similar to those given in equations (4.35), (4.37) and (4.38) with 
h,=O, h, and h+=O being exchanged, Lf replacing a,, and aw+gw, and ayt and L, replacing 
afigf.  Average stresses and strains are defined as those in equation (4.7). To simplify 
the analysis, it is assumed that the strains are uniform throughout the unit cell when it is 
subject to homogenous displacement boundary conditions similar to the definition in 
equation (4.8). This is a key assumption in this model as it introduces the 
approximation. Under this iso-strain assumption, the effective elastic properties [c] as 
defined in equation (4.10) can be determined by: 

(4.40) 

where the subscripts and superscripts w, f and nz represent the warp, weft and pure 
matrix, respectively, V is the total volume of the unit cell. Closed form expressions for 
the effective elastic constant matrix [e] were given by Hahn and Pandey (1994). The 
iso-strain assumption offers a significant simplification in evaluating effective elastic 
stiffness matrix [c], but it also at the same time creates an opportunity for future 
research to enhance the predicted results by removing the iso-strain assumption. 
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Replacing the iso-strain assumption with an iso-stress assumption throughout the unit 
cell, we can find the effective compliance matrix as follows: 

(4.41) 1 I I S w ( y ) ] d V +  I [ S ' ( x ) ] d V +  /[S"]dV 
V f  vm 

In the iso-stress assumption, it is assumed that the stresses are uniform throughout the 
unit cell when subject to a homogeneous boundary condition of constant surface 
tractions as defined in equation (4.9). Similarly, a set of closed form expressions for the 
effective compliance constants can be obtained. 

The 3D fabric geometry model, initially developed by KO and Chou (1989) to study 
the compressive behaviour of braided metal-matrix composites, was used by 
Vandeurzen et a1 (1996a, 1996b and 1998) to develop 3D elastic models for woven 
fabric composites. In the fabric geometry model, different yarn systems in a 
macroscopic unit cell are defined according to the yam orientation, and each yarn 
system is treated as a unidirectional lamina. By assuming that all yam systems have the 
same strains, i.e., introducing an iso-strain condition in all yarns, the effective stiffness 
matrix of the composite unit cell can be calculated as the weighted sum of the stiffness 
matrices of all the yarn systems. Vandeurzen et a1 (1996a,b) carried out an extensive 
geometric analysis of woven fabric composites, and then established a macro- and 
micro-partition procedure to describe even the most complex 2D woven composite 
structures, with a library of 108 rectangular macro-cells and a library of geometric 
parameters. The procedure allows definition of the yarn systems in, generally speaking, 
two ways of micro-partition, as schematically shown in Figure 4.9. In the non-mixed 
yam system, the yarn and matrix are modelled separately with the yarns being further 
partitioned into micro-cells to describe the yarn undulation. In the mixed yarn system, 
both yam and matrix are partitioned together to form rectangular micro-cells of mixed 
yarn system. In the mixed yarn system, fibres of the yarn are redistributed evenly 
throughout the entire micro-cell with an averaged fibre volume fraction. 

(a) Non-mixed (b) Mixed 

Figure 4.9 Two ways of creating yarn systems (a) non-mixed yarn systems and (b) 
mixed yam systems (Vandeurzen et al, 1996a,b) 
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Vandeurzen et a1 (1996b) also considered the iso-stress condition in addition to the iso- 
strain condition to evaluate the effective properties of the unit cell. For the case of non- 
mixed yam systems, the effective properties of the unit cell can be approximated as: 

(4.42) 

where w is the volume fraction of the corresponding yarn system or matrix, Ny is the 
total number of yam systems and i is the i" yarn system. Subscript m refers to the 
matrix. The above two equations can be regarded as approximations of equations (4.40) 
and (4.41) because the transformation matrix [TJ is set to be constant in a yam system. 

For the mixed yarn system, above equations can also be used except for wm=O. 
Vandeurzen et al. (1996b) presented the above equations in a convenient form for 
implementation in their custom design tool TEXCOMP. They also presented a new 
model, referred to as the combi-cell model, for mixing up the yarn and matrix as shown 
in Figure 4.9(b). A combi-cell consists of a yarn layer (Y) and a matrix layer (M) as 
shown in Figure 4.10(b), which simplifies the micro-cell model in Figure 4.10(a). By 
minimising complementary strain energy, the effective properties of the combi-cell can 
be written as 

where k is the volume fraction and Y and M refer to the yam and matrix respectively, 
and [Ai] is the relation matrix, which defines a linear relationship between the externally 
applied stress { 5) and the layer internal stresses (a, } , namely, 

(0, 1 = [A, I I W  (i=Y, M) (4.44) 

The compliance matrix of each micro-cell is then calculated by transforming the 
compliance matrix of the combi-cell given in equation (4.43) to the unit cell coordinate 
system. 

matrix 
I I I I 

Figure 4.10 Combi-cell model (Vandeurzen et al, 1996b) 
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Tan et al. (1997b) proposed a 3D modelling technique for predicting the linear elastic 
property of open-packed woven fabrics. Consider the unit cell of an open-packed plain 
weave as shown in Figure 4.6, introduced is a simplified model as depicted in Figure 
4.1 1. It is clear that the yarn undulation is approximated by a linear inclination. The 
unit cell is divided into 9 regions which can be represented by the three micro-blocks 
shown in Figure 4.11(b). Average material properties for each micro bIock are 
evaluated first, and then the overall effective properties for the unit cell of the composite 
are calculated by assembling micro-blocks in the warp direction first into stripes and 
then in the weft direction or vice versa. 

X I Y 
--f 

B-B 
A 

_. A-A 

A 
D-D 

a a 

a-SCPMIB b-UMIB C-PRMIB 
b'-UMIB after rotating 90" about z axis 

(a) Unit cell 

" A  

Weft 

X 

' Pure resin 
Weft 

(b) Micro-blocks 

Figure 4.11 Simplified models for a unit cell of a plain woven composite (Tan et al, 
1997b) 

For the micro-block SCPMIB shown in Figure 4.1 l(b), the individual terms in equation 
(4.6) are given by: 
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c,, = CLVT + c;vB. c,, =CLVT +c,BvB 

(4.45) 

C,'C," CST c,, 
v .I c,, B+ v "c,, c5, = VTC,  B+ VBCUT c,, = 

c, = c&vT + CLV 

where VT and are, respectively, the volume fractions for the top fibre ply (i.e., warp 
yarn in Figure 4.1 l(b)) and bottom fibre ply (i.e., weft yarn in Figure 4.1 l(b)), Cur, C," 
and Cij are, respectively, the stiffness constants for the top fibre ply, bottom fibre ply 
and the micro-block SCPMIB. 

For the micro block UMIB shown in Figure 4.1 l(b), the stiffness constants Cij under 
its local coordinate system can be evaluated using equations (4.45), and then its stiffness 
constants Cij' under the global coordinate system can be obtained by: 

where [Cg] is the stiffness matrix referred to the local coordinate system and [CuJ is the 
stiffness matrix in the global coordinate system. [rJ is the Hamiltonian tensor 
transformation matrix, namely 

[TI = 

2 h  21,m, / I 2  m1 n1 2m1n1 
212m2 1 2 2  m2 n2 2m2n2 212n2 

13 9 123 2m3n3 213% 213m3 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 2 

1,1, m2m3 n2n3 m2n3+m3n2 12n3+13n2 12m3+13m2 
1,1, mlm3 n,n3 m,n3+m3nl lln,+13n, l,m,+l,m, 
1,1, mlm2 n,n2 mln2+m2n, l,n2+12n, l,m2+12m, 

(4.46b) 

where Zi = cos(i, x). mi = cos(i, y )  and ni = cos(i, z) for i=1,2,3. 

stripes, the average properties for a warp stripe can be given by: 
When micro-blocks are assembled in the warp or x direction to form the warp 

NAC,2AVA + 

GIA 

C,,S = c C;2 = NACAVA + NBC&VB 
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C13 = N ACAV A + N 'C&V ' c;~ = N ~ C ~ V ~  + N ' C ~ V ~  

c; = N ~ C : V ~  + N~C:V' 

C6,S = C66AC66B 

NAVAC,,B + NBVBCGGA 

C5,S = c55"55" 

NAVACSSB + NBVBC55A 

(4.47) 

where N" and NB are the number of micro-blocks A and B within a strip, respectively, 
are the volume fractions of a micro-block A and micro-block B, respectively, 

C t .  C t ,  C i  are the stiffness constants for micro-block A, micro-block B and a strip, 
respectively. 

When the micro-blocks are assembled in the weft or y direction to form the weft 
stripes, equations for the average properties for a weft stripe can be obtained by 
exchanging 1 and 4 with 2 and 5, respectively, in equation (4.47). 

The overall effective properties of the unit cell can be calculated by assembling the 
warp or weft stripes via employing the equations for properties of the weft or warp 
stripes, respectively. 

The 3D model proposed by Tan et al (1997b) can be extended to take into account 
the fibre undulation by employing a large number of micro-blocks. 

and 

4.3.4 Applications of Finite Element Methods 

Finite element methods ( E M )  have been used almost universally during the past 
forty-five years to solve very complex structural engineering problems (Zienkiewicz 
and Taylor, 1989). When applied to characterise textile composites, FEM visualises 
them as an assemblage of unit cells interconnected at a discrete number of nodal points. 
The unit cell is a periodic square array of fibres embedded regularly in the matrix. 
Hence, if the force-displacement relationship for an individual unit cell is known, it is 
possible, by using various well-known theories and techniques of elasticity theory, to 
evaluate its mechanical properties and study the mechanical behaviour of the assembled 
composite structure. 

The general procedure to predict the mechanical properties of a textile composite 
using FEM consists of 1) dividing the textile composite structure into a number of unit 
cells and analysing the mechanical properties of a unit cell using FEM, and 2) 
reconstructing the entire reinforcement geometry by assembling the unit cells for 
predicting mechanical properties of textile composites. Thus, the ability of a FEA model 
to predict mechanical properties depends upon the accuracy of modelling the fibre 
geometry in a unit cell. For the theoretical method, analytical models for elastic 
properties of composites are generally developed based on classical laminate theory and 
rule of mixture. Tan et al. (1997a) provided an overview on modelling of mechanical 
properties of textile composites using the finite element method. 

Whitcomb (1989) analysed plain weave composites using 3D finite element 
analysis, and studied the effect of tow waviness on the effective moduli, Poisson's ratio 
and internal strain distributions. It was found that the in-plane moduli decreased almost 
linearly with increasing tow waviness, which was found to create large normal and 
shear strain concentrations in the composites when subject to a uniaxial loading. 
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A finite element model for plain weave textile composites was proposed by Glaessgen 
et al. (1994). The yarns forming a unit cell were considered to be elastic bodies 
interacting with one another and subject to external loads. The centre line of each yam 
was represented as a Bezier curve interpolating a set of discrete support point. The 
cross-sectional shapes were assumed to be elliptical. The constituent properties of 
textile composites were approximated as transversely isotropic yams in an isotropic 
matrix. The quadratic tetrahedral element in ABAQUS was used. Subsequently, 
Glaessgen et al. (1996) proposed a method using the textile geometry model combined 
with the FEM for studying the internal details of displacement, strain, stress and failure 
parameters. In this method, the geometrical and mechanical modelling was carried out 
on the structural level of the unit cell, 

Since the microstructure of the textile composite is very complex, it is almost 
impractical to incorporate all architecture parameters in a simple finite element model. 
In order to obtain reasonable predictions of mechanical properties with a minimum 
analysis effort, there is a need for more computational efficient methods for performing 
the analysis (Whitcomb, 1991; Whitcomb and Woo, 1993a). 

A 2D to 3D global/local finite element analysis method has been developed by 
Thompson and Criffin (1990, 1992) to determine interlaminar stress fields for 
composite laminates with a hole under a remotely loaded uniform uniaxial load. The 
initial approach used was a 2D global finite element analysis on the whole body or 
global region with 2D plate finite elements, followed by a more detailed 3D local finite 
element analysis performed on the local areas of interest with 3D finite elements. The 
appropriate displacements of the global/local interfaces from 2D global model were 
applied to the edges of 3D local model. A new finite element analysis approach, called 
global/local (or macro/micro) analysis method, for textile composite was subsequently 
proposed for improving analysis efficiency. It was suggested that an accurate global 
analysis, which determines the local effect on a gross scale, be carried out first, and then 
as many local analyses as required be conducted. 

Whitcomb ( 199 1) proposed an iterative global/local finite element analysis method. 
The basic idea of this method is that a coarse global model can be employed to obtain 
displacements or forces that can be used as appropriate boundary conditions for local 
regions. There may be a potential problem due to the differences in the stiffness of the 
global and local models. This method was subsequently used for performing linear 
analysis and geometrically non-linear analysis (Whitcomb and Woo, 1993a,b). 

A new type of finite element, referred as macro element, was proposed, in which the 
tow path was assumed to be sinusoidal (Woo and Whitcomb, 1994). The displacement 
field within the macro element was assumed to be single field. Because of this 
assumption, the stresses or strains calculated within the macro element may not be 
accurate. A new finite element method, referred to as global/local methodology, was 
proposed. This method is based on 3 types of special macro elements, referred to as 
coarse microstructure transitional microstructure and fine microstructure. A transitional 
microstructure is a structure that stands between the coarse and fine microstructures, 
and a special finite element is needed. It was reported that the predictions obtained 
using the conventional E M  and the global/local method were in poor agreement when 
near the globaYlocal boundary. 

A 3D finile element model was proposed by Chapman and Whitcomb (1995) to 
investigate the effect of the assumed tow architecture on the moduli and stresses for 
plain weaves. In this model, a yarn is assumed to have a sinusoidal tow path and a 
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lenticular cross-section, and macroscopically homogeneous in-plane extension and 
shear and transverse shear loadings are considered. 

A unified prediction method ranging from micro model (named as fibre bundle 
model) to macro model (named as weaving structure model) was developed by Fujita et 
ai. (1995). In the fibre bundle model, one fibre bundle was modelled with beam 
elements. Resin elements are set up to connect fibre beam elements. As the rule of 
mixture is used to calculate the material constants of the fibre element, this model can 
be used to study micro phenomena within fibre bundle. For the weaving structure 
model, the weaving structure of textile composites is modelled by connecting the beam 
elements. Resin existing between crossing fibre bundles is also modelled by resin 
elements. The section of the fibre bundle is approximately in a rectangular shape, 
whose area is assumed to be equal to that of the fibre bundle measured. This model was 
only used to simulate the mechanical behaviours of 2D textile composites, and 
dependence of the mechanical properties on the textile structural parameters was 
however not investigated. 

4.4 MODELS FOR 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 

In this section, we discuss several modelling schemes for typical 3D woven composites 
as shown in Figure 4.12. There exist a variety of modelling schemes available. 
However, our focus will be on the following selected three modelling schemes: 
orientation averaging models, mixed iso-stress and iso-strain models, and finite element 
applications. 

(c) 
Figure 4.12 Types of 3D woven fabrics, (a) 3D orthogonal interlock, (b) 3D Through- 
thickness angle interlock, and (c)  Layer-to-layer interlock (Tan, 1999) 
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4.4.1 Orientation Averaging Models 

Simple orientation averaging models were originally developed for calculating 
macroscopically averaged elastic properties of fibre reinforced composites 
(Tarnopol'skii et a1 1973; Kregers and Melbardis, 1978). In these models, the 
composite is treated as an assemblage of small volumes. In each individual volume, all 
fibres are aligned and orientated depending on the reinforcement architecture. Each 
volume can be modelled as unidirectional composites with transversely isotropic 
properties. The overall effective properties of the composites can then be determined by 
averaging the response of a representative body to the externally applied loads under the 
assumption of either uniform stresses or uniform strains. It is clear that the assumption 
of uniform stresses or strains is identical to that used in the 3D model for 2D woven 
composites. It may be viewed, to certain extent, as rules of mixtures in the three 
dimensional case, similar to those in Section 4.2.3. 

Cox and Dadkhah (1995) applied the orientation averaging method to 3D woven 
interlock composite, i.e., layer-to-layer and through-the-thickness angle interlock and 
orthogonal interlock weaves. For orientation averaging, each composite is divided into 
stuffer, filler, and two warp weavers volumes with fraction ci of the total composite 
volume (i=s,f, wI and wz for stuffer, filler, and two warp weavers volume) with a sum 
of ci being unity. Similar to equation (4.42), the following approximate expression for 
the stiffness matrix of 3D woven composites with ideal geometry is obtained: 

(4.48) 

It was found that the ideal geometry is far different from the true geometry. Both 
stuffer and filler yams are not straight and there exists significant out-of-plane 
waviness, which varies along the stuffer and filler directions. To take into account the 
most important effect of tow waviness on elastic properties, a symmetrical normal 
distribution is formed for the out-of-plane alignment angle, 5. as follows: 

with the density function given by 

where o5 represents the width of the distributions. A waviness knockdown factor is 
defined as 

for crl 510' (4.49) 

The waviness knockdown factor is used to reduce the values of Young's modulus in the 
tow direction and Poisson ratio v12 for the stuffer and filler yarns. 
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As found by Cox and Dadkhah (1995), the orientation averaging model with simple 
corrections for tow waviness can provide an excellent prediction of the in-plane 
macroscopic elastic constants and a fair estimation for elastic constants related to 
through-thickness strains. 

4.4.2 Mixed Iso-Stress and Iso-Strain Models 

Tan et al. (1998, 1999a,b) proposed a mixed iso-stress and iso-strain based unit cell 
modelling scheme for predicting mechanical and thermo-elastic properties for 3D 
orthogonal and angle-interlock composite materials. The modelling scheme was 
experimentally validated by comparing the measured elastic properties of 3D orthogonal 
carbon fibre reinforced composites and 3D glass fibre reinforced composites with those 
predicted (Tan et al., 2000b, 2001). In the following, we will describe the fundamentals 
of the mixed iso-stress and iso-strain unit cell modelling scheme by considering a 3D 
orthogonal woven composite material. 

Consider a piece of material from a 3D orthogonal woven composite as shown in 
Figure 4.13, in which three types of yarns (Le. warp, weft and z yarns) of assumed 
rectangular cross-sectional shapes are placed in three mutually orthogonal directions. 
The marked volume can be treated as a unit cell as shown in Figure 4.14. 

I 

weft yarn 

unit cell 

X 

Figure 4.13 A schematic of idealised 3D orthogonal woven preform (resin removed 
from the preform) (Tan et al, 1998, 1999a,b) 
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Figure 4.14 Schematic of idealised 3D orthogonal woven fabric unit cell (Tan, 1999) 

I J (a) Cross-sectional shape 

(b) Schematic showing scheme of 
measuring the width 

(c) Schematic showing scheme of 
measuring the thickness 

Figure 4.15 micrograph of the cross-sectional shape of a 3D orthogonal woven CFRP 
composite (Tan et al, 2000a,b) 
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As shown in Figure 4.15, there exists a remarkable difference between the idealised and 
true geometry in a 3D orthogonal woven composite material. The procedure to 
determine all idealised geometrical dimensions was detailed in Tan et a1 (2000b). 
Figure 4.15 schematically shows the scheme used to determine the cross-sectional 
dimensions of a rectangular shaped stuffer yarn. 

The unit cell shown in Figure 4.14 can be subdivided into four blocks of cubic shape 
by cutting through two planes that are perpendicular to each other and pass through the 
selected two interfacial planes between the three yarns and the resin. For example, one 
cutting plane is selected as the interfacial surface between the warp and weft yams 
parallel to the xy plane, and the other one as the interfacial plane between the warp yarn 
and the resin parallel to the xz plane. In this case, the four blocks are shown in Figure 
4.16. It is clear that the overall properties of the unit cell can be evaluated by estimating 
the properties of each block. Figure 4.17 depicts all three possible ways of assemblage 
of each block comprising of two constituent sub-blocks A and B. 

Figure 4.16 an illustrative example of the 4 blocks of 3D orthogonal woven composite 
material (Tan et al, 1999a,b) 

X 

(a) “X assembly” 

t z  

4 
(b) “Y assembly” 

Y J$ X - 
(c) ‘Z assembly” 

Figure 4.17 Three possible assemblages of block with A and B constituent sub-blocks 
(Tan et al, 1999a,b) 
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As shown in Figure 4.17, an “X assembly” is assembled with NA blocks of material A 
and NB blocks of material B in the x direction. The overall material properties are given 
via the following equations: 

c,,s =c C22 =NAC22AVA+NBC2?VB, 

CB =NAC23AVA+NBC23BVB, C33 =NAC33AVA+NBC33BVB, 

CM =NACaAVA+NBC44BVB, 

C,,S = C55AC55B 
NAVACSSB + NBVBCSsA ’ 

c,,s = ‘66 (4.50) 
NAVACMB + NBVBC66A 

where NA and NB are the numbers of micro-blocks A and B within a strip respectively, 
and VA and VB are the volume fractions of a micro-block A and a micro-block B in a 
strip respectively, CuA, C<, Ciy are the stiffness constants for a micro-block A, a micro- 
block B and a strip respectively. 

The overall material properties for the Y assembly block are given by the following 
equations: 

cI1 = N ~ c ~ ~ ~ v ~ + N ~ c ~ ~ ~ v ~ ,  ClZS = c 2 2  

C,,S = C22AC22B C 13 =NAC I jAVA+NBC 13BVB, 
NAVACZZB + NBVBCZzA ’ 

+ N B c 2 3 ~ v B ] ,  c33 S ,NAc~~AvA+NBc~:vB, 

c 2 2  
‘23‘ =‘22 

Css =NAC5SAVA+NBCs:VB, 
CaACaB c,s = 

NAVACUB + NBVBCMA ’ 

c66 c66 C6,S = 
NAVAC66B + NBVBC66A ’ 

(4.5 1) 

The equations required to calculate the overall material properties for the 2 assembly 
are given as follows: 
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, C22 =NAC22AVA+NBC2FVB, 
c33 1 c,3s = c 3 3  

C33AC33B 
NAVAC,B + NBVBC3; ’ 

C,,S = c 

c,s = CMACMB c,,s = C,5AC,5B 
NAVACUB + NBVBCMA ’ NAVAC,B + NBVBC,,A ’ 

It is worth pointing out that the principal axes of material block A and B are assumed to 
coincide with the Cartesian coordinates, x,  y and z, for all the three assemblage schemes 
shown in Figure 4.17. 

As shown in Figure 4.16, the woven fabrics unit cell is divided into four cubic 
blocks (see Figures 4.16(a)-(d)). The elastic constants for the blocks in Figure 4.16(a), 
(b) and (c) can be evaluated using the “X assembly” equations and the stiffness 
constants for yarns and resin. The stiffness constants for the combined block (a) and (b) 
and the combined block (c) and (d) can be further evaluated using the Y assembly 
equations. The overall properties are finally obtained using the z assembly formula. 
This was referred to as the XYZ model by Tan et al. (1998, 1999a, 199b) as assemblage 
of micro blocks follow the sequence in x, y and z direction respectively. Similarly, three 
other models were developed following the similar concepts and were referred to as 
“YXZ model”, “ZXY and Z Y X  models. 

A laminate model was also proposed by Tan et a1 (1998) to take into account the 
contribution of the z yarn on the upper and lower surfaces of the 3D orthogonal woven 
composite material as shown in Figure 4.13. 

4.4.3 Applications of Finite Element Methods 

Finite element methods ( E M )  have also been widely used to model characteristic 
behaviours of 3D textile composites (see Tan et al., 1997). FEM is a powerful and 
versatile numerical tool that allows detailed modelling of complex geometry and 
various material properties. Current research focuses on practical applications of 
existing elements and solution schemes in commercially available software to 
modelling of 3D composite materials of various constituents. There exists limited work 
on formulation and development of particular elements and solution schemes that are 
specifically formulated and implemented for analysis of 3D composite materials. Thus 
we will briefly describe the modelling concepts and methods that are currently being 
widely used by researchers in both materials and mechanics communities. 
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Similar to unidirectional prepreg, woven composites have fibres or fibre tows embedded 
in resin matrix in specific patterns, which can be different depending on the 
manufacturing procedure used and the selected processing parameters. The basic 
constituents are fibre and resin, which can be treated as being homogeneous and 
orthotropic. However, finite element modelling of each individual fibre and its 
interaction with resin and adjacent fibres in 3D composite materials makes the task 
extremely expensive and difficult, if not impossible, and even unnecessary for 
evaluating macroscopic properties of the materials. This is a natural and intrinsic 
modelling level without any assumptions or with limited assumptions with respect to 
fibre paths only. 

The next possible modelling level is to treat the fibre tows or bundles as a whole 
large ‘fibre’ or yarn, in which all fibres are aligned or closely aligned following a 
specific pattern. In this model, a number of assumptions must be introduced to define 
the geometry and material properties of each yam. The definition of the yarn geometry 
can include the cross sectional shape and size of the yarn, path of the centreline of the 
yam, and fibre distribution across the cross-section of the yarn. As all fibres in a yarn 
are aligned or closely aligned in one direction at a cross-section, the material properties 
of a unidirectional composite can be used in conjunction with coordinate transformation 
to determine the properties of a spatial yarn. Finite element methods have been widely 
used to model the interaction between the fibre yarns and resin. 

The general procedure to predict the mechanical properties of a 3D textile composite 
using FEM is the same as that described in Section 4.3.4. 

4.4.3.1 3 0  Finite Element Modelling Scheme 

In the 3D finite element modelling scheme, three-dimensional brick, wedge and 
tetrahedral elements are usually utilised to generate a mesh that models all the yarns and 
matrix in a unit cell. It is possible to model in detail the true geometric shape of all the 
yarns and the yarn-matrix interfacial surfaces. Such a model depends on accurate 
measurement of yarn geometry in a unit cell, and may not be cost-effective. Accurate 
measurement of yarn geometry can also be difficult due to limitations of current 
measurement techniques, and may not even be necessary due to geometrical 
irregularities found in all textile composites, including inconsistency in tow spacing, 
tow waviness and tow pinching. 

As an approximation, the cross-sectional shape of a yarn is often assumed to be 
uniform along an idealised centreline of the yarn path. Typical cross-sectional shape of 
a yarn can be rectangular, circular, elliptical and lenticular. For an idealised yarn with a 
uniform cross-section and a defined centreline path, it is easy to develop a computer 
program that automatically generates the mesh for a unit cell of a woven composite 
material manufactured following a selected weaving process. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 
depict a full 3D finite element model for a unit cell and a laminate block of a 3D 
orthogonal woven composite material. 

The mechanical properties of the composite constitutes in the unit cell of a 3D 
woven composite material can be assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic for the 
matrix and orthotropic for the impregnated yarns with respect to their corresponding 
principle material axes. The mechanical properties of each yarn can be determined 
using the properties of the fibre and matrix, the fibre volume fraction as well as the fibre 
direction and equations (4.6), (4.39) and (4.46). 
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(a) with resin 

(b) Resin removed 

Figure 4.18 An illustrative example of a full 3D F% model of a unit cell to a 3D 
orthogonal woven composite material (Tan, 1999) 

To evaluate the overall properties for a 3D woven composite material, six independent 
displacement fields should be applied respectively to the finite element model of the 
unit cell using the Lagrange multiplier method (see Tan et al., 2000b). The six 
displacement fields yield six independent overall uniform strain fields, e.g., E, = 0.001, 
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E, = 0.001, E, = 0.001, yV = 0.001, y, = 0.001 and y, = 0.001. The corresponding 
engineering constants can be determined using equation (4.10). 

Matrix 

1 

Figure 4.19 FEA model for a simplified 3D orthogonal woven fabric laminate block 
(Tan, 1999) 

4.4.3.2 Binary Models 

Cox et al. (1994) and Xu et al. (1995) developed a finite element model known as the 
"binary model" for simulating 3D woven textile composites, as shown in Figure 4.12, in 
the elastic regime. As an illustrative example, Figure 4.20 depicts a typical arrangement 
of nodes on tow and effective medium elements in a small volume of a layer-to-layer 
angle interlock woven composite. In the binary model, the two-node tow elements 
represent the axial properties of tows, while the effective medium element represents all 
other properties of the tow, resin pockets etc in an average sense. This "effective 
medium" element was considered to be homogeneous and isotropic. The 
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characterisation of the tow, effective medium as well as the spring element plays an 
important role in predicting both the mechanical properties and failure strength of the 
angle interlock woven composites. Details of characterisation can be found in Cox et al. 
(1994) and Xu et al. (1995). 

shaded volume is one 
effective medium element 

L-_____=) 

tow element 

nodes 

Figure 4.20 Tow and matrix elements in a layer-to-layer angle interlock woven 
composite (Cox et al, 1994; Xu et al, 1995) 

4.5 UNIT CELL MODELS FOR BRAIDED AND KNITTED COMPOSITES 

There are several unit cell models that have been developed during the past two 
decades. This section will present a brief overview of the models available based on the 
previous review by Tan et a1 (1997a). 

4.5.1 Braided Composites 

A self-consistent fabric geometry model was proposed by Pastore and Gowayed (1994) 
for predicting the elastic properties of textile composites. This model is a modification 
of the Fabric Geometry Model (KO and Pastore, 1985), which relates the fibre 
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architecture and material properties of textile reinforced composites to its global 
stiffness matrix through micromechanics and the stiffness averaging technique. It was 
reported that the self-consistent fabric geometry model gave good predictions of elastic 
properties by relating these properties to the constituent material properties and the fibre 
architecture geometry. 

FEM has also been widely applied to investigate the mechanical properties of 
braided fabrics. In 1986, Ma et al. (1986) proposed a ‘diagonal brick model’ for 3D 
braided textile composites as shown in Figure 4.21, which was based on the concept of 
a simplified fibre unit cell structure. As shown in the figure, it was noted that this model 
consists of a brick-shaped element of bulk resin with four parallel bar elements along 
four edges of the brick plus four diagonal bar elements, and the unit cell is centred 
around an “interlock of yams. The spatial orientation of each diagonal bar element in 
the unit cell is defined by its orientation angle with respect to x-axis as: 

) Pb2 + p,’ 
6 = tan-’ 

Po 
(4.53) 

The “inclination” and “off-axis” angles a and p are defined as (Whitney and Chou, 
1989): 

tan8 
tana = (4.54a) 

tanp = - Jz , where R=b/c 

JR2 ( 1 + tan2@ + 1 
R u n 8  (4.54b) 

However, crimping of fibre, which was assumed to occur at the comers of the cell, was 
neglected. The intersection of fibres at the unit cell centre 
and Chou, 1989). 

was also ignored (Whitney 

Figure 4.21 Geometrical schematic of a unit cell for a 3D braided composite (Ma et al, 
1986) 

Yang et al. (1986) introduced a new model called ‘fibre inclination model’ by extending 
the lamination theory for predicting the elastic properties of 3D braided composites. 
This model treats the unit cell of a composite as an assemblage of inclined 
unidirectional laminae. The laminate approximation of the unit cell structure is shown 
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schematically in Figure 4.22, in which the inclined laminae are composed of yarns in 
four diagonal directions in the unit cell. The inclination angles of the laminae 8, and the 
off-axis angle of yarn segment with respect to the x-axis % are expressed as: 

(4.55a) 

(4.55b) 

This approach is an extension of the one-dimension “fibre undulation model“ developed 
by Ishikawa and Chou (1986). No experimental tests were attempted to verify this 
model, although it was stated that the relevant predictions showed reasonably good 
agreement with the experimental data obtained by several other researchers. As the fibre 
volume fraction of 3D braid is normally over 0.5, it maybe possible to model the yarns 
as bar elements (rather than dimensionless) in the four diagonal directions. 

Figure 4.22 Geometrical schematic of a unit cell of the fibre inclination model 
composed of four unidirectional laminae for braided composites (Yang et al, 1986) 

All the approaches described above in modelling braided composites are to define a unit 
cell geometry for a braided structure without providing any relationship between 
processing variables and geometric parameters. Hence, these models may not be used to 
study the optimisation of the braided fabric architecture for their structural applications. 

Byun et a1 (1991) developed a fabric geometric model using lamination analysis and 
the stiffness averaging method. This model combines the micro-cell model and macro- 
cell model, and can be utilised to predict the elastic constant of 2-step braided 
composites. The micro-cell model is constructed for thin specimens so that the two- 
dimensional approximation of the classical lamination theory can be applied. Given the 
geometric parameters of the micro-cell, fibre and matrix properties and composite fibre 
volume fraction, effective in-plane elastic properties can be calculated based on a 
pointwise application of lamination theory. The compliance (or stiffness) constants are 
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averaged to obtain an average compliance (or stiffness) for the micro-cell. The macro- 
cell model is developed for the entire cross-section of the specimen. In this model, 
variations in the braider yarn orientation along its length are taken into account by 
introducing an average yam orientation angle. It was reported that good agreement 
between the model predictions and test results were achieved for axial tensile modulus. 
A lack of agreement between the predicted and measured shear moduli was reported. 

The effects of the braid angle, yarn size and axial yam content on the mechanical 
properties were investigated by Naik et a1 (1994) for 2D triaxially braided textile 
composites. The numerical results showed that the mechanical properties are more 
sensitive to variability in braid angle than to variations in axial yarn content, and are not 
sensitive to change in yarn size. Increasing the braid angle decreases the longitudinal 
modulus but increases the transverse modulus, and the in-plane shear modulus values 
peak at the braid angle of +45O. An increase in the axial yarn content results in a higher 
longitudinal modulus, but a lower in-plane shear modulus and Poisson's ratio. The out- 
of-plane properties remain virtually unchanged with variations in the braid angle and the 
axial yarn content. 

4.5.2 Knitted Composites 

As knitted fabrics are not often used in structural applications, and their geometric 
architectures are more complex compared to woven and braided fabrics, only a limited 
attention has been given to the modelling of the mechanical properties of knitted fabric 
composites (Ruan and Chow, 1996). 

A simple stiffness model was proposed by Rudd et al. (1990) for predicting the 
mechanical properties of weft knit glass fibre/polyester laminates. This model was 
developed based on the well-known rule of mixtures approach. The comparison 
between the predicted and experimental results suggested that the model require 
modification to take into account the fabric relaxation. 

Ramakrishna and Hull (1994) created an analytic model for predicting the elastic 
moduli and tensile strengths of knitted fabric laminates. In this model, the reinforcement 
efficiencies of yarns are incorporated into the rule-of-mixture, and the effects of the out- 
of-plane yarns are however neglected. The tensile strengths of composites were 
estimated by the strength of straight resin-impregnated yarns. It was reported that the 
predicted elastic moduli were in a reasonable agreement with experimental results while 
a significant discrepancy existed between the experimental and predicted tensile 
strengths. 

Ruan and Chou (1996) developed geometric models for plain-stitch and rib-stitch 
fabric composites. These models were developed using the yarn configuration and 
microstructures of the preform observed using an optical microscope. In this analytical 
model, it is assumed that an infinitesimal segment, which is formed by two parallel 
planes perpendicular to the warp (loading) direction, is subject to a uniform strain. 
Modelling of elastic behaviour was conducted using an averaging method. It was 
reported that the tensile and shear moduli determined by the analytical model were 
higher than the actual values. 

KO et al. (1986) proposed a fabric geometry model for predicting the tensile 
properties of the warp-knit fabric composites. This model was developed based on the 
unit cell concept and laminate theory. It was reported that there was a good agreement 
between the predicted and experimental test results. 
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A “cross-over model” was proposed by Ramakrishna (1997a) for expressing the 
crossing over of looped yarns of knitted fabric. This model considers the three- 
dimensional orientation of yams in the knitted fabric composite. Each impregnated 
yam is idealised as a curved unidirectional lamina. The effective elastic properties of the 
yams were estimated using the laminated plate theory. The elastic properties of the 
composite were determined by combining the elastic properties of yarns and the resin- 
rich regions. The analytical model was extended to predict the elastic properties of 
knitted-fabric composite with different fibre volume fraction (Ramakrishna, 1997b). 
The predicted tensile properties compared favourably with the experimental results. 

4.6 FAILURE STRENGTH PWDICTION 

The failure mechanisms and procedures of a 3D textile composite material at the 
micromechanical scale vary with type of loading and are intimately related to the 
properties of the constituents, i.e., fibre, matrix and interface-interphase, and the micro 
architectures of fibre yarns as well as yarn-matrix interphase. Strength predictions are 
based on micromechanical analyses and point-based failure criteria, and may be 
accurate with regard to failure initiation at critical points. However, such predictions 
are only approximate in the context of global failure of the composite material. 

Due to the complexity and irregularity of fibre distributions and the limitation of 
measurement facilities, there is a lack of detailed knowledge and understanding of 
failure mechanisms for 3D textile composites. It is difficult, if not impossible, to 
perform thorough micromechanical analyses to obtain reliable strength predictions for 
3D textile composites under a general type of loading. For this reason, it may be 
preferable to carry out the strength predictions by treating fibre yams as an anisotropic 
property, comprising of unidirectional fibres and matrix, and embedded in an isotropic 
matrix. Similar to mechanical property predictions, a textile composite material may be 
idealised as fibre yams of different architectures embedded in a matrix. In this 
approximation, failure may occur in the yarns, matrix and the interfaces amongst yarns 
and matrix in a textile composite subject to a general type of loading. 

The strength of a yarn along an arbitrary direction may be correlated with the basic 
strength parameters. Similar to a unidirectional lamina, a yarn may be characterized by 
a number of basic strength parameters with respect to its principal material directions 
from the macro-mechanical point of view. For example, the first principal material 
direction, axis 1, is chosen as along the fibre direction or the tangential direction at any 
point along the yarn centreline path, while the second and third principal material 
directions, axis 2 and 3, are selected to be two orthogonal axes within a plane 
perpendicular to the first principal material direction. In general, there are three tensile 
and three compressive strength parameters in the three principal material directions, and 
three shear strengths in the mutually orthogonal planes passing through any two 
principal material axes. However, for a unidirectional yarn, it is desirable to reduce the 
number of independent strength parameters from nine to six. This i s  because the tensile 
and compressive strength parameters in direction 2 can be assumed to be the same as 
those in direction 3, and the shear strength parameter in the plane going through axis 1 
and 2 can be assumed to be identical to that going though axis 1 and 3. When all the 
basic strength parameters are known, the maximum stress criterion and maximum strain 
criterion (see Jones, 1975; Christensen, 1979) may be used in conjunction with stresses 
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and strains computed at a critical point in a yarn to predict the failure load. The Tsai- 
Wu (197 1) tensor polynomial criterion may also be used to predict the yarn strength. 
Failure that occurs in the matrix can be predicted using conventional failure criteria for 
a homogeneous and isotropic material. Failure that occurs along the interface between 
two yarns may be predicted using those failure criteria for predicting interlaminar 
delamination in composite laminates. 

Tan et al (2000a,b) investigated the failure of the 3D orthogonal woven composite 
specimen in tensile loading. They carried out a full 3D finite element analysis of a unit 
cell for the 3D orthogonal woven composite by modelling yarns as a homogeneous and 
orthotropic property and matrix as being isotropic. Maximum stress criterion and the 
rule of mixture were employed to predict the tensile strengths in both in-plane 
directions, i.e., the stuffer yarn and weft yarn directions. A good correlation was noted 
for the tensile strength in the direction of the stuffer yarns. Due to waviness of the weft 
or filler yarns (see Figure 4.23a), there is a remarkable difference between the measured 
and predicted strength. Tan et al. (2001) also investigated the mechanical properties 
and failure mechanisms of 3D orthogonal woven E-glass/epoxy composite materials. 
Their results show that there is a reasonably good correlation between the measured 
tensile strengths and those predicted using the rule of mixture. Callus et a1 (1999) 
performed tensile tests of glass fibre reinforced polymer composites with 3D 
orthogonal, normal layered interlock, and offset layered interlock woven architectures. 

path after 
<----*--- -x I ?Yam path prior to loading 

Spring model for elastic 

z l  
Figure 4.23 (a) micrograph of cross-section showing waviness of filler yarns, and (b) 
Schematic of the curved beam model (Tan et al, 2000a; Tong et al, 2002) 

To take into account the yarn waviness in strength prediction, Tong et a1 (2002) 
modelled each individual weft yarns between any two adjacent stuffer yarns as a beam 
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on elastic foundation with an initial deflection as shown in Figure 4.23b. The initial 
deflection is introduced to model the filler yarn waviness, which can be experimentally 
measured from a micrograph of the cross-section. The cross-sectional micrographs (see 
Figure 4.15) show that the yam waviness can be approximated by a sine function. 
Possible failure mode range and loci were then predicted using the model. A good 
agreement between the measured and predicted failure load ranges and the observed 
failure loci was reported. This will be discussed in details in Section 5.3.1. 

Emehel and Shivakumar (1997) proposed a tow collapse model for predicting 
compressive strength of multiaxial laminates and textile composites. In this model, the 
unidirectional composite compressive strength model based on microbuckling of fibres 
embedded in a rigid-plastic matrix was employed to develop a resulting expression in 
terms of the matrix yield strength under the fibre constraint, fibre tow inclination angle, 
fibre volume fraction, and the area fractions of various sets of inclined tows. The 
predicted strengths agree reasonably well with those measured in the experimental tests. 



Chapter 5 

3D Woven Composites 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

3D woven composite is a new type of advanced engineering material that is currently 
used in only a few niche applications. The most significant applications are stiffeners 
for the air induct duct panels on the Joint Strike Fighter, aircraft wing joints on the 
Beech Starship, and rocket nose cones. 3D woven sandwich composite reinforced with 
distance fabric is also used in modest amounts, such as floor panels for trains, hard-tops 
for convertible cars, and the deck and top-side structure for a fishing boat. While the 
present use of 3D woven composite is limited, the potential use is impressive and wide- 
ranging with various possible applications in the aerospace, marine, infrastructure, 
military and medical fields. As described in chapter 1, in the future this composite may 
be used in a diverse variety of items ranging from jet-engine components to personnel 
body armour to artificial limbs. 

While the future of 3D woven composites appears promising, it is not assured. Many 
challenges are facing the increased application of this material. A major factor is that 
the cost of 3D woven composites is currently higher than 2D prepreg or fabric laminates 
for many applications. It was discussed in chapter 2 that the 3D weaving process has 
the potential to reduce lay-up and assembly costs in fabrication, however 3D woven 
fabric is not yet produced in large commercial quantities at low cost. Another 
impediment to the increased use of 3D woven composite in the aircraft industry is the 
high cost of certifying these and other new materials for primary load-bearing 
structures. Until the cost savings and other benefits of 3D woven composite are fully 
appreciated, then aircraft manufacturers will continue using conventional 2D laminates 
in most composite components. 

Another significant challenge is that many designers, fabricators and users of 
composites are unsure of the potential benefits of using 3D woven composite. Most 
sectors of the composite industry do not fully appreciate the benefits gained from using 
3D woven material, such as reduced fabrication cost, greater design flexibility, 
improved impact resistance, and superior through-thickness mechanical properties. The 
design and fabrication of 3D woven composite is described in Chapter 2 and 
micromechanical models for predicting their stiffness and strength are outlined in 
Chapter 4. In this chapter the in-plane mechanical properties, delamination resistance 
and impact damage properties of 3D woven composites are described. In Section 5.2 
the microstructural features of 3D woven composites that affect the mechanical and 
impact properties are described. This includes a description of microstructural damage 
such as fibre crimping, fibre damage and z-binder distortion that degrade the in-plane 
and through-thickness properties. The mechanical properties and failure mechanisms of 
3D woven composites under tension, compression, bending, interlaminar shear and 
fatigue loads are described in Section 5.3. Following this, the delamination resistance 
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and interlaminar fracture toughening mechanisms are outlined in Section 5.4 and the 
impact damage tolerance in Section 5.5. The properties of 3D woven sandwich 
composites made using distance fabric are given in Section 5.6. 

5.2 MICROSTRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 

The microstructure of a 3D woven composite is determined largely by the fibre 
architecture to the woven preform and weaving process, and to a lesser extent by the 
consolidation process. Various types of microstructural defects are inadvertently 
produced during 3D weaving that can degrade the in-plane, through-thickness and 
impact properties. The main types of defects are abrasion, breakage and distortion of 
the in-plane and z-binder yarns as well as resin-rich and resin-starved regions. 

Abrasion and breakage of the warp, weft and z-binder fibres’ are common types of 
damage incurred in 3 0  weaving that are difficult to avoid. This damage occurs by the 
bending of yarns in the weaving process and as yams slide against the loom machinery 
(Lee et al., 2001,2002). For example, Figure 5.1 shows broken filaments in a yarn that 
is passing through the guide to a 3D weaving loom. Figure 5.2 shows fragments of 
broken fibre caused by 3D weaving. This damage from the weaving process can cause a 
large reduction to the tensile strength of brittle yarns. Figure 5.3 shows cumulative 
probability distribution plots by Lee et al. (2002) of the failure strength of an E-glass 
yarn after different stages of weaving. It is seen that the tensile strength decreases 
progressively after the tensioning, warping and take-up stages, causing an overall 
strength reduction of about 30%. The loss in yarn strength is dependent on a number of 
factors, such as the yam diameter, 3D fibre architecture, and type of loom. It is also 
strongly influenced by the brittleness of the fibre, with glass yarns experiencing a 
greater loss in strength than carbon or Kevlar yams. It is worth noting that the fibre 
damage and loss in strength shown here for 3D woven fabric is also experienced with 
2D fabric during conventional (single-ply) weaving. 

In addition to abrasion and fracture, the fibres are distorted and crimped by 3D 
weaving. The warp and weft yarns in 3D woven preforms have a large amount of 
waviness, and typically the fibres are misaligned from the in-plane direction by 4 to 12” 
(Cox et al., 1994, Callus et al., 1999; Kuo and KO, 2000). In extreme cases, the 
misalignment can be greater than 12O, particularly in fibre segments close to the z- 
binders. The fibres in 3D preforms show much greater waviness than in 2D prepreg 
laminates, where the waviness is under 2-3”. The fibres in 3D preforms also experience 
extreme localised distortion, known as crimping, at the surface regions where the z- 
binder yarns cross-over the in-plane tows. The crimping of a filler tow is shown 
schematically in Figure 5.4. This pinching by the z-binder crimps the surface yarns, 
thus causing them to collimate (or bunch together) which creates pockets rich in resin 
bet ween them. 

The z-binder yarns can also experience excessive distortion in 3D woven 
composites. This distortion can occur by a high tensile force applied to the z-binder in 
the weaving process, as discussed earlier in Chapter 2. It can also occur during 

Different terminology is used to describe the fibres in 3D woven composites. The warp yarns 
are also known as ‘load-bearing yarns’ or ‘stuffers’ while weft yarns can be called ‘transverse 
yams’ or ‘fillers’. The z-binder yam is also known as a ‘weaver’. 
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consolidation when excessive overpressure can squash the preform and thereby 
misalign the z-binders. Figure 5.5 illustrates the distortion to a z-binder yarn in a 3D 
orthogonal composite, resulting in a quasi-sine-wave path. Studies by Callus et al. 
(1999) and Leong et al. (2000) report misalignment angles for z-binder yarns of up to 
-45" from the square-wave profile expected in 3D orthogonal composites. 

Figure 5.1 Broken fibres caused by 3D weaving. 

Figure 5.2 Fragments of broken glass fibres caused by 3D weaving. 
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Figure 5.4 Schematic of crimping of a surface tow (or filler) by a z-binder yarn (or 
warp weaver) Cox et al. (1994). 
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The squashing of warp, weft and z-binder yarns creates regions of high-fibre content in 
3D preforms. When the preforms are consolidated, viscous resins can have difficulty 
infiltrating these regions that can lead to porosity. 3D woven preforms also have 
localised regions of low fibre content, particularly where the in-plane yarns have been 
crimped and pushed aside by the z-binders. Upon consolidation these regions become 
rich in resin (Farley et al., 1992; Leong et al., 2000). 

Z-Binder 

Lamii late 

Figure 5.5 (a) Idealised and (b) actual profiles of a z-binder yarn in a 3D orthogonal 
composite. The z-binder is supposed to have a square-wave profile, but in reality can be 
distorted into a quasi-sinusoidal profile. 

As another illustrative example, Figure 5.6 also depicts a 3D orthogonal woven 
composite that comprises of stuffer yarns, filler yarns and z-binders of nominal 
proportions of 1: 1.2:0.2 (Tan et al, 2000a). The overall fiber volume fraction for the 3D 
orthogonal woven composite panels is 43%. The 3D orthogonal woven composite 
panels have an average thickness of 2.57 mm. Figure 5.6(b) depicts a micrograph of the 
cross section A-A as shown in Figure 5.6(a). There are six filler yarn layers and five 
stuffer yarn layers. It is clear that all filler yarns are not straight. The misalignment of 
the internal filler yarns appear to be less severe than that of the two surface filler yarns. 
Figure 5.6(b) also shows that the cross section of the stuffer yarns is only slightly 
distorted from its ideal rectangular shape. Figure 5.6(c) shows the micrograph of the 
cross section B-B as indicated in Figure 5.6(a). It is clearly demonstrated that the z- 
binder exhibits a smooth periodically curved shape rather than an idealised rectangular 
shape. The cross sectional shape of all four inner filler yarns appears to be close to a 
skewed rectangle, and that of the two surface filler yarns is severely distorted from a 
rectangle into a skewed triangle or quadrilateral. 
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Repeating unit / Z-Binder \ 

\ Filler yarn ' Stuffer yam 

(a) A schematic of the top view for the 3D orthogonal woven CFRP composite 

(b) Micrograph of cross section A-A showing misalignment of filler yarns 

(c) Micrograph of cross section B-B showing true path of the z-binder and distorted 
filler yarns 

Figure 5.6 Architectural features of a 3D orthogonal woven CFRP composite (Tan et al, 
2000a,b) 
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5.3 IN-PLANE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 

5.3.1 Tensile Properties 

The tensile properties and failure mechanisms of 3D woven composites have been 
investigated since the mid-l980s, but only recently has an understanding of their tensile 
performance began to emerge. Tensile studies have been performed on 3D woven 
composites with orthogonal or interlock fibre structures made of carbon, glass or 
Kevlar. Numerous studies have compared the tensile properties of 3D woven 
composites against 2D laminates with a similar (but not always the same) fibre content, 
and different results are reported. The Young’s modulus of some 3D woven composites 
is lower than the modulus of their equivalent 2D laminate. This difference is shown by a 
comparison of tensile stress-strain curves for a 2D and 3D woven composite in Figure 
5.7. This data from Lee et al. (2002) shows that the Young’s modulus of the 3D 
composite is about 35% lower than the 2D laminate. Other tensile studies also report 
that the Young’s modulus of a 3D woven composite is lower than a 2D laminate, with 
the reduction ranging from -10% to 35% (Ding et al., 1993; Guess and Reedy, 1985). 
However, in some cases the tensile modulus of the 3D woven composite can be slightly 
higher than the 2D laminate (Arendts et al., 1989; Chen et al., 1993). 
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Figure 5.7 Tensile stress-strain curves for a 2D and 3D woven composite. 

The Young’s modulus values for a variety of 3D woven composites are plotted against 
their z-binder content in Figure 5.8. In this figure the Young’s modulus of the 3D 
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woven composite is normalised to the modulus of the equivalent 20 laminate. It is 
important to note, however, that the 2D laminate is not always exactly equivalent 
because the fibre contents of the 3D and 2D composites being compared are rarely the 
same, and often differ by several percent. With the exception of a few outlying values, 
it is seen in Figure 5.8 that the Young's modulus of a 3D composite is always within 
20% of the modulus of the 2D laminate. Only rarely is the stiffness of a 3D composite 
higher or lower by more than 20%. Figure 5.8 also shows that the Young's modulus of 
a 3D woven composite is not influenced significantly by the z-binder content or fibre 
structures (ie. orthogonal vs. interlock). The reason for the higher Young's modulus of 
some 3D woven composites is probably due to a slightly higher fibre content than the 
'equivalent' 2D laminate. The lower modulus of the other 3D woven composites is due 
to higher fibre waviness of the load-bearing yarns caused by the z-binder. 
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Figure 5.8 Plot of normalised Young's modulus against z-binder content for various 3D 
woven composites. 

The micromechanical models described in Chapter 4 can be used to accurately 
determine the Young's modulus of 3D woven composites. Even the simplest models, 
such as the rule-of-mixtures, provide good estimates of modulus. As an example, 
Figure 5.9 gives a comparison of the measured modulus for different types of 3D woven 
composite against the theoretical modulus calculated using rule-of-mixtures. It is seen 
that the agreement between the experimental and theoretical modulus values are within 
10% in all cases. 

Tan et a1 (2000a) measured the in-plane Young's moduli and Poisson's ratio for the 
3D orthogonal woven CFRP composites as shown in Figure 5.6. Table 5.1 gives a 
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comparison between the measured in-plane elastic constants and those predicted using 
the block laminate and the unit cell models presented in Chapter 4. In Table 5.1, El and 
E2 are the Young’s modulus in the stuffer and filler direction respectively, while vI2 is 
the Poisson’s ratio. The experimental results and those predicted using the laminate 
block models are detailed in Tan et al (2000a,b). The modulus in the filler yarn 
direction is larger than that in the stuffer yarn direction because the fibre content in the 
filler yarn direction is 20% more than that in the stuffer yam direction. The predicted 
results for the unit cell model are taken from Kim et a1 (2001), who model the full 3D 
woven material using an extensive finite element mesh with 108 (27x4~1) unit 
structures and total degrees of freedom of 2,671,534. It is shown that the measured in- 
plane elastic constants correlate well with those predicted using various model, and the 
agreement between the experimental and predicted results are within 10% for all three 
in-plane constants. 

Table 5.1 Comparison of predicted and measured in-plane elastic constants for 3D 
orthogonal woven carbon fibre reinforced composites 

Model El (GPa) Ez(GPa) VI2 

Analytical Laminate block modela 38.39 50.88 0.034 
FEA Laminate Block Modela 39.70 51.09 0.033 
FEA Unit Cell Modelb 40.63 49.00 0.037 
Average experimental results‘ 40.97 47.30 0.035 

a: Tan et a1 (2000b); b: Kim et a1 (2001); c: Tan et a1 (2000a) 
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of experimental and theoretical Young’s modulus values for 
three types of 3D woven composite. 
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Tan et a1 (2001) also measured and predicted the in-plane elastic constants for 3D 
orthogonal woven E-glass/epoxy composites. Table 5.2 compares the in-plane Young’s 
moduli, the shear modulus and the Poison’s ratio that were measured experimentally 
and predicted using both the analytical and finite element analysis based laminate block 
models. A good agreement between the experimental and predicted results is noted. 

Table 5.2 Comparison of predicted and measured in-plane elastic constants for 3D 
orthogonal woven E-glass/epoxy composites 

Model El (GPa) E2(GPa) vi2 G 2  (GPa) 
Analytical Laminate block model 29.59 27.05 0.1342 4.4790 
E A  Laminate Block Model 29.46 28.03 0.1329 5.3987 
Average experimental results 31.37 29.68 0.1 158 4.5289 

A unique feature of many 3D woven composites is that they begin to permanently 
deform or ‘soften’ at relatively low tensile stress levels (Callus et al., 1999; Ding et al., 
1993; Guess and Reedy, 1985; Lee et al., 2002). This softening is shown by the kink in 
the stress-strain curve for the 3D composite in Figure 5.7, which does not usually occur 
in 2D laminates. The softening can reduce the stiffness by 20 to 50%, depending on the 
type of composite, and is attributed to the onset of plastic deformation of the most 
heavily distorted load-bearing tows, as depicted in Figure 5.4 (Cox et al., 1994; Callus 
et al., 1999). As reported earlier, the load-bearing tows in a 3D woven composite can 
be severely misaligned from the in-plane direction by the z-binders. These heavily 
distorted tows begin to plastically straighten when the applied tensile strain reaches a 
critical value sufficient to induce permanent shear flow of the resin within the fibre 
bundle. The critical tensile stress (od for plastic tow straightening can be estimated by 
(Cox et al., 1994): 

where f, is the volume fraction of load-bearing tows, 1TI31 is the axial shear strength of 

the tow, and 151 is a fibre waviness parameter which is defined as the average 
misalignment angle for 90% of all load-bearing tows. Using this equation, the effect of 
fibre waviness on the plastic tow straightening stress is plotted in Figure 5.10. Shown 
in this figure are typical fibre waviness values for prepreg tape, 2D woven and 3D 
woven composites. From this figure it is obvious that tensile softening of 3D woven 
composites occurs at much lower stress values than 2D composites. Therefore, to 
overcome this softening it is necessary to minimise in-plane fibre waviness or use a 
resin having a high yield shear strength. 

At tensile stresses above the onset of plastic tow straightening, 3D woven 
composites experience matrix cracking (both tensile and delamination), z-binder 
debonding, tow rupture and, in some materials, tow pull-out (Callus et al., 1999; Cox et 
al. 1994; Lee et al., 2000). Tensile failure generally occurs by rupture of the load- 
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bearing tows, which may have been significantly weakened by damage incurred in the 
3D weaving process (see Figure 5.3). As a result, the tensile strength of a 3D woven 
composite is often lower than for an equivalent 2D woven composite with a similar 
fibre volume content (Brandt et al., 1996; Cox and Flanagan, 1996; Lee et al., 1992). 
Figure 5.11 presents a compilation of published tensile strength data for 3D woven 
composites with different z-binder contents. In this figure the tensile strength of a 3D 
woven composite is normalised to the strength of the equivalent 2D laminate. It is seen 
that the failure strength of 3D woven composites is the same or, more often, less than 
the strength of the 2D laminate. It is interesting to note, however, that the tensile 
strength of a 3D composite is rarely more than 20% lower than the strength of the 2D 
material, and furthermore the tensile strength is not affected significantly by the z- 
binder content for the range plotted here. The lower tensile strength of 3D woven 
composites is due to fibre damage incurred during the weaving process that weakens the 
low-bearing tows (see Figure 5.3), increased fibre waviness, and pinching of the surface 
tows (see Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.10 Effect of in-plane tow waviness on the tensile stress for plastic tow 
straightening. Representative tow straightening stresses for 2D and 3D woven 
composites are indicated. The comparison is made for composites with identical fibre 
content (f, = 0.3) and shear strength ( 1T131 = 45 MPa) values. 

Predicting the tensile failure strength of 3D woven composite by micromechanical 
modelling is more difficult than determining the Young's modulus. This is because the 
extent of fibre damage, waviness and crimping are often not accurately known, and 
therefore it is difficult to predict the tensile stress for tow rupture. Tan et a1 (2000a,b; 
Tan et a1 2001) measured and predicted the in-plane tensile strengths for both the 3D 
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orthogonal woven CFRP (as shown in Figure 5.6) and a 3D orthogonal woven E- 
glasdepoxy composite. Figure 5.12 shows micrographs of the fiacture surface for 
specimens loaded in the stuffer yam and filler direction, respectively. The breakage of 
z-binders shown in Figures 5.12(a) and (b) indicate that stuffer yams break at a cross 
section between two adjacent six filler yams. The separation of a z-binder shown in 
Figures 5.12(c) and (d) clearly indicates that filler yarns break at a cross section along a 
z-binder . 
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Figure 5.11 Plot of normalised tensile strength against z-binder content for various 3D 
woven composites. 

Table 5.3 presents a comparison between the experimental and predicted in-plane 
tensile strengths in both the stuffer and filler yam directions. The subscript 1 and 2 
refer to the stuffer and filler yarn direction respectively. The predicted results are 
obtained by using the rule of mixture method and the laminate block models in 
conjunction with maximum stress criterion. Both analytical method and finite element 
method are employed in the block laminate model. It is noted that there exists a good 
correlation between the predicted and measured tensile strength in the stuffer yarn 
direction. However, there is a large difference between the predicted and measured 
tensile strength in the filler yam direction. This is due to the misalignment in the filler 
yam direction as shown in Figure 5.6(b). Although the filler yam is 20% more than the 
stuffer yarn, the average tensile strength in the filler yarn direction is only slightly larger 
than that in the stuffer yarn direction. The misalignment of filler yarns is shown in 
Figure 5.6(b) and is believed to be the major contributing factor to the low tensile 
strength in the filler yarn direction. 
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Table 5.3 Comparison of predicted and measured in-plane tensile strengths (MPa) for 
3D orthogonal woven CFRP composites 

Failure Rule of Laminate Laminate Exp. 
strength mixture block model block model (avg.) 

(Jlt 480.7 538.1 473 483.7 
0 2 1  667.2 711.0 703 486.2 

(analytical) (FEA) 

(a) Micrograph of the fracture surface for a CFRP specimen loaded in stuffer yarn 
direction 

(b) Micrograph of the fracture surface opposite to that in (a) 

Figure 5.12 Micrographs of the fracture cross-section for a typical CFRP specimen 
loaded in tension in stuffer yarn direction (Tan et al, 2000a,b) 
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(c) Micrograph of the fracture surface for a CFW specimen loaded in tiller direction 

(d) Micrograph of the fracture surface opposite to that in (c) 

Figure 5.12 (continued) Micrographs of the fracture cross-section for a typical CFRP 
specimen loaded in tension in filler direction (Tan et al, 2000a,b) 

The influence of the misalignment can be taken into account by employing the curved 
beam model described in Chapter 4 (Tong et al, 2002). To employ the model, let us 
consider the micrograph of a typical cut along centreline of a filler yarn in the filler yarn 
direction as shown in Figure 5.13(a). The repeating unit of all filler yarns is marked and 
can be idealised as these filler yarn segments shown in Figure 5.13(b). It is further 
assumed that each filler yarn segment is supported by an elastic foundation and there is 
no interaction between filler yarn segments. The path of the centreline of each filler 
yarn is then measured and is idealised as a sine function with an amplitude of hfand a 
half wave length of If. Figures 5.13(c) and (d) compare the measured and idealised 
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paths of centreline of two filler yarn segments. Table 5.4 lists the amplitudes and half 
wavelengths of all filler yarn segments as shown in Figure 5.13(b). The tensile stresses 
at which failure occurs in all six misaligned filler yarn segments in open mode range 
from 483.32 to 533.07 MPa, and those in shear mode range from 437.87 to 462.21 MPa. 
These predicted results correlate well with the measured failure strengths in the filler 
yarn direction ranging from 445.1 to 509.2 MPa. 

Figure 5.13a Micro-photo for a typical cross-section cut along the filler yarn direction 
for a 3D orthogonal CFRP composite material (Tan, 1999; Tan et al, 2000a,b) 

Segment a 

Stuffer yam 

Filler yam 

Segment b 

Segment c 

Segment d 

. Segment e 

Segment f 

Segment g 

Figure 5.13b Schematic of idealised filler yarns for the 3D orthogonal CFRP composite 
material (Tan, 1999; Tong et al, 2002) 
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Table 5.4 Maximum amplitudes and span lengths of the waved filler yarn segments a-g 
Yarn segment hf(mm) Lf (mm) 

a 0.077 1.07 1 
b 0.107 1.285 
C 0.12 2.57 
d 0.133 2.57 
e 0.129 2.57 
f 0.129 2.57 

0.107 2.57 g 
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5.3.2 Compressive Properties 

The compressive properties and failure mechanisms of 3D woven composites have been 
investigated in great detail because of their potential application in aerospace structures. 
Most attention has been given to 3D carbordepoxy composites because of their use in 
aircraft, although 3D carbodbismaleimide and 3D Kevlar/epoxy have also been 
examined. Most studies find that the compressive modulus of 3D woven composites is 
lower than 2D prepreg tape or woven laminate with a similar fibre volume content 
(Brandt et al., 1996; Guess and Reedy, 1986; Farley et al., 1992). The reduced modulus 
is due to crimping and increased waviness of the load-bearing fibres caused by the z- 
binders. 

The effect of z-binder reinforcement on the axial compressive strength of 3D woven 
composites is complex, with both improvements and reductions to strength being 
observed. Figure 5.14 presents compressive strength data for three types of 3D 
composites with different z-binder contents. The normalised compressive strength is 
defined as the compressive strength of the 3D woven composite divided by the strength 
of an 2D woven laminate with nominally the same fibre content. The data plotted in 
Figure 5.14 shows no clear effect; with both an increase and reduction to strength 
occurring. The data does reveal, however, that the compressive strength of a 3D woven 
composites is usually improved or degraded by less than 20%, which is the same effect 
observed for the tensile properties shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.1 1. 
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Figure 5.14 Plot of compressive strength against z-binder content for various 3D woven 
composites. 

The cause for the improved compressive strength of the 3D woven composites is not 
clear. Those studies that report an improvement to the strength do not describe the 
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compressive failure mechanisms of the 2D and 3D composites, which may shed light on 
the cause of the improvement. In comparison, the cause for the reduction to the 
compressive strength of 3D woven composites is understood due to the work of Cox et 
al. (1992, 1994) and others. Cox et al. (1992, 1994) and Kuo and KO (2000) observed 
that 3D composites fail in axial compression by kinking of the load-bearing tows. 
Kinking is a failure process that initiates at regions with a low resistance to permanent 
shear deformation, such as at material defects (eg. void, crack) or where fibres are 
misaligned from the load direction. Kinking commences when the applied compression 
stress reaches a sufficient level to induce plastic shear flow of the resin matrix within 
and surrounding an axial tow. Plastic yielding of the resin allows the fibres within an 
individual tow to rotate in parallel. The fibres continue to rotate under increasing load 
until the tow becomes unstable and then breaks along a well-defined plane known as a 
kink band, as shown in Figure 5.15. In 2D unidirectional laminates, clusters of coplanar 
kink bands grow unstably which lead to sudden compression failure. 

Figure 5.15 Schematic of a kink band in a compressed fibre tow 

The kinking failure mechanism in 3D woven composites is somewhat different to the 
failure event for 2D laminates. The kink bands in 3D woven composites first initiate in 
the most severely distorted tows, which are usually at the surface where they are 
pinched by the z-binders (see Figure 5.4). Cox et al. (1992) observed that two kink 
bands often form in the pinched tow immediately adjacent to the surface loop of the z- 
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binder, as shown in Figure 5.16. Once the surface tow has failed it loses stiffness, but is 
constrained from buckling outwards by the surface loop. Upon further loading kink 
bands form in other distorted tows. Cox et al. (1992, 1994) found that kink bands 
within 3D woven composites develop as discrete geometric flaws rather than as 
coplanar bands that occur in unidirectional laminates. As a result, 3D woven 
composites fail gradually at discrete locations throughout the material, leading to very 
high strains to ultimate failure. 

-kink bands 

/-stut(er 

Figure 5.16 Schematic showing the locations of two kink bands within a surface axial 
tow (From Cox et al., 1992). 

The high failure strains of 3D woven composites under compression loading is shown in 
Figure 5.17 that compares the compressive stress-strain behaviour of a unidirectional 
carbodepoxy prepreg tape against a 3D carbodepoxy composite measured by Cox et al. 
(1992). It is seen that the curve for the tape laminate increases steadily until 
catastrophic failure occurs at a strain of -1.4%. In contrast, the curve for the 3D 
composite shows a sudden load drop at a strain of -OS%, although complete failure 
does not occur. Instead, the load decreases very gradually over a large strain. Cox et al. 
( 1992) found that 3D woven composites still have significant strength after compressive 
strains of more than 15%, indicating extraordinary high ductility. This extreme ductility 
is a unique property of 3D woven composites, and is due to kink bands forming as 
discrete geometric flaws that inhibit catastrophic failure which facilitates the gradual 
failure of the material under increasing strain. 
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Figure 5.17 Compression stress-strain curves for a unidirectional tape laminate and a 
3D woven composite (The curves for the laminate and 3D composite are from Daniel 
and Ishai (1994) and Cox et al. (1992), respectively). 

The compressive properties of 3D woven composites under fatigue loading have also 
been investigated. Dadkhah et al. (1995) examined the compression-compression 
fatigue performance of various 3D woven carbodepoxy composites, and found that the 
fatigue failure mechanism is similar to the failure process described above for 
monotonic compression loading. Under cyclic compression loading, a kink band 
initiates at a site of high fibre distortion, with the most common location being where 
the surface tow is crimped by the z-binder (see Figure 5.4). Upon further load cycles 
the fibres within the crimped tow progressively rotate to greater angles until failure 
occurs by kinking. It is believed that the fatigue life does not extend greatly beyond the 
formation of the first few kink bands. The fatigue endurance of 3D woven composites 
have not yet been compared against 2D laminates with the same fibre content, although 
it is expected to be lower due to the heavily distorted fibres lowering the cyclic stress 
needed to induce kinking failure. 

5.3.3 Flexural Properties 

The flexural properties of 3D woven composites has been investigated by Chou et al. 
(1992), Cox et al. (1994), Ding et al. (1993) and Guess and Reedy (1985). In most 
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cases the flexural properties of a 3D woven composite are lower than for an equivalent 
2D laminate. In the worst reported case, Guess and Reedy (1985) found that the 
flexural modulus and strength of a 3D Kevlar/epoxy composite was respectively 20% 
and 30% lower than a 2D laminate. The reduced flexural properties are due to the 
crimping and increased misalignment of the tows by the z-binders. 
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5.3.4 Interlaminar Shear Properties 

The interlaminar shear strength of various types of 3D woven composite have been 
evaluated, and it is generally found that the strength is the same or slightly higher than 
an equivalent 2D material (Brandt et al., 1996; Chou et al., 1992; Ding et al., 1993; 
Guess and Reedy, 1985; Tanzawa et al., 1997). Figure 5.18 shows the normalised 
interlaminar shear strength values for four types of 3D woven composite with different 
z-binder contents. The normalised shear strength is the interlaminar shear strength of 
the 3D woven composite divided by the interlaminar strength of a 2D woven laminate 
with nominally the same fibre content. It is seen in Figure 5.18 that in a few cases there 
is an improvement to the interlaminar shear strength with the 3D woven composite, 
although in most cases there is no significant change. 

c. : 8 0 

- 0 3D Interlock Carbon/Epoxy (Ding et al., 1993) 

- 0 3D Interlock Glass/Epoxy (Arendts et al., 1989) 
0 3D Orthogonal GlasdEpoxy (Arendts et ai., 1989) 

A 3D Interlock Kevlar/Epoxy (Guess and Reedy, 1986) 
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Figure 5.18 Plot of normalised interlaminar shear strength against z-binder content for 
various 3D woven composites. 
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5.4 INTERLAMINAR FRACTURE PROPERTIES OF 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 

An important advantage of 3D woven composites over conventional 2D laminates is a 
high resistance to delamination cracking. 2D laminates are prone to delamination 
cracking when subject to impact or out-of-plane loads due to their low interlaminar 
fracture toughness properties. 2D laminates made of thermoset prepreg material, such 
as carbodepoxy tape, are particularly susceptible to delamination damage due mainly to 
the poor fracture toughness of the resin matrix. The low delamination resistance of 
carbodepoxy is a significant factor impeding the more widespread use of these 
laminates in aircraft structures prone to impact from stone and bird strikes, such as the 
leading edges of wings and tail-sections. The superior delamination toughness of 3D 
woven composites has been a strong incentive for the use of these materials in highly 
loaded or impact prone aircraft structures such as wing panel joints (Wong, 1992), 
flanges, and turbine rotors (Mouritz et al., 1999). 

The delamination resistance of 3D woven composites has been characterised for the 
mode I and I1 load conditions. The mode I condition is also known as tensile crack 
opening and mode I1 as shear crack sliding. Most delamination studies on 3D woven 
composites have been for mode I loading (Byun et a1.,1989; Guenon et al., 1989; 
Arendts et al., 1993; Tanzawa et al., 1997; Mouritz et al., 1999). Little work has been 
performed on the mode I1 delamination properties, and this is an area requiring further 
research because delaminations caused by impact can propagate as shear cracks. The 
delamination properties of 3D woven composites subject to mode I11 (tearing) loading 
have not yet been determined, due possibly to the difficultly in performing mode I11 
fracture tests on 3D materials. 

The mode I interlaminar fracture properties of 3D composites with an orthogonal or 
interlocked woven structure have been thoroughly investigated (Byun et a1.,1989; 
Guenon et al., 1989; Arendts et al., 1993; Tanzawa et al., 1997; Mouritz et al., 1999). It 
is found that the mode I delamination resistance of 3D woven composites is superior to 
2D laminates. The delamination toughness increases with the volume content, elastic 
modulus, tensile strength and pull-out resistance of the z-binders. However, even 
relatively modest amounts of z-binder reinforcement can provide a large improvement 
to the delamination resistance. For example, GuCnon et al. (1989) found that the 
delamination toughness for a 3D carbodepoxy composite with a z-binder content of 
only 1% was about 14 times higher than a 2D carbodepoxy prepreg laminate. 
Increasing the z-binder content can promote even larger improvements to the mode I 
interlaminar fracture toughness. The largest reported increase is for a 3D woven 
composite with an 8% binder content that has a mode I delamination resistance more 
than 20 times higher than for a 2D laminate (Arendts et al., 1993). Such large 
improvements to delamination resistance are comparable to that found with other types 
of 3D composites, such as knitted, stitched and z-pinned materials which will be 
described later. 

The high mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of 3D woven composites is due to a 
number of toughening processes caused by the z-binders, and these are shown 
schematically in Figure 5.19. When a delamination starts to grow between the plies in a 
3D woven composite, the crack tip passes around the z-binders without causing them 
any damage. In some materials the z-binders may debond from the surrounding 
composite when the interfacial adhesion strength is poor, although the binders 
themselves remain undamaged. The energy needed to debond the binders induces some 
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toughening of the composite (Gutnon et al., 1989), although it is likely to be small. 
Most of the toughening occurs by the formation of a z-binder bridging zone that can 
extend up to -30 mm behind the crack tip. These binders that bridge the delamination 
are able to carry a large amount of the applied force, which reduces the stress acting on 
the crack tip and thereby increases the delamination resistance. 

Fracture & Pull-Out 

Figure 5.19 Schematic of mode I delamination cracking in a 3D woven composite. 

Figure 5.20 shows a z-binder bridging a delamination in a 3D woven composite. In 3D 
woven composites the z-binder yarns may be distorted during manufacture (as shown in 
Figure 5 3 ,  and this reduces the effective stiffness and strength of the bridging z- 
binders. Therefore, the interlaminar toughness provided by the z-binders is often not as 
high as when they are aligned normal to the crack plane. In addition, the damage 
incurred by the z-binder yarns during weaving reduces their tensile strength, which will 
also affect the interlaminar toughness. The high toughness from the z-binders often 
causes extensive crack branching in 3D woven composites that promotes further 
toughening. The applied stress acting on the binders within the bridging zone is not 
equal; but rather a low stress is exerted on the binders close to the crack tip and a larger 
stress on binders at the rear of the bridging zone where the crack opening displacement 
is the greatest. The binders at the rear of the bridging zone eventually break along the 
crack plane (as shown in Figure 5.21) or near the outer surface of the composite where 
the binder has been weakened during weaving in order to form a tight bend (see Figure 
5.4). When the binders break near the outer surface they are gradually pulled-out of the 
composite, and the work done during the binder pull-out also adds to the toughness. 
Figure 5.22 shows a binder yarn standing proud of the fracture surface of a 3D woven 
composite after being pulled-out. In summary, the superior mode I delamination 
toughness of 3D woven composites is due to the toughening processes of debonding, 
bridging and pull-out of the z-binders and crack branching. 
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binders are more effective in improving the delamination resistance for mode I than 
mode I1 loading. This is shown in Figure 5.24 that compares improvements to the 
modes I and I1 interlaminar fracture toughness values for the same 3D woven 
composite. It is seen that the mode I toughness of the 3D composite is -14 times higher 
than the 2D laminate whereas the mode I1 toughness is only 2.7 times higher. 
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Figure 5.23 Comparison of theoretical and experimental critical load values to induce 
mode I delamination cracking in a 3D woven composite (Data from Byan et al., 1989). 

5.5 IMPACT DAMAGE TOLERANCE OF 3D WOVEN COMPOSITES 

The impact damage tolerance of 3D woven composites has been extensively evaluated 
because of their potential use in aircraft and rocket structures prone to impact loading. 
3D woven composites have been impact tested under low to medium energy levels 
using light-weight, low-speed projectiles to evaluate their damage resistance for aircraft 
structures subject to hail and bird strikes during flight and to dropped tools during 
maintenance (Arendts et al., 1993; Billaut and Roussel, 1995; Brandt et al., 1996; Chou 
et al., 1992; Herricks and Globus, 1980; KO and Hartmann, 1986; Reedy and Guess, 
1986; Susuki and Takatoya, 1997). 3D woven composites have also been tested under 
ballistic impact conditions using high-velocity bullets to determine their impact damage 
tolerance for military aircraft and armoured vehicle applications (James and Howlett, 
1997; Lundland et al., 1995). 

It is found that the amount of impact damage caused to 3D woven composites is less 
than 2D laminates with the same fibre volume content. For example, Figure 5.25 shows 
the effect of increasing impact energy on the amount of delamination damage 
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experienced by 3D carbodepoxy composites reinforced with an orthogonal or 
interlocked woven structure (Billaut and Rousell, 1995). The amount of damage 
suffered by an aerospace-grade carbodepoxy laminate is shown for comparison. It is 
seen the amount of impact damage experienced by the 3D woven composites is lower 
than the 2D laminate. The outstanding damage resistance of 3D woven composites is 
due to their high delamination resistance. The interlaminar toughening mechanisms 
described in the previous section, namely debonding, fracture, pull-out and, in 
particular, crack bridging of the z-binders impede the spread of delaminations from the 
impact site. The superior impact damage resistance of 3D woven composites usually 
results in higher post-impact mechanical properties than for 2D laminates (Arendts et 
al., 1993; Brandt et al., 1996; James and Howlett, 1997; Susuki and Takatoya, 1997; 
Voss et al., 1993). For example, in Figure 5.26 it is shown that the post-impact flexural 
and compressive strengths of 3D woven composites are significantly higher than for 2D 
laminates (Arendts et al., 1993; Voss et al., 1993). 

4 r  

Mode I Mode I1 
2D Laminate3D Composite 2D Laminate 3D Composite 

Figure 5.24 Comparison of the delamination resistance of 2D and 3D composites for 
mode I and I1 loading (The modes I and I1 data is from GuCnon et al. (1989) and Liu et 
al. (1989), respectively). 

5.6 3D WOVEN DISTANCE FABRIC COMPOSITES 

Sandwich material made of a 3D woven fabric called ‘Distance Fabric’ is a relatively 
new class of ultra-light weight composite. 3D woven sandwich composites were 
originally conceived and manufactured by Verpoest and colleagues at the Katholieke 
Universiteit Leuven in Belgium. The composites were developed to overcome many of 
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the shortcomings of conventional sandwich composites, which consist of two thin 
laminate face skins that are adhesively bonded to a light-weight core of honeycomb or 
rigid foam. The disadvantages of standard sandwich materials is that the manufacturing 
process can be labour intensive because the skins must be manufactured separately and 
then bonded to the core in a second processing step. Consequently, sandwich 
composites can be expensive to manufacture for low-cost applications such as civil and 
marine structures. Further problems with sandwich composites are that they are 
susceptible to skin-to-core separation due to bond-line defects and experience skin 
delamination under excessive bending, buckling or impact loads. 

Advanced sandwich composites made of distance fabric offer the potential to 
overcome these problems. The 3D fibre architecture of a distance fabric is shown 
schematically in Figure 2.1 1, and is characterised by through-thickness fibres, known as 
piles, interconnecting two woven face skins. The fabric is produced using the velvet 
weaving process that is described in Chapter 2, and the process can be controlled to 
produce fabrics with different amounts and orientations of the pile yams. After 
weaving, the hollow core of the fabric can be filled with a polymer or syntactic foam by 
liquid foam injection. The skins can be impregnated with thermoset or thermoplastic 
resin using the moulding processes outlined in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 5.25 Effect of impact velocity on the amount of delamination damage to 2D and 
3D woven composites (Data from Billaut and Rousell, 1995). 
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Figure 5.26 Effect of impact energy on the (a) flexural strength and (b) compressive 
strength of 2D and 3D woven composites. The flexural and compressive data is from 
Voss et al. (1993) and Arendts et al. (1993), respectively. 
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3D woven sandwich composite is a new class of material, and much remains unknown 
about its mechanical performance. Research at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven has 
shown that the mechanical properties are strongly influenced by the areal density, 
length, angle and degree of stretching of the pile yams, although generally properties 
such as compressive strength, shear strength and fatigue endurance are similar to those 
of conventional honeycomb materials (Judawisastra et al., 1989, Preller et al., 1990, 
Van Vuure et al., 1994). The key advantages of 3D woven sandwich composite is an 
exceptionally high delamination resistance - with a skin peel strength up to four times 
higher than conventional sandwich materials - and good impact damage resistance due 
to the integral nature of the 3D fibre structure (Preller et al., 1990, Van Vuure et al., 
1994). It is reported by Verpoest and colleagues that 3D sandwich composites are used 
in a wide range of applications including hard-tops for cars, radar domes, mobile 
homes, a small aircraft, and furniture and interior wall panels for fast ferries. 



Chapter 6 

Braided Composite Materials 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Much of the current knowledge behind the technologies used to manufacture 3D 
braided preforms was generated in a period of time between the early 1980’s and the 
late 1990’s. Mostly funded through the US Government, research programs, of which 
the NASA Advanced Composite Technology (ACT) Program was a major focus, 
brought together preform suppliers such as Atlantic Research Corporation and Drexel 
University, with research laboratories (University of Delaware, NASA Langley, Drexel 
University, etc) and aerospace end-users (Boeing, Douglas and Lockheed). It was 
during this period that some of the more significant studies on the mechanical behaviour 
of 3D braided composites were performed. 

However, in common with the other forms of 3D textile composites described in this 
book, the extent of the published literature on the mechanical properties of 3D braided 
composites would only constitute a small part of the information necessary to fully 
characterise this class of composite material. In Section 2.3 the main techniques of 
producing 3D braided preforms were described. Each of these manufacturing processes 
would result in preforms whose final consolidated properties would be influenced not 
only by the characteristics of the process itself but also by the variations in braid 
architecture that can be generated within each manufacturing technique. Figure 6.1 
illustrates the highly interlinked nature of a 3D braid and critical factors such as the yarn 
size, the angle of the braiding yarns, the percentage content of axial yarns, etc, all have a 
major influence upon the resultant composite properties. 

Figure 6.1 Photomicrograph of a 3D braided architecture (courtesy of Atlantic 
Research Corporation) 
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In spite of the limited data available in the published literature there are some general 
conclusions that can be drawn on the mechanical properties of 3D braided composites 
and these are summarised in the following sections. 

6.2 IN-PLANE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

Two comprehensive studies of the in-plane mechanical properties of 3D braided 
composites were carried out in the mid-1980's by Macander, Crane & Camponeschi 
(1986) and Gause & Alper (1987). In these two publications the effect of changes to a 
number of braiding variables on the tensile, compressive and other in-plane properties 
were investigated. Data was generated on preforms constructed by the 4-step, or row- 
and-column, braiding process. 

6.2.1 Influence of Braid Pattern and Edge Condition 

In the first part of their study, Macander et al. (1986) examined the effect of braid 
pattern and edge condition upon the performance of braids manufactured from T300 
30K carbon yarns, impregnated with epoxy resin. The results of this work are 
summarised in Table 6.1. The braid notations used refer to the motion of the yarn 
carriers within the flat, Cartesian plane of the 3D braider. The first number in the braid 
pattern designates the number of spaces the yam carrier advances in the x-direction 
whilst the second number represents spaces moved in the y-direction. The use of a third 
category, e.g. YiF, refers to the number of carriers that remain fixed in the axial 
direction (%F = 50%). 

Table 6.1 Braid pattern and edge condition effect on 3D braided carbon/epoxy 
composites (from Macander et al., 1986) 

1x1 1x1 3x1 3x1 lxlx4iF l x l x  
uncut cut uncut cut uncut %F cut 

Fibre volume fraction (%) 68 68 68 68 68 68 

TensiIe strength (MPa) 665.5 228.7 970.5 363.7 790.6 405.7 
Tensile modulus (GPa) 97.8 50.5 126.4 76.4 117.4 82.4 
Compressive strength (MPa) 179.5 226.4 3 85.4 
Compressive modulus(GPa) 38.7 56.6 80.8 
Flexural strength (MPa) 813.5 465.2 647.2 508.1 816 632.7 
Flexural modulus (GPa) 77.5 34.1 85.4 54.9 86.4 60.8 
Poisson's ratio 0.875 1.36 0.566 0.806 0.986 0.667 

Braiding yarn angle (") 520  *20 f 12 -c 12 +15 * 12 

The most striking result comes from the difference in performance between specimens 
with cut and uncut edges. There is a 66% reduction in the tensile strength and at least a 
40% reduction in tensile modulus for specimens with no axial fibres. Specimens with 
axial fibres suffered less reduction in their tensile properties (approximately 50% in 
strength and 30% in modulus) although it was still a significant drop in performance. 
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The flexural behaviour of the materials also showed significantly reduced performance 
when specimen edges were machined to produce cut fibres. This experimental data 
indicates the high sensitivity that 3D braided composites have to machining damage of 
the yarns on the surface. As each braiding yarn within the common 3D braiding 
processes will eventually travel to the specimen surface, any machining of this surface 
will result in the braiding yarns becoming non-continuous along the specimen length, 
with the resultant drop in performance. Due to the fixed nature of the axial fibres they 
will run parallel to the specimen surface and thus will not be affected by any machining. 
This results in their higher retained properties when compared to composites without 
axial fibres. 

The data presented in Table 6.1 also illustrates the strong influence that the braiding 
pattern has upon the mechanical properties of the composite materials. The presence of 
axial fibres within the 1x1 architecture has produced a braid with an apparent braiding 
yarn angle (angle between the braiding yarn orientation and the specimen braid axis) 
less than that of the 1x1 architecture without axials. The orientation of the braiding 
yarns closer to the braid axis, which is the direction along which the testing has been 
performed, and the presence of the axial fibres themselves produces a composite with 
improved tensile, compressive and flexural properties. This improvement in composite 
performance due solely to a reduction in braiding yarn angle is also observed when 
comparing the properties of the 1x1 and 3x1 structures, in both cut and uncut edge state. 
A decrease of 8O in the braiding yarn angle resulted in an improvement in tensile and 
compressive performance of 25 - 50%. Wenning et al. (1993) also observed a similar 
improvement in the tensile modulus with a decrease in the fibre angle of 4-step braided 
composites. 

Other investigations on the influence of braid angle were conducted by Brookstein et 
al. (1993), who investigated the properties of carbodepoxy 3D composites that were 
braided by the Multilayer Interlock method. Specimens with two braiding patterns (Le. 
differing braid angles) were tested, +45"/0"/~45" (Vf = 43%) and ~60" /0" /~60°  (Vf = 
45%) and the results of these tests were normalised to a nominal 50% fibre volume 
fraction for comparative purposes (see Table 6.2). When comparing the properties of 
the two 3D braided patterns, Brookstein et al. also found that the tensile and 
compressive properties in the longitudinal direction were improved when the braiding 
yam angle was reduced, but at the sacrifice of the transverse performance. The design of 
3D braided preforms must therefore be a compromise between the required mechanical 
performance and the number of axial yarns and the braid angle possible within a certain 
braiding technique. 

The influence of axial fibres on the composite mechanical performance was also 
noted by Gause et al. (1987) who observed significant increases in the longitudinal 
tensile and compressive properties of carbodepoxy, 4-step braided specimens when half 
of the yarns available for braiding were fixed as axial yarns. Table 6.3 summarises the 
results of this work although it should be noted that errors in some of the data contained 
in the original publication were corrected in a later publication by KO (1989) and it is 
from this publication that the data in Table 6.3 is taken. It is interesting to note that 
although the presence of axial yarns has improved the longitudinal properties of the 
braided specimens, it comes at the sacrifice of the transverse properties. This is because 
there are now fewer yarns available as braiding yarns and thus less reinforcement 
oriented towards the transverse direction. 
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Table 6.2 Effect of braid angle on the mechanical properties of carbodepoxy, 
Multilayer Interlock 3D braids (from Brookstein et al., 1993) 
Materials 3D Braids 2D Triaxial Braids 

Longitudinal tensile 316 192 3 67 133 
strength (MPa) 
Transverse tensile 156 338 250 309 
strength (MPa) 
Longitudinal tensile 32.6 26.7 33.7 26.6 

Lay-ups ~ k 4 5 ~ l O ~ l ~ 4 5 "  ~60°10Q/k60" ~45"10"1~k45~ k60"/O01*60" 

modulus (GPa) 
Transverse tensile 19.8 45.5 16.3 34.4 
modulus (GPa) 
Longitudinal 320 218 280 267 
compressive strength 

Transverse 183 207 201 248 
(MPa) 

compressive strength 
(MPa) 
Longitudinal 25.6 25.5 31.4 26.7 
compressive modulus 

- 

(GPa) 
Transverse 22.1 24.4 20.9 22.2 
compressive modulus 
(GPa) 
CAI' strength 320 218 280 267 
0 J/mm 
CAI strength 203 214 202 190 
3 Jlmm 
CAI strength 195 182 177 183 - 
7 J/mm 
*CAI = Compression-after-impact 

6.2.2 Influence of Braiding Process 

The effect of axial fibres upon the mechanical properties of 3D braids is also highly 
relevant when comparing the properties of 3D braided composites produced by different 
braiding processes. 

There are three main processes that have been developed to produce 3D braided 
preforms (Cstep, 2-step and Multilayer Interlock) and the details of these techniques 
have been outlined in Chapter 2. It is possible to create axial yarns within the 4-step and 
Multilayer Interlock processes but generally the 2-step process manufactures preforms 
with a greater proportion of the available yams in an axial position. A comparison of 
mechanical performance between specimens manufactured by the different techniques 
will therefore depend upon the relative amounts of axial and braiding yarns within each 
specimen and the braiding angle, as both factors influence the mechanical properties. 

There is little data in the published literature that compares the mechanical 
performance of 3D braided composites produced by different braiding processes. B yun 
and Chou (1991a) compared the tensile, compressive and shear performance of E- 
glass/epoxy braided composites produced by the 2-step and 4-step processes. The 
details of the braid architectures and results of the mechanical tests are summarised in 
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Table 6.4. These results again illustrate the improvement in longitudinal mechanical 
performance that can be obtained by the presence of axial fibres in the 2-step braided 
composite. In spite of the fact that the 4-step braided specimen had a significantly lower 
braid angle then the 2-step, the effect of lower braid angle was not enough to offset the 
very high proportion of axial fibres contained in the 2-step specimen. It was concluded 
that the relatively low value of the compressive strength for the 4-step braided 
composite was due to the waviness in the braiding yarns that can result from the 4-step 
process. It is important to note that the shear strength of the 4-step specimen is higher 
than that of the 2-step. This is thought to be an outcome of the higher amount of angled 
braiding yarns in the 4-step specimen improving the transverse properties of the 
composite. A similar improvement in longitudinal mechanical properties of 2-step 
braided composites over 4-step has been observed by Wenning et al. (1993) and Li et al. 
(1988). 

Table 6.3 Effect of braid pattern on the mechanical properties of carbodepoxy 
composites (from KO, 1989) 
Materials Carbon 12W3501 Carbon 12IU3501 24 ply AS113501 

Longitudinal tensile 667.92 750.03 910.8 
strength (MPa) 
Transverse tensile 34.5 22.77 416.76 
strength (MPa) 
Longitudinal compressive 428.49 473.34 420.21 

1 x 1 braid lxlxYiF braid [*45,02,*45,02,*45,0,90), 

strength (MPa) 
Longitudinal tensile 90.39 106.26 65.55 
modulus (GPa) 
Transverse tensile 10.35 9.66 3 1 .OS 
modulus (GPa) 
Longitudinal compressive 75.9 93.15 60.72 
modulus (GPa) 
Longitudinal tensile 0.773 0.733 1.393 
straii (%) 
Transverse tensile strain 0.64 0.533 0.71 1 
(%) 
Longitudinal compressive 0.324 0.249 1.474 
strain (%) 
OHT (drilled hole, W/d = 661.02 647.22 445.05 
4) gross strength (MPa) 
OHC (drilled hole, W/d = 313.95 316.71 402.96 
4) gross strength (MPa) 
OHT = Open hole tension OHC = Open hole compression 

6.2.3 Influence of Yarn Size 

Within the work published by Macander et al. (1986) a study was also conducted into 
the influence of yarn size upon the mechanical properties of carbodepoxy 4-step 
braided composites (see Table 6.5). A consistent 1x1 architecture was used to 
manufacture the samples from AS4 3K, 6K and 12K yam sizes and Celion 6K and 12K 
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yams. Note that the strength and stiffness results for the Celion 6K specimens have also 
been normalised to a fibre volume fraction of 68% to allow for better comparison. 

Table 6.4 Comparison of E-glasdepoxy 2-step and 4-step braided composite (from 
Byun et al., 1991a) 

2-step (V, = 40%) 4-step (V, = 40%) 
Number of axial yarns 38 0 
Number of braider yarns 11 34 
Surface braider yarn angle (“) 55 25 
Tensile modulus (GPa) 35.2 25.5 
Tensile Strength (MPa) 502 420 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 1 0.58 
Tensile failure strain(%) 1.33 1.83 
Compressive modulus (GPa) 23.1 15.3 
Compressive strength ( m a )  418 194 
Compressive failure strain (%) 1.87 1.4 
Short beam shear strength (MPa) 71 76.8 

TabIe 6.5 Effect of yarn size upon the mechanical properties of carbodepoxy 1x1 4- 
step braided composites (from Macander et al., 1986) 

AS4 AS4 AS4 Celion6K Celion 
3K 6K 12K 12K 

Fibre volume fraction (%) 68 68 68 56 68 
(68 normalised) 

Tensile strength (MPa) 736.8 841.4 1067.2 857.7 1219.8 
(1041.5) 

(106.6) 
Tensile modulus (GPa) 83.5 119.3 114.7 87.8 113.1 

Short beam shear strength 114.8 126 121.4 71.4 71.4 
(MPa) (86.7) 
Poisson’s ratio 0.945 1.051 0.98 0.968 0.874 
Flexural strength (MPa) 885.3 739.8 1063.3 - 
Flexural modulus (GPa) 84.5 95.2 136.5 - 
Apparent fibre angle (deg.) k19 k15 *I5 k15 k17.5 

The results in Table 6.5 suggest that the tensile strength and modulus of the 4-step 
braided composites increase with increasing yam size. This could be related more to the 
dependence of the braid angle on the yarn size, as larger yarn sizes were generally 
observed to produce lower braiding angles in the specimens. However, Macander et al. 
(1986) did not propose this as the only influence that yarn size had upon the tensile 
properties and concluded that other variables not clearly identified play a significant 
role in this effect. They suggested that the effect of “crowding” of the braider yarns at 
the specimen edges can orient them more along the axial direction and thus improve the 
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overall composite properties. They postulated that the extent of crowding may be more 
pronounced as the yam size increases, therefore improving the tensile properties for 
larger yarn size specimens, however no supporting evidence was presented for this 
theory. 
The flexural and shear properties do not show any clear trend of improvement with 
decreased braid angle, again indicating that the effect of yam size, although significant, 
is not a clearly understood phenomenon. 

6.2.4 Comparison with 2D Laminates 

Gause et al. (1987) compared the properties of their 1x1 and IxlxY' 3D braided 
specimens with a 24 ply laminate of AS1/3501 prepreg with a lay-up orientation 
designed to mimic the proportions of fibres contained in the lxlx%F 3D braided 
material (Table 6.3). The authors found that there was no clear trend in the comparison 
of undamaged in-plane properties between 2D and 3D materials. The tensile strengths in 
both directions as well as transverse tensile modulus was found to be worse for the 3D 
braid but the longitudinal compressive properties and tensile modulus were found to be 
better. In the case of open hole properties the 3D braided materials retained a far greater 
proportion of their tensile strength than the 2D laminate, at least 86% gross strength 
compared to approximately 50% for the 2D laminate. However the comparison of open 
hole compressive strength did not follow a similar trend, although this may be due to a 
lower than expected value of compression strength for the 2D laminate. 

It should be expected that 3D braided composites will not have undamaged, in-plane 
properties that match, or are superior to, 2D prepreg tape laminates of similar fibre 
orientation and volume fractions. This is due to the fact that the yarns within the braid 
will suffer from a certain level of crimping as a result of the braiding process and this 
will reduce their performance relative to the uncrimped fibres in the prepreg tape. A 
better comparison to make is of 2D and 3D braided composites and this was done 
within the work published by Brookstein et al. (1993). The results that are summarised 
in Table 6.2 also give a comparison between the properties of 2D triaxial braids and 3D 
Multilayer Interlock braids manufactured from the same 12K AS4 carbon tow and 
epoxy resin (results normalised to 50% fibre volume fraction). Except for the case of the 
compressive strength the results show that for both braid patterns the 2D braids have 
better performance in the longitudinal direction than the 3D braids but lower in the 
transverse direction. The authors suggested that it was possible that the 0" fibres in the 
3D braids were pushed away from the axis by the geometrical configuration of the 
interlocking braiding yarns and therefore were improving the transverse performance of 
the specimens at the detriment of the longitudinal. 

It is clear from the published literature that more data is needed before a strict 
comparison can be made between the in-plane properties of 3D braided composites and 
the standard 2D laminates. 

6.3 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND DAMAGE PERFORMANCE 

As with all 3D textile composites, the addition of the third dimension of reinforcement 
is expected to invest composites made from 3D braided material with improved 
toughness and damage characteristics. There has been very little published that 
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compares the fracture toughness of 3D braided composites with other forms of 
composite reinforcement, therefore it is not possible at this time to make any strict 
comparisons as to any potential improvements. However, the mode I fracture behaviour 
of a 4-step braided carbodepoxy material was examined by Filatovs et al. (1994) in a 
compact tension arrangement and the effect of the notch orientation relative to the 
direction of the braiding axis was investigated. It was found that the fyce required to 
initiate and grow a crack through the 3D braid increased by a factor of 4 as the braid 
axis orientation varied from in line with the notch to transverse to it. The lowest value 
for crack propagation force was observed when the notch axis was at the same angle to 
the braid axis as the braiding yarns themselves, thus allowing crack propagation to 
occur partially along sections of the braiding yarns. Unfortunately, the authors did not 
translate these results into measurements of fracture toughness and did not compare 
them with measurements on conventional 2D laminates. 

There is more published work that examines the general damage tolerance of 3D 
braided composites. In their work on the general mechanical properties of 4-step 
braided, carbodepoxy composites Gause et al. (1987) also compared the OHT and 
OHC strength of 1x1 and lxlx* braids with a 2D laminate (Table 6.3). The 3D braids 
were observed to retain a very high proportion of their undamaged gross tensile strength 
(99% and 86% for the 1x1 and lxlx4iF respectively) compared to the 49% retained by 
the 2D laminate. In compression their retained strengths were of a similar order (42- 
47%). Under drop weight impact tests the 3D braids were found to perform far better at 
limiting the extent of damage, having less than half of the damage area created at the 
higher test energies than the 2D laminate. 

KO et al. (1991) also examined the strength retention of carbon/PEEK 3D braids 
compared to 2D laminates under OHT conditions. Although the 2D laminate had far 
superior undamaged tensile properties (1081 MPa versus 586 m a ) ,  it was found that 
with similar proportions of fibres in the 0" and k20" directions the 3D braided 
specimens had a far greater retention of tensile strength than the 2D laminates (79% and 
58% respectively). Impact tests were also conducted upon the specimens and it was 
found that the 3D braided materials had higher compression after impact strength and an 
order of magnitude lower damage area than the 2D laminates. 

Brookstein et al. (1993) compared the CAI performance of 2D and 3D braided 
composites (Table 6.2) and found that at the two impact energy levels tested (3 and 7 
J/mm) the 3D braided composites had approximately the same or better compression 
strength compared to the 2D braided samples. This less significant difference between 
the impact performance of 3D and 2D braids compared to 3D braids and 2D tape 
laminates can be understood through the general architecture of braids. Even with an 
absence of through-thickness braiding yams, the architecture of a 2D braided laminate 
is very undulated with the layers of braided fabric nesting significantly with each-other. 
This makes it very difficult for impact damage to propagate extensively within the 
composite as compared to the relatively straight crack paths available in tape laminates. 

Overall, the damage resistance and tolerance of 3D braided composites is seen to be 
significantly greater than that of 2D tape laminates and at least the same as, or greater 
than, that of 2D braided composites. However, no data exists for 3D braided polymer 
matrix composites that examines the effect that the braid architecture or the braiding 
process has upon their fracture or damage performance. Much of this investigation has 
been conducted in ceramic and metal matrix 3D braided composites. 
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6.4 FATIGUE PERFORMANCE 

In their comprehensive investigation of the mechanical properties of two, 4-step braided 
composites, Gause et al. (1987) measured the fatigue performance of the 3D braided 
materials in tension-tension (T-T), tension-compression (T-C) and compression- 
compression (C-C) loading and compared it to a baseline 24 ply tape laminate. The data 
was highly scattered but at tests running to a million cycles it was clear that the baseline 
laminates had significantly better fatigue performance than the 3D braids. The 
maximum (averaged) fatigue stress, as a percentage of their ultimate static strength, that 
was carried successfully to one million cycles by the tape laminate specimens was 
found to be 73% (T-T), 50% (T-C) and 78% (C-C). This is compared to 57% (T-T), 
37% (T-C) and 43% (C-C) for the 1x1 braid, and 56% (T-T), 37% (T-C) and 52% (C-C) 
for the Ixlx%F braid architecture. The improved fatigue performance of the 2D 
laminates over the 3D braids was attributed to the fibre waviness that is intrinsic to the 
braided architecture. This waviness allows the fibres to bend in addition to deforming 
axially under load, thus working the matrix more severely. In T-T and T-C fatigue 
conditions both braided architectures behaved identically. In C-C conditions the authors 
stated that the lxlx'/zF braid architecture showed greater life capability then the 1x1 
architecture, which they credited to the presence of the fixed 0" yarns providing greater 
resistance to catastrophic fatigue damage. However, the scatter in results that is evident 
from the published data makes it unrealistic to draw this conclusion. 

Similar fatigue results were seen by Gethers et al. (1994) in their tension-tension 
testing of 4-step braided carbodepoxy materials. Although the behaviour of the .3D 
braids was not compared to 2D laminates, the average maximum fatigue stress at one 
million cycles was approximately 55% of the 3D braids static tensile strength, very 
similar to that recorded by Gause et al. (1987). Those specimens that survived one 
million cycles of testing were tested to failure statically and found to have a residual 
tensile strength that was 80% of the original tensile strength. 

6.5 MODELLING OF BRAIDED COMPOSITES 

There have been a number of models developed to predict the mechanical properties of 
3D braided composites and, in a similar fashion to the other 3D textile composites 
described in this book, these models first depend upon an accurate description of the 3D 
braided yarn to be made. This description is accomplished through a geometric 
modelling of the yarn topology that is based purely upon the braiding procedure itself. 
Each particular braiding process has specific, characteristic equations that govern the 
topology of the yarn structure within the preform. These characteristic equations are 
explained in greater detail for 4-step braiding by Wang et al. (1994) and for 2-step 
braiding by Byun et al. (1991b). 

Once the geometric model of the 3D braid has been established the process of 
modelling its mechanical properties is carried out in a similar fashion to other 3D textile 
composites. A Representative Volume Element (RVE) of the braid is identified and the 
properties of this RVE are established through application of analysis techniques such 
as classical lamination theory (Byun et al., 1991b) or an elastic strain energy approach 
(Ma et al., 1986). The classical lamination theory was also used by Yang et al. (1986) in 
the development of their Fibre Inclination Model. The properties of the overall 
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composite are then obtained by averaging the properties of the RVE for the different 
yarn orientations present in the global coordinate system. More recently Chen et al. 
(1999) described the use of a Finite Multiphase Element method to predict the elastic 
properties of 3D braids. This process uses a two step numerical approach of generating 
a fine local mesh at the unit cell level to analyse the stresdstrain response of the unit 
cell, then a coarse global mesh to obtain the overall response of the composite at the 
macroscopic level. 
To date these models have only been used for the prediction of elastic constants and 
there does not appear to be any attempt made to predict the strength of 3D braided, 
polymer matrix composites. The comparison of predicted and experimental elastic 
constants is reasonable good, mostly within 10% (Chen et al., 1999) but in general the 
predicted properties are less than that measured via experiment. 

6.6 SUMMARY 

3D braided preforms are very versatile forms of textile reinforcement for composite 
structures. As discussed in Chapter 2, 3D braids can be produced in a wide range of 
cross-sectional shapes and these shapes can be varied along their length to form 
structural details such as tapers, bifurcations, holes, etc. However, there has only been 
relatively limited data published on the mechanical properties of 3D braided polymer 
matrix composites, much of the development in the area of 3D braids appears to be 
focussed on ceramic and metal matrix composites. In particular, there has been little 
comparison made between the performance of 3D braided composites made by different 
braiding processes and between 3D braids and 2D laminates. 

From the data that has been published it is evident that the presence (or absence) of 
axial fibres and the angle of the braiding yams both play an important role in controlling 
the mechanical properties. Improved longitudinal performance results from increased 
axial fibre content and decreased braiding angle, but at the expense of transverse 
properties. The damage resistance and tolerance of 3D braided composites are also 
significantly better than 2D tape laminates due to the highly interlinked nature of the 3D 
architecture, however the fatigue performance has been shown to be worse. 

A result of particular interest is the high sensitivity that 3D braided composites have 
to cut edges. The act of machining the specimen edge and thus cutting the braiding 
yams into discontinuous sections was found to significantly decrease the tensile and 
flexural properties of the composite. This indicates the need to produce 3D braided 
composite components to net-shape, thus removing any need for machining that will 
reduce its performance. 

Before 3D braided preforms can be generally accepted as reinforcements for 
composite structures, a great deal more information must be gathered on their 
mechanical properties. In particular, the effect on the mechanical performance of the 
braiding technique and the various processing parameters within each technique must be 
understood in order for these reinforcement styles to be used with confidence. 



Chapter 7 

Knitted Composite Materials 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Knitted preforms for composite reinforcement are the least understood of the four major 
classes of 3D fibre preforms constructed through textile manufacturing processes. 
Knitted preforms are also regarded by many as not true three-dimensional 
reinforcements. While it is true that much of the research conducted into knitted 
composites has been performed upon specimens manufactured by the lay-up of 
individual knitted fabric layers, current commercial knitting machines are capable of 
producing fabric containing up to four interconnected knit layers. Most conventional 
“two-dimensional” knitted fabrics also contain a significant proportion of their yarns in 
the thickness direction of the fabric, as shown in Figure 7.1. The open nature of the knit 
architecture also allows a high degree of “nesting” or mechanical interlocking between 
individual layers of knitted fabric. These two aspects of the knit fabric architecture 
result in properties such as Mode I fracture toughness (outlined in Section 7.3) being 
significantly higher than that observed in traditional 2D woven composites. 

The knitting process, which has been described in greater detail in Section 2.4, is 
also capable of manufacturing complex, net-shape preforms. Thus, although knitted 
preforms are not yet capable of being produced with similar thickness dimensions to 3D 
woven or braided preforms, they can be credibly included as a class of 3D textile 
reinforcements. 

As shown in Figure 7.1 the primary difference between knitted fabrics and woven or 
braided, is the highly curved nature of the yarn architecture. This architecture results in 
a fabric that will theoretically provide less structural strength to a composite (compared 
to woven and braided fabrics) but is highly conformable and thus ideally suited to 
manufacture relatively non-structural components of complex shape. In spite of its 
potential markets, knowledge of the structural performance of a knitted reinforcement is 
still of importance if it is to be used in a composite component. However, there are 
inherent aspects of the knitting process which make the establishment of mechanical 
properties very complex. The knitting process is capable of producing a wide variety of 
knit architectures and within each architecture the size and shape of the loops can be 
adjusted to quite dramatically change the proportion of yarn length that makes up each 
segment of the loop (see Figure 7.2). Knitted fabric can also “relax” @e. yarns seeking 
to move to their lowest energy configuration) to a far greater degree than woven and 
braided fabrics. This can also result in an internal rearrangement of the knit architecture 
that can significantly vary the knit loop parameters in the fabric from those set on the 
knitting machine during the manufacturing process. When comparing fabric produced 
from different machines, particularly the older knitting machines, even those of the 
same gauge (knitting needle density) can produce the same fabric style with 
significantly different loop parameters, which will result in varying mechanical 
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properties. In the more advanced, computer controlled machines this is less of an issue 
as the equipment is capable of controlling the loop parameters to a far greater degree. 

These variations of the knit architecture can cause a broad spectrum in the 
mechanical performance of knitted composites and thus make it difficult to adequately 
compare these properties with those of other reinforcement styles. In spite of this 
difficulty, work has been undertaken by a number of groups, primarily since the late 
1980’s, to investigate and understand the performance of composites reinforced by 
knitted fabrics. A useful review of the area of knitted composites is given by Leong et 
al. (2000). 

3 0  Fibre Reinforced Polymer Composites 

Figure 7.1 Illustration of the 3D nature of typical knitted fabric a) top edge view, b) 
plane view 
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Figure 7.2 Illustration of the main segments in a knit loop 

7.2 IN-PLANE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

7.2.1 Tensile Properties 

The tensile performance of knitted composites has been a primary area of investigation 
within the published literature. Most of the investigation has focussed upon the tensile 
properties of weft knitted E-glass fabrics, generally with a plain knit architecture, that 
have been consolidated with epoxy resins. Often there is little information in the 
literature on the knitting parameters, such as loop lengths, shapes and densities, that will 
allow a more detailed analysis, however the available results allow some general 
behaviour to be established. 

Experimental data on the tensile performance of plain, weft knitted E-glasdepoxy 
composites has been collated from Ramakrishna et al. (1997), Huang et al. (2001) and 
Hohfeld et al. (1994) and the variation of tensile strength and modulus with fibre 
volume fraction is illustrated in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. It can be clearly seen 
that the tensile performance of the plain knit E-glass/epoxy composites increases with 
an increase in the volume fraction of glass fibres. It can also be seen that the tensile 
properties are similar to that expected from randomly orientated E-glass mat 
reinforcements of the same fibre volume fraction. This is to be expected as the 
architecture of the plain knit has very few straight sections of yarn and certainly none 
that are of any significant length. This aspect of the plain knit architecture, as well as 
many other standard knit styles, will generally limited the mechanical performance of 
knitted composites to values much lower than that expected from conventional 2D 
woven fabrics (strengths of E-glass fabrics - 350 - 400 MPa). 

Leong et al. (2000) and Anwar et al. (1997), presented tensile results of composites 
manufactured from other weft knit architectures (fibre volume fractions of - 53%). Rib 
(1x1) specimens had a tensile strength of 96 MPa and a modulus of 14.7 GPa, whilst 
full milano architectures gave strength and modulus values of 122 MPa and 14.9 GPa 
respectively. Clearly the style of knit architecture is influencing the tensile performance 
of the knitted composite. This effect of the knit architecture upon the mechanical 
properties of the composite is also observed in the results of Wu et al. (1993) and 
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Huysmans et al. (1996), both of whom investigated the properties of various warp knit 
architectures. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 summarise these results. In both sets of results it can 
be clearly seen that not only can the knitting process produce reinforcement fabrics with 
a broad range of properties but that a variation in a knit architecture can change a fabric 
from one with approximately isotropic properties to one with strongly anisotropic 
behaviour. In a similar fashion to woven fabrics, both the stiffness and strength of 
knitted composites can be improved not only by increased fibre volume fraction, but 
also by preferential fibre orientations within the fabric. This is illustrated in Figure 7.5, 
which shows the knit architectures of single dembigh, 1x3 single cord and 1x4 single 
cord that were examined by Wu et al. (1993). As the proportion of fibres orientated in 
the course direction increases so to does the tensile performance of the composite 
material in the course direction whilst the wale direction performance remains relatively 
unchanged. It should be noted that this preferential orientation of the fibres can also 
lead to the directional properties of knitted composites being far superior to that of 
random mats although still less than typical 2D woven fabrics. 
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Figure 7.3 Variation in tensile strength of E-glass/epoxy, plain knit composites with 
fibre volume fraction 

The anisotropy in the tensile performance of knitted composites has also been examined 
by Ha et al. (1993) and Verpoest et al. (1992) who examined the behaviour of carbon 
fibre (AS4)PEEK plain knit and E-glass/epoxy plain knit composites respectively. In a 
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Table 7.2 Tensile properties of E-gladepoxy warp knit composites with varying knit 
architecture. Fibre volume fraction = 40% (from Huysmans et al., 1996) 

Tricot Tissue 1 Tissue 2 Tissue 3 Satin 
Strength (MPa) wale 100 100 120 100 230 

course 195 120 230 250 170 
Stiffness (GPa) wale 10 11 11 10 16 

13 course 13 10 15 15 - 

Figure 7.5 Illustration of warp knit a) denbigh, b) 1x3 single cord, and c) 1x4 single 
cord architectures 

The tensile properties of knitted composites can also be affected by controlling 
parameters, such as loop length or stitch density, within a knit architecture. Loop length 
and stitch density are inter-related as an increase in the number of stitches (or knit 
loops) per unit area will require a decrease in the length of the knit loop. Leong et al. 
(2000) and Anwar et al. (1997) presented data that described the effect of varying loop 
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length and stitch density on the tensile performance of E-glasdvinyl ester weft knitted 
composites. The authors found that the tensile modulus in the wale or course directions 
is not significantly affected by varying knit parameters, being primarily controlled by 
the fibre volume fraction when the style of the knit architecture is unchanged. The 
tensile strength and failure strain in both the wale and course directions were found to 
decrease with a decrease in loop length (or an increase in stitch density). This 
behaviour is illustrated in Figure 7.6, which shows the variation in tensile strength for 3 
styles of weft knit composites. This effect of stitch density upon tensile strength is 
contrary to that reported by Wu et al. (1993) who observed a significant increase in the 
course-direction tensile strength and stiffness of warp knitted aramidpolyester 
specimens with increasing stitch density, although no significant change was observed 
in the wale direction properties. Clearly there are a number of factors related to the 
relative proportions of the knit loop that affect its tensile performance but not enough 
data yet exists to provide a clear understanding. 
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Figure 7.6 Tensile strength versus loop length for various E-glasshinyl ester, weft 
knitted composites (from Leong et al., 2000) 

Deformation of the knit architecture prior to consolidation with resin has also been 
observed to affect the tensile properties of the resultant composite material. Ha et al. 
(1993), Verpoest et al. (1992), Leong et al. (1999) and Khondker et al. (2001a) have all 
reported an improvement in tensile properties in the direction of fabric stretch. This 
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can be clearly understood in that during fabric stretch the fibres, whose orientations 
were rather randomly distributed in all directions, now begin to align more towards the 
axis of the fabric stretch. This increase in the proportion of the fibres oriented in the 
direction of loading will naturally improve the tensile performance of the material. 

The ability of knitted fabrics to be deformed easily and of the knitting process itself 
to produce holes integrally formed within the fabric, allows for the possibility of 
producing composites with continuous fibres surrounding a notch or bolthole rather than 
the broken fibres produced during the drilling of holes in composites. The effect of 
formed holes upon the notched tensile strength and bearing performance of knitted 
composites was examined by de Haan et al (1997) and Leong et a1 (1998) respectively. 
In both investigations the performance of specimens with holes formed into the knit 
architecture was significantly improved compared to the specimens with drilled holes 
(see Table 7.3). This was due not only to the unbroken yarns surrounding the hole but 
also to the increase in the fibre volume fraction around the hole that occurs when the 
hole is formed into the knitted fabric. 

Table 7.3 Notched (de Haan et al., 1997) and Bearing (Leong et al., 1998) wale 
direction tensile properties of weft knitted composites (W/D = 4) 

Structural form Notched Bearing 

The failure process of a knitted composite is, like its architecture, a complex situation. 
A number of researchers (Rudd et al., 1990; Ramakrishna et a]., 1994; Wu et al., 1993; 
Ramakrishna et al., 1997; Leong et al., 1999; and Huysmans et al., 2001) have 
examined the various stages of tensile failure in warp and weft knitted composites, 
ranging from low fibre volume fraction, single layer materials, to high fibre volume 
fraction, multilayer specimens. It is generally accepted that the first stage of failure 
occurs at reIatively low strain values and is the result of debonding between the resin 
and the portions of the knit loops orientated transverse to the loading direction (see 
Figure 7.7). Upon increasing load these cracks propagate into the resin-rich regions 
between the yarn loops. As these cracks grow and coalesce they are bridged by the 
unbroken yarns of the knit loops. The composite behaviour following this is then largely 
dependent upon the number and geometry of the yarns crossing the crack plane. 
Architectures with highly orientated yams will pick up the load almost immediately 
whilst those with significant curvature, or off-axis orientation, may rotate or stretch 
before becoming fully loaded. Final failure of the knit loops has been seen to occur in 
either one of the two places (and often a mixture of both), at the “legs” of the knit loop 
where the local fibre volume fraction is lowest, or at the loop crossover points where the 
stress concentrations are highest. 

7.2.2 Compressive Properties 

Unlike the tensile properties, relatively little has been reported on the compressive 
properties of knitted composites. A number of researchers (Wang et al., 1995a; Leong et 
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al., 1998; Leong et al., 1999; and Khondker et al., 2001a) have reported that for 1x1 rib 
and milano weft knitted composite materials, the compressive strength is significantly 
better than the tensile strength whilst the compressive modulus is similar to, or slightly 
less than, the tensile modulus. Examples of this behaviour are given in Table 7.4. Again 
distinctly different from the tension properties;the effect of changing loop lengths and 
stitch densities upon the compressive properties is far less significant. Khondker et al 
2001b reported that in E-glasshnyl ester weft knitted composites (plain, rib and milano 
architectures) at best only marginal improvement was observed in the compression 
strength with an increase in loop length whilst negligible effect was observed on the 
compressive modulus. 

\ I  I 
Yardmatrix debonds 

I Coalescence and formation of a 
macrocrac k 

Figure 7.7 Illustration of the failure process within knitted composites 

Table 7.4 Compressive and tensile properties of E-glass weft knitted 1x1 rib (from 
Wang et al., 1995) and milano (from Khondker et al., 2001) composites 

Properties Directions 1x1 Rib Milano 
Epoxy matrix Vinyl ester 
Vf = 48% 

Compression Strength (MPa) Wale 147 152 
Course 149 158 

Compression Modulus (GPa) Wale 10.8 12.5 
Course 11.1 11.8 

Tensile Strength ( m a )  Wale 64.3 108 
Course 80.5 81 

Tensile Modulus (GPa) Wale 12.4 12.5 
Course 14.1 11.8 

Vf = 55% 

It has also been found by many of the authors that the directional properties of the 
knitted composites in compression are far more isotropic than the tensile properties. 
Leong et al. (1999) and Khondker et al. (2001a) have observed that, unlike the tensile 
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properties, the compressive performance of the E-glass weft knit milano material is not 
significantly effected by any stretching of the knitted fabric prior to consolidation. Both 
the isotropic nature and insensitivity to stretch and knit architectural changes of the 
compressive properties are believed to be due to the mode of failure that occurs under 
compressive loading. Khondker et al. (2001a) identified that failure involved the 
formation of yarn kinks, which were a direct result of the buckling of the most highly 
curved sections of the loaded yarns (see Figure 7.8). This type of failure is very 
dependent upon the properties of the matrix thus, although the fibre volume fraction and 
knit architecture will have some effect on the compression performance, the matrix 
properties will tend to be the dominating factor. 

Figure 7.8 Compressive failure in knitted composites through kink formation (courtesy 
of the Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced Composite Structures Ltd) 

7.2.3 In-Plane Properties of Non-Crimp Fabrics 

In Chapter 2 the production of a specialised sub-group of knitted fabrics, known as 
Non-crimp fabrics, was described. Non-crimp fabrics were designed primarily as an 
alternative reinforcement material to tape and woven prepregs. The use of these fabrics 
will result in reduced costs in the lay up of composite structures due to their multilayer 
structure. Although produced using warp knitting techniques this family of fabrics 
contains substantial proportions of relatively straight, in plane yarns which will 
dominate the mechanical performance of the composite materials for which it is a 
reinforcement. Thus the proportion and orientation of these in-plane yarns will be the 
controlling factor in much of the mechanical performance rather than the structure of 
the warp knit yarns. The improvement that is observed in the mechanical performance 
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of non-crimps over conventional knitted composites through the inclusion of straight, 
inlayed yarns is however achieved at the cost of the high formability of the conventional 
knitted fabric. 

The use of non-crimp fabrics is now commonplace within the maritime industry and 
in the manufacture of wind turbine blades and, as pointed out in Chapter 2, it is a prime 
material candidate for future aircraft programs. There has been a great deal of 
development of this fabric style, with improvements in the visual quality of the fabric 
and the range of lay up options available as well as improvements in its mechanical 
performance. 

The properties of composites reinforced by non-crimp fabrics have been examined 
by a number of researchers (Hogg et al., 1993; Wang et al., 1995b; Dexter et al., 1996; 
Bib0 et al., 1997; Bib0 et al., 1998). In general non-crimp composites have tension, 
compression and flexure properties that are inferior to laminates of similar lay up 
manufactured from unidirectional prepreg tape, as shown in Table 7.5. However, 
interlaminar shear strength is observed to improve. The variation in properties is due to 
the fact that the in-plane yarns within the non-crimp fabric are not completely straight. 
During the warp-knitting process, out of plane crimping can occur in these yarns which 
will degrade the resultant composite performance relative to the non-crimped prepreg 
laminates. By the same reasoning, in comparison to laminates manufactured from 
woven prepreg, non-crimp composites can exhibit superior tension, compression and 
flexure properties if the yarns within the woven prepreg are more undulated. 

Table 7.5 Tensile and Compressive properties of Non-crimp and Unidirectional prepreg 
tape composites (from Bib0 et al., 1997) 

Properties Non-crimp Unidirectional Prepreg 
[ [45,-45,0),{ 09-45945 11s [452,-452,06,-452,4521s 

0" 90" 0" 90" 
Tensile Strength ( m a )  62 1 159 95 1 123 
Tensile Modulus (GPa) 60.8 17.2 64.8 21.4 
Compressive Strength ( m a )  574 236 852 215 
Compressive Modulus (GPa) 54.7 16.5 59.9 19.6 
Flexure Strength ( m a )  990 310 I140 280 
Flexure Modulus (GPa) 48 19 57 23 
ILSS ( m a )  77 43 63 32 

Bib0 et al. (1997) also examined the failure mode of non-crimp composites under 
tensile loading. In general the non-crimp and prepreg tape laminates failed in very 
similar ways, with multiple cracking in off-axis plies and delaminations between plies 
being recorded. However they observed that the warp knit yarn structure that joins the 
layers of in-plane yarns together, appeared effective in constraining the extent of 
delamination and longitudinal splitting in comparison to that observed in the 
unidirectional prepreg laminates. This improved resistance to interply failure and 
separation due to the through-thickness knitting yarns is also thought to be the cause for 
the improved interlaminar shear strength noted earlier. 
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7.3 INTERLAMINAR FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 

It has been previously mentioned that the open nature of the knit architecture gives 
these fabrics the ability to nest very closely between individual fabric layers. Some knit 
architectures also consist of 2 or more fabric layers that are integrally connected by 
knitting yarns. Both these attributes of knitted fabrics will promote the formation of 
fibre bridging mechanisms that should enhance the fracture toughness of knitted 
composites. 

Mode I fracture tests have been performed upon a range of E-glasdepoxy warp 
knitted composite materials (Huysmans et a]., 1996), E-glasdepoxy weft knitted 
composites (Kim et al., 2000) and E-glasdvinyl ester weft knitted composites (Mouritz 
et al., 1999). In all cases the fracture toughness measurements of knitted composites 
were significantly higher than those of typical 2D woven, unidirectional or random mat 
composites. Huysmans et a1 (1996) measured Mode I fracture toughness levels of 5.5 
to 6.5 kJ/m2 for specimens of warp knitted E-glasdepoxy containing a tissue 
architecture. This is in direct comparison to typical values of 1.2 and 0.6 kJ/m2 for 
woven and unidirectional E-gladepoxy materials respectively. Mouritz et al. (1999) 
conducted an extensive comparison of the fracture toughness of milano weft knitted 
composites against a range of unidirectional, 2D woven, 2D braided, 3D woven and 
stitched E-glass/vinyl ester materials. The authors found that their toughness 
measurements for the knitted composites of up to 3.3 H/m2 were not only 
approximately four times that of 2D woven materials but were also significantly higher 
than those measured for the 2D braided, stitched and 3D woven materials. Both 
Huysmans et al. (1996) and Mouritz et al. (1999) examined the fracture path of the 
knitted composite and found that the highly looped nature of the yarn architecture had 
forced the crack to follow a very tortuous path with extensive crack branching. They 
concluded that this combination of crack path deflection and crack branching is the 
likely cause of the high interlaminar fracture toughness. 

Mouritz et al. (1999) also noted that the fracture toughness of the knit decreased 
when the stitch density of the knitted fabric increased. This was also observed by Kim 
et al. (2000) who measured the Mode I fracture toughness of milano weft knitted E- 
glasslepoxy composites at a range of tightness factors, this factor being directly 
proportional to the stitch density (see Table 7.6). They found that as the tightness factor 
increased the measured fracture toughness decreased in an approximately linear fashion. 
This effect is due to the fact that as the tightness factor (or stitch density) increases the 
knit architecture becomes progressively less open. When the fabric layers are placed 
together the fabric with a higher stitch density will nest, or intermingle, less than a 
fabric with an open structure. This lower degree of intermingling will result in a less 
tortuous crack path and thus a lower value of fracture toughness. 

Table 7.6 Mode I fracture toughness of E-glass/epoxy weft knitted milano composites 
(from Kim et al., 2000) 

Material Fibre volume fraction (%) Tightness factor GI, (kJ/mZ) 
Milano 1 20.1 1.30 4.05 
Milano 2 22.3 1.44 3.22 
Milano 3 24.8 1.61 2.58 
Milano 4 27.4 1.73 2.29 
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7.4 IMPACT PERFORMANCE 

7.4.1 Knitted Composites 

The superior properties of knitted composites in Mode I fracture toughness is also 
reflected in their overall impact performance. Leong et a1 (1998) examined the low- to 
medium-energy impact performance of an E-glass/epoxy, weft knitted milano material 
under drop-weight conditions. For the range of impact energies tested (up to 7.3 J/mm) 
they found that the damage area created within the knitted composite was essentially a 
circular region of very dense and complex microcracks. The diameter of this damage 
zone increased as you moved from the front face to the back face creating a trapezoidal 
shape. The authors found that the compression strength of the impacted composite was 
reduced by only 21% for high impact energies, implying that the knitted composite was 
very damage tolerant. Also, in comparison with composite specimens manufactured 
with uniweave reinforcements, the knitted composite was capable of absorbing a much 
higher proportion of the incident impact energy, 64% more than the uniweave 
composite at high impact energies. 

This energy absorption capability has also been observed by Chou et al. (1992) who 
conducted notched Charpy impact tests upon E-glass/epoxy specimens of both weft 
knitted 1x1 rib and plain weave composite materials. They found that the absorbed 
impact energy of the plain weave composite was 68.3 W/m2 whilst the knitted 
composite was at least 2.4 times better at 161.3 kJ/m2. This ability of knitted composites 
to absorb substantially greater amounts of impact energy than woven materials would 
suggest them as ideal candidates for damage-prone structures or ones requiring a high 
energy absorption capability, such as crush members. This concept was investigated by 
Ramakrishna et al. (1993) when they examined the energy absorption capabilities of 
epoxy composite tubes reinforced with knitted carbon fabrics. The knit architectures 
used were weft knitted 1x1 rib structures with and without straight fibres laid in the 
course direction. The orientation of the inlay yarns along the tube axis allowed the 
specific energy absorption capability of the tube to reach 85 W/kg with only a total fibre 
volume fraction of 22.5%. This performance is encouraging when compared to the 
highest specific energy of 120 W/kg recorded for carbotdepoxy tubes with a fibre 
volume fraction of 45% (reported by Ramakrishna et al 1993). 

The impact performance under drop weight conditions of knitted composites with 
regard to knit architecture has also been investigated by Khondker et al. (2000). They 
examined the impact resistance and tolerance of three different architectural styles of E- 
glasdvinyl ester weft knitted composites; milano, 1x1 rib and plain knit. For the three 
architectural styles, at similar stitch densities, the authors found that the damage area 
created at the same impact energy of 6 J/mm (an indication of the impact resistance) 
increased significantly from the lain knit (230 mm’) through the milano (290 mm2) to 
the 1x1 rib structure (350 mm ). In a similar fashion the reduction in compression 
strength after impact, which gives an indication of the material’s impact tolerance, also 
varied with knit architecture. Again the plain knit demonstrated the best damage 
tolerance, losing only 22% of its initial undamaged strength at an impact energy of 6 
J/mm whilst the milano and 1x1 rib structures lost 27% and 32% respectively. It is not 
clear what aspect of the knit architecture gives the plain knit a superior impact 
performance over the milano and 1x1 rib structures. 

P 
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Within each of the knit architectures the authors also examined the effect of varying the 
stitch density upon the composite impact performance. No significant effect on the 
impact resistance was seen within any of the three architectures even though the stitch 
density changes by a factor of two for each material. This lack of any conclusive change 
with stitch density was also observed for the impact tolerance of the knitted composites. 
This result is possibly expected as the undamaged compressive properties of knitted 
composites showed very little effect from variations in the loop parameters within any 
of the knit architectures examined. This was attributed to the dominant influence the 
matrix plays in the compressive properties, therefore given a similar extent of damage 
created within the composite, the remaining compressive strength should also be 
similar. 

The behaviour of knitted composites under impact conditions is clearly a complex 
situation but what is worth emphasising is the ability of knitted composites to absorb 
large amounts of impact energy relative to other reinforcement forms and to suffer less 
relative degradation to their compressive performance. This is illustrated by Figure 7.9 
(from Khondker et al., 2000) which compares the relative degradation in compression 
strength of typical composites manufactured with knitted, 2D braided, uniweave fabric 
and unidirectional tape reinforcements. 
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Figure 7.9 Compression-after-Impact (CAI) strength (normalised by the undamaged 
compression strength) of composite materials reinforced with various textile forms 
(from Khondker et al., 2000) 
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7.4.2 Non-Crimp Composites 

The impact performance of carbon non-crimp composites was investigated by Bib0 et a1 
1998 and compared with a unidirectional prepreg tape composite with the same resin 
system and lay up. No significant difference in the impact resistance was observed 
between the two material forms with similar damage areas being measured at the same 
impact energies, however examination of the damage patterns did reveal a slight 
variation. The damage sustained by the non-crimp composite appeared to be affected by 
the local presence of the knitting yarns and any undulations in the layered fabric, giving 
the damage a more complex appearance than the traditional delaminations and 
shearhansverse cracks observed in unidirectional prepreg tape composites. It is 
possible that these variations in the local fabric topography are acting as barriers to easy 
crack growth, forcing the crack to follow a more convoluted path, although this effect is 
not seen globally in the total measured damage area. 

The residual compression strength after impact did not show any conclusive 
difference between the absolute values measured for the non-crimp and prepreg 
specimens. However, given that the undamaged compression strength of non-crimp 
composites was generally observed to be significantly lower than that of unidirectional 
prepreg tape materials, the authors claimed that the non-crimp composites exhibited a 
greater damage tolerance than the prepreg materials. 

7.5 MODELLING OF KNITTED COMPOSITES 

Given the complex nature of the knit architecture, accurately modelling the strength and 
stiffness performance of these materials is a very challenging task. Not withstanding 
this, a number of researchers have been developing modelling approaches to varying 
degrees of success and comparative studies of these approaches are contained in 
worthwhile reviews by Leong et al. (2000) and Huang et a1 (2000). 

Historically there have been two general approaches to modelling the performance 
of knitted composites; Numerical (using FEM techniques) and Micromechanical. 
Although FEM is a very powerful tool for structural analysis the 3D complexity of the 
knit architecture and the sensitivity of FEM to boundary conditions make this approach 
both time-consuming and the applicability of the results potentially suspect. 
Micromechanical approaches have therefore become the more practical means of 
modelling the knitted composite. 

The mechanical properties of a knitted composite will depend upon three things; the 
properties of the constituent materials, the overall fibre volume fraction, and the knit 
loop architecture. Of these three areas the most critical in the model development is the 
determination of the knit geometry. All of the models that have been developed for 
knitted composites start first by describing the Representative Volume Element (RVE) 
or unit cell of the knit architecture, ideally by some analytical function as discussed in 
Chapter 4. However, currently only the plain knit architecture can be specified by such 
a function (Leaf and Glaskin), other knit architectures must have their RVE’s described 
through often time-consuming and difficult experimental measurements. 

Once the RVE has been described the most simplistic approach reported has been to 
use the Krenchel model, which uses a combination of the rule of mixtures and a 
reinforcement efficiency factor to describe the elastic modulus. Predictions using this 
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technique were generally lower than experimental values and its one-dimensional 
approach limits its capability to predict the full set of elastic constants. 

More complex methods generally involve partitioning the RVE into a number of 
infinitesimal elements (sub-elements), the properties of which are analysed by means of 
a unidirectional micromechanics model in the local coordinate systems. A tensor 
transformation is then used to transform the sub-elements from local coordinates to a 
global one and an averaging scheme, normally either iso-strain (Voight method), iso- 
stress (Reuss method) or a variation of these, is used to obtain the overall stiffness 
matrix of the RVE. 

There are many micromechanical models in the literature that can be used to define 
the unidirectional properties of the subelements. Two of these that have been used in the 
modelling of knitted composites are the Chamis model, which can only be used to 
model the elastic properties, and the Bridging Matrix model, which has the capability to 
model the stress-strain behaviour of the composite up to failure. 

A comparison of a number of these modelling approaches was made by Huang et a1 
(2000) for the prediction of the tensile properties of an E-glass/epoxy composite 
reinforced by a single layer of plain weft knitted fabric. The results of that comparison 
showed that there is no one combination of micromechanical model and averaging 
scheme that currently gives reasonable predictions for the elastic properties and failure 
strengths. In general the errors in the predictions ranged between 15% to 29% from the 
measured values, and often a modelling scheme whose prediction was close for one 
particular property produced a very inaccurate prediction for another property. 

More recent modelling work (Huang et al., 2001; Huysmans et al., 2001) is showing 
promise for the accurate prediction of the mechanical performance of knitted 
composites but a substantial amount of progress is needed before a robust, accurate 
modelling approach is available. 

7.6 SUMMARY 

Knitted fabrics hold a great deal of potential for the manufacture of specific types of 
composite components. No other textile reinforcement is as capable as knitted fabric is, 
of being formed or directly manufactured into complex shapes. Their excellent impact 
performance would appear to make them ideal for service conditions where energy 
absorption or damage tolerance was critical. A special sub-group of knitted fabrics, 
known as Non-crimp Fabrics, is also capable of manufacturing parts with very high in- 
plane mechanical performance at a reduced manufacturing cost and is a prime material 
candidate to replace conventional prepreg materials in future aircraft. 

As with many of the 3D textile reinforcements described here, the mechanical 
performance of knitted fabrics is a very complex and not well understood issue. 
Excepting non-crimp materials, knitted composites have in-plane mechanical properties 
that lie between that of random mats and traditional 2D weaves, but these properties can 
be dramatically changed by the knit architecture and the degree of stretch within the 
knit. The generation of a database of knitted composite properties and the development 
of models to understand and predict these properties are still in their infancy relative to 
the other forms of 3D reinforcement. Further progress in these two areas is required 
before knitted fabrics will become a more commonly used reinforcement in composite 
structures. 



Chapter 8 

Stitched Composites 

8.1 INTRODUCTION TO STITCHED COMPOSITES 

Stitching has been used with notable success in the manufacture of advanced 3D 
composite materials since the early 1980s. The stitching of composites was first 
investigated by the aircraft industry to determine whether it could provide through- 
thickness reinforcement to FRP joints. The aircraft industry investigated the feasibility 
of stitching wing-to-spar and single-lap composite joints to increase the failure strength 
and reduce the likelihood of sudden catastrophic failure (Cacho-Negrete, 1982; Holt, 
1992; Lee and Liu, 1990; Sawyer, 1985; Tada and Ishikawa, 1989; Tong et al., 1998; 
Tong and Jain, 1995; Whiteside et al., 1985). The investigations revealed that the 
strength of stitched joints was superior to composite joints made using conventional 
joining techniques such as adhesive bonding and co-curing. The failure strength of 
stitched joints was found to match or in some cases, exceed the strength of composite 
joints reinforced with metal rivets. Despite the great potential benefits offered by 
stitching, the aircraft manufacturing industry has been slow to adopt stitching as a 
method for reinforcing composite joints. However, stitched joints may become 
common in next-generation aircraft. 

An important outcome of the early stitching work on composite joints is that it 
sparked great interest in the stitching of a wide variety of FRP materials. While the 
implementation of stitched joints into aircraft is proving to be a slow process, stitching 
is rapidly becoming a popular technique for reinforcing composite panels for use in 
aircraft. This growing popularity is due mainly to two attributes of the stitching 
process. Firstly, stitching is a cost-effective method for joining stacked fabric plies 
along their edges to make the preform easier to handle prior to liquid moulding. Without 
stitching or some other type of binding, stacked plies often slip during handling that can 
cause fibre distortions and resin-rich regions in the composite. The second benefit of 
stitching is that it can improve the delamination resistance and impact damage tolerance 
of composites. 

The benefits gained by stitching are spurring the development of a wide variety of 
stitched composite components. As described in Chapter 1, aircraft manufacturers are 
evaluating stitching for possible use in wing skin panels and fuselage sections 
(Bannister, 2001; Bauer, 2000; Beckworth and Hyland, 1998; Brown, 1997; Deaton et 
al., 1992; Dexter, 1992; Hinrichen, 2000; Jackson et al., 1992; Jegley and Waters, 1994; 
Kullerd and Dow, 1992; Markus, 1992; Mouritz et al., 1999; Palmer et al., 1991; Smith 
et al., 1994; Suarez and Daston, 1992). It is expected that the damage tolerance of 
composite structures will be improved dramatically with stitching, thereby increasing 
the structural reliability of aircraft. For example, stitching is being considered for 
stiffening the centre fuselage skin of the Eurofighter (Bauer, 2000) and the rear pressure 
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bulkhead of the Airbus A380 aircraft (Hinrichsen, 2000). Stitching is also being 
assessed for use in automobile components prone to impact, such as bumper bars, floor 
panels and door members (Hamilton and Schinske, 1990). The feasibility of using 
stitching for other applications, such as in boats, civil structures and medical prostheses, 
has not yet been explored in detail (Mouritz et ai., 1999). As the technology is 
developed further stitched composites are likely to be used in a wide range of 
applications. 

The fabrication, mechanical properties, delamination, impact damage performance 
and joining performance of stitched composites are described in this chapter. The 
stitching textile technologies that are used to fabricate stitched composites are outlined 
in the next section. Included in the section is a description of the different 3D fibre 
architectures that can be produced with stitching. Following this, the effect of stitching 
on the in-plane mechanical properties and failure mechanisms of composites are 
described in Section 8.3. This includes a description of the tension, compression, 
bending, creep and fatigue properties of stitched composites. The interlaminar 
properties and delamination resistance of stitched properties are then described in 
Section 8.4. This includes an examination of the modes I and I1 interlaminar fracture 
properties and delamination toughening mechanisms of stitched composites, and a 
description of analytical models that have been developed to predict the delamination 
resistance of stitched materials. The effect of stitching on the impact damage tolerance 
of stitched composites is examined. Finally, the use of stitching for the reinforcement 
and stiffening of composite joints is outlined in Section 8.6. 

8.2 THE STITCHING PROCESS 

The stitching process basicaIly involves sewing high tensile thread through stacked ply 
layers to produce a preform with a 3D fibre structure. A schematic of the 3D fibre 
structure of a stitched composite is illustrated in Figure 2.31. It is possible to stitch a 
thin stack of plies using conventional (household) sewing machines. Although it is 
more common to stitch using an industrial-grade sewing machine that has long needles 
capable of piercing thick preforms. The largest sewing machines for stitching 
composites have been custom built for producing large panels up to 15 m long, nearly 3 
m wide and 40 mm thick. Figure 8.1 shows the largest sewing machine yet built, and 
this is used for stitching the preforms to aircraft wings panels (Beckwith and Hyland, 
1998; Brown, 1997; Smith et al., 1994). Many of the latest machines have multi-needle 
sewing heads that are robotically controlled so that the stitching process is semi- 
automated to increase sewing speeds and productivity. 

Stitched composites are similar to 3D woven, braided and knitted composites in that 
the fibre structure consists of yams orientated in the in-plane (x,y) and through- 
thickness (2) directions. A feature common to 3D woven, braided and knitted materials 
is that the in-plane and through-thickness yarns are interlaced at the same time during 
manufacture into an integrated 3D fibre preform. The stitching process, on the other 
hand, is unique in that the stitched preform is not an integral fibre structure. The 
through-thickness stitches are inserted into a traditional 2D preform as a secondary 
process following lay-up of the plies. 

Stitching can be preformed on both dry fabric and uncured prepreg tape. Stitching 
most types of fabric is relatively easy because the needle tip can push aside the dry 
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fibres as it pierces the preform. Sewing prepreg tape can be more difficult because the 
inherent tackiness of the uncured resin matrix impedes the needle action. The materials 
most often used as the reinforcing threads for stitching are carbon, glass and Kevlar 
yarns, although it is possible to sew with other types of fibrous materials including 
Spectra@ and high strength thermoplastics. The yarns can be sewn into the preform in a 
variety of patterns, with the most common types being the lock stitch, modified lock 
stitch and chain stitch. These three stitch types are shown in Figure 8.2 (Morales, 
1990). The standard lock and chain stitches are used occasionally, but the most popular 
stitch style is the modified lock stitch in which the loops crossing the needle and bobbin 
threads are formed at one surface of the composite to minimise in-plane fibre distortions 
inside the material. 

Figure 8.1 Large stitching machine used to stitch composite wing panels (From 
Beckwoth & Hyland, 1998). 

When composites are stitched the through-thickness threads can be inserted in any 
number of patterns. Examples of stitch patterns used to reinforce composites are shown 
in Figure 8.3, and of these the most popular pattern is horizontal stitching (Dransfield et 
al., 1994). During the stitching process the threads are usually placed close together to 
ensure high damage tolerance, and most composites are reinforced with 1 to 25 stitches 
per cm2. This is equivalent to a fibre volume content of stitched threads of about 1% to 
5%. This is a similar volume content for the through-thickness reinforcement in many 
3D woven, braided and knitted composites. It is often difficult to stitch composites at 
higher densities because of the excessive amount of damage caused to the preform. 
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(c) 
Figure 8.2 Illustrations showing the configuration of the (a) modified lock stitch, (b) 
lock stitch and (c) chain stitch (From Morales, 1990). 

Figure 8.3 Illustrations showing (a) straight, (b) diagonal, (c) zig-zag and (d) cross 
stitching ( Reproduced from Dransfield et al. , 1994). 
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The damage to preforms caused by stitching is one of the major drawbacks of this 
technique. Stitching can cause many different types of damage, and these are shown in 
Figure 8.4. The different damage types are: 

Fibre breakage: Breakage occurs from abrasion generated by the needle and stitch 
yarn sliding against the fibres during the stitching process. Breakage in prepreg tape can 
also occur by the needle tip crushing the fibres, which cannot be easily pushed aside by 
the needle because of the resin matrix. Fibre breakage in a dry fabric preform in shown 
in Figure 8.4a. 

Fibre misalignment: Significant misalignment of the in-plane fibres occurs because 
they are distorted around the needle and stitch thread. The amount of distortion to fibres 
depends on the fibre density, stitch yarn thickness and, in some cases, stitching density, 
and maximum misalignment angles of between 5" and 20' have been measured (Mouritz 
and Cox, 2000; Mouritz et al., 1996; Reeder, 1995). A schematic diagram and 
photograph of fibre misalignment is shown in Figures 8.4b and 8 .4~ .  

Fibre crimping: Crimping occurs by the stitches drawing the fibres at the surface 
into the preform. The effect of fibre crimping is illustrated in Figure 8.4d, and the 
severity of crimping increases with the line-tension on the stitching yarn. 

Resin-rich regions: The crimping and misalignment of fibres in preforms leads to 
the formation of small regions with a low fibre content around the stitches(Figure 8.4e). 
This leads to the formation of resin-rich regions when the preform is consolidated into a 
composite using liquid moulding processes. 

Stitch distortions: The stitches can be distorted by heavy compaction of the preform 
using liquid moulding, hot pressing or autoclaving techniques (Rossi, 1989). This type 
of damage is shown in Figure 8.4f. 

Microcracking: Cracking of the resin near the stitches can occur due to thermally- 
induced strains arising from the mismatch in the coefficients of thermal expansion of 
the stitches and surrounding composite material (Farrow et al., 1996; Hyer et al., 1994). 
In some stitched materials, this can cause debonding between the stitches and 
composite. 

Compaction: Applying a high tensile load to the thread to ensure it is taut during 
stitching can compact the preform plies. As a result, consolidated stitched composites 
can have fibre volume fractions that are several percent higher than expected. 

Not all stitched composites contain all the different types of damage listed above. The 
most common types of damage to stitched composites are fibre breakage, misalignment 
and crimping. 

In addition to damage to the composite, the stitch thread itself can be damaged. 
Damage to fibres in the threads occurs by twisting, bending, sliding and looping actions 
as the thread passes through the sewing machine and formed into a stitch. The damage 
can be significant and cause a large loss in strength (Dransfield, 1995; Jain and Mai, 
1997; Morales, 1990). For example, Morales (1990) found that the tensile strength of 
Kevlar thread fell from 4790 MPa to 3706 MPa after stitching. The situation can be 
even worse when stitching with carbon thread, when a reduction in strength from 3500 
MPa to only about 1550 MPa can occur (Morales, 1990). 
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Figure 8.4 Photographs and illustrations of stitching damage. (a) Dry woven fabric 
showing broken fibres caused by stitching. (b) Schematic and (c) photograph showing 
the local misalignment of fibres around a stitch. From Mouritz and Cox (2000) and Wu 
and Liau (1994), respectively. (d) Schematic of fibre crimping caused by stitching. 
(From Mouritz and Cox, 2000). 
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(f) 
Figure 8.4 (Continued) Photographs and illustrations of stitching damage. (e) A region 
of low fibre content due to stitching is shown within the circle, and this develops into a 
resin-rich region when the composite is consolidated. (f) Schematic of the distortion to 
stitches caused by heavy compaction of the preform (From Mouritz and Cox, 2000). 

8.3 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF STITCHED COMPOSITES 

8.3.1 Introduction 

The application of stitched composites to load-bearing structures on aircraft, such as 
wing skin panels and fuselage sections, requires an in-depth understanding of their 
mechanical properties and failure mechanisms. The mechanical property data is needed 
to validate design codes for stitched composites to be used in high performance 
structures. In this section the effect of stitching on the tensile, compressive, flexure, 
interlaminar shear, creep and fatigue properties of composite materials will be 
described. It will be shown that there is not a complete understanding of the effect of 
stitching on the mechanical properties of composites. In addition, models for predicting 
changes to the properties of composites due to stitching are not fully developed. 

Until a strong modeling capability combined with a comprehensive database of 
mechanical properties for stitched composites is achieved, then the certification and 
application of these materials to primary aircraft structures will be difficult. Despite 
some shortcomings in our knowledge, there is much about the mechanical properties of 
stitched composites that is understood. 
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8.3.2 Tension, Compression and Flexure Properties of Stitched Composites 

The tension, compression and bending modulus and strength are material properties of 
great engineering importance in load-bearing structures, and therefore these properties 
have been measured for many types of stitched composites, including carbon-, glass- 
and Kevlar fibre laminates. Large databases for the tension, compression and flexural 
properties are now available for most of the main engineering composites, including 
carbodepoxy laminates used in aircraft. However, reliable models for predicting the in- 
plane mechanical properties of stitched composites are not available. 

A review of the published mechanical property data for stitched composites shows 
apparent contradictions between materials (Mouritz and Cox, 2000; Mouritz et al., 
1999). The data indicates that most stitched composites have slightly lower tension, 
compression and flexural properties than their equivalent unstitched laminate, although 
some stitched materials exhibit no change or a modest improvement to their mechanical 
properties. For a few materials the properties are dramatically improved or severely 
degraded by stitching. The apparent contradictions are shown in Figure 8.5, which 
compares the tensile modulus and strength for two composites stitched under identical 
conditions (Kan and Lee, 1994). The Young’s modulus for the glasdpolyester 
decreases with increasing stitch density whereas the modulus for the KevlarPVB- 
phenol increases erratically with stitch density. The tensile strength for the 
glass/polyester also drops rapidly with increasing stitch density while the strength for 
the KevlarPVB-phenol increases slightly with stitch density before decreasing. Similar 
contradictions occur for the compression and flexure properties of stitched composites. 

Mouritz and Cox (2000) analysed tension, compression and flexural property data 
from the literature for a variety of carbon-, glass-, Kevlar- and Spectra-fibre reinforced 
polymer composites stitched over a range of area densities (from 0.2 to 25 stitches/cm2). 
The composites were stitched with different thread materials using lock, modified lock 
and chain stitches. The mechanical property data collected by Mouritz and Cox (2000) 
is plotted in Figures 8.6 to 8.8. The data is plotted as normalised Young’s modulus 
(E&) and normalised strength (do,) against stitch density for tension, compression 
and flexure. The subscripts t ,  c and f to (EE,) and (doo) represent tension, 
compression and flexure, respectively. The normalised Young’s modulus is the 
modulus of the stitched composite (E) normalised to the modulus of the equivalent 
unstitched material (E,) subject to the same load condition. Similarly, the normalised 
strength is the strength of the stitched composite (a) divided by the strength of the 
unstitched laminate (ao) for the same load condition. In the figures, CFRP represents 
carbon fibre reinforced polymer, GFRP is glass reinforced polymer, KFRP is Kevlar 
reinforced polymer, and SFRP is Spectra reinforced polymer laminate. 

With the exception of a few outlying data points, it is shown in Figures 8.6 to 8.8 
that stitching improves or degrades the modulus and strength by no more than -20%. 
Within this variance, there is no clear correlation between the change to the mechanical 
properties and stitch density. This implies that tension, compression and flexural failure 
is not determined by the collective action of many stitches but rather that a single stitch 
or a small number of stitches and the damage arising from them (eg. distortion and 
breakage of fibres) can determine strength. 

This data trend is of practical significance because it shows that the tension, 
compression and flexure properties for most composites will be changed by less than 
20% regardless of the amount of stitching. However, the impact damage resistance and 
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post-impact mechanical properties can be improved with large amounts of stitching (see 
Section 8.5). Therefore, it appears that composites can be heavily stitched to provide 
maximum impact damage tolerance without reducing the in-plane mechanical properties 
any more than would occur with low density stitching. 
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Figure 8.5 The effect of stitch density on the (a) Young's modulus and (b) tensile 
strength of a glass/polyester and KevlarPVB-phenol composite that were stitched under 
identical conditions. Data from Kang and Lee (1994). 
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Figure 8.6 Plots of (a) normalised Young's modulus 
strength (O/O,)~ against stitch density (Mouritz and Cox, 2000). 
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Figure 8.8 Plots of (a) normalised flexure modulus @/E& and (b) normalised flexure 
strength (o/oo)f against stitch density (Mouritz and Cox, 2000). 
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Simple rule-of-mixtures theory can be used to explain the small improvements (< 10%) 
to the Young’s modulus and strength of stitched composites. It is well known that the 
modulus and strength of composites are dependent on the volume fraction of in-plane 
fibres aligned in the load direction. Stitching with a high tensile force on the yam so the 
thread is taut can raise the fibre volume content by several percent by compacting the 
preform. The fibre volume fraction can be increased further by compaction of the 
stitched preform during consolidation inside a closed mould. It has been suggested by 
Mouritz and Cox (2000) that any modest increase to the Young’s modulus and strength 
of stitched composites is probably due to a small increase in the fibre volume content 
due to compaction of the in-plane fibres by stitching. Unfortunately, however, most 
researchers who find an improvement to the mechanical properties of composites after 
stitching do not report the fibre volume contents for the stitched and unstitched 
materials. Therefore, while it is likely that compaction is the cause for the small 
improvements to modulus and strength, this has not been confirmed by experiment. 

A few stitched composites display remarkably high mechanical properties, 
particularly under flexural loading. It is seen in Figure 8.8 that the flexural modulus and 
strength values for some stitched composites are up to 3.5 and 1.75 times higher than 
the unstitched laminate, respectively. Such large improvements to the flexural 
properties cannot be due solely to fibre compaction from stitching, which usually 
increases the fibre volume content by a few percent. The mechanism responsible for the 
large increase to the flexural properties of stitched composites has not been determined. 
However, a study by Chang et al. (1989) found that some unstitched composites fail in 
bending by delamination cracking, but when these materials are stitched the 
delamination cracks are suppressed and this increases the flexural properties. 

The reduction to the tensile modulus and strength of stitched composites is attributed 
mostly to three types of damage caused by stitching. These are fibre breakage (see 
Figure 8.4a), distortion and crimping of the in-plane fibres causing misalignment from 
the load direction (see Figures 8.4b-8.4d). These types of damage are usually localised 
to a small region surrounding the stitches, and therefore their effect on the modulus and 
strength is expected to be modest. Because the number and size of the regions 
containing misaligned fibres is small, preliminary modelling by Mouritz and Cox 
(2000) indicate that the reduction to the Young’s modulus of stitched composites is 
modest (usually less than about 5%). This prediction shows reasonable agreement with 
the observed reduction of up to 20% in many stitched composites. 

The mechanism of compression failure of stitched composites is a complex process, 
and is believed to be a competition between different failure modes. Many types of 
unstitched composites, and in particular prepreg laminates, fail under uniaxial 
compression loading by delamination cracking between the plies. Delamination is the 
most common compression failure mechanism in unstitched materials, and it is often 
initiated by edge stresses or a pre-existing defect (such as a void or crack). 
Delamination failure can be suppressed in stitched composites by the stitches stopping 
Euler buckling of the delaminated plies. Farley et al. (1992a; 1992b; 1993c) observed 
that with delamination suppressed in stitched composites, the compressive failure 
mechanism changes to kinking of the most severely crimped load-bearing fibres. The 
damage mechanism leading to a kink failure is believed to start at the surface of stitched 
materials where the crimping of the fibres is the most severe (see Figure 8.4d). Under 
compression loading, axial shear stresses rapidly rise in a heavily crimped fibre bundle, 
which cause failure of the polymer matrix within the bundle via microcracking and 
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crazing. This damage permits further rotation of the fibre bundle until it becomes 
axially unstable and a kink band is formed. Mouritz and Cox (2000) suggest that a kink 
band will initiate in a single region of a stitched composite that has suffered the highest 
degree of fibre distortion. Since the spread of a kink band is usually unstable, a stitched 
composite may fail before other kink bands form near stitches that have caused less 
distortion. This process accounts for the observation in Figure 8.8b that the reduction to 
compression strength is not affected by stitch density, because even the most lightly 
stitched materials still have severely crimped fibres. 

Stitching is expected to have a beneficial effect on the flexural properties of 
composites because it suppresses the growth of delaminations formed under bending, 
and thereby increases the strength. However, this is believed to be offset by damage 
incurred with stitching, particularly the distortion and breakage of fibres, which lowers 
the flexural properties. In some types of stitched composites, the distortion of fibres 
close to the constrained laminate surface can cause bending-induced compression 
failure at a reduced flexural stress. In other stitched laminates, the clusters of broken 
fibres close to the stitches leads to fibre fracture on the tensile side of a flexural 
specimen. From existing data and limited observations, it appears that there is 
competition between the failure mechanisms within stitched composites. That is, 
stitching suppresses delamination cracking which can raise the strength, but stitching 
also facilitates compression failure and tensile rupture that can lower the strength. The 
competition between these different mechanisms is probably a close one, and this would 
account for the modest reduction to the flexural properties with stitching. 

8.3.3 Interlaminar Shear Properties of Stitched Composites 

The interlaminar shear properties of stitched composites have not been extensively 
evaluated, and as yet the effect of stitching on these properties is not fully understood. 
From published research it appears that the interlaminar shear strength, like the tension, 
compression and flexure properties, can be improved and degraded by stitching 
(Mouritz et al., 1997). For example, Figure 8.9 shows the effect of stitch density on the 
interlaminar shear strengths for Kevladepoxy and carbodepoxy composites that have 
been stitched using Kevlar yarn (Jain and Mai, 1997; Kang 8z Lee, 1994). The 
interlaminar shear strength of the Kevlar/epoxy composite increases steadily with stitch 
density, and this is attributed to the suppression of interlaminar cracking by the stitches. 
The strength of the carbodepoxy composite, on the other hand, drops slightly when 
stitched, although the strength does not appear to be affected significantly by the stitch 
density. 

Figure 8.10 presents interlaminar shear strength data for a variety of composites 
plotted against stitch density. The data was collected from various published sources by 
Mouritz and Cox (2000). The normalised interlaminar shear strength (z/zo) is defined as 
the strength of the stitched composite (z) divided by the strength of the equivalent 
unstitched laminate (a). The range of enhancement or degradation of interlaminar 
shear strength is about 15-20%, which is similar to the improvement or reduction to the 
tension, compression and flexure properties of stitched composites. 

The improvement to the interlaminar shear strength is probably due to the stitches 
inhibiting the delamination crack growth process (Cholarkara, 1989; Mouritz and Cox, 
2000). It is well known that as an interlaminar crack grows through a laminate, a zone 
forms behind the crack tip where stitches bridge the delamination. This is known as a 
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stitch bridging zone, and the stitches apply bridging tractions to the delamination and 
thereby impede crack growth. The bridging zone can extend a long way behind the 
crack tip, usually several tens of millimeters or more, and is highly effective in slowing 
the rate of crack growth and thereby increasing the interlaminar shear strength. The 
bridging mechanism for increasing the interlaminar strength of composites is described 
in more detail in Section 8.4. 
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The mechanism responsible for the slight reduction to the interlaminar shear strength of 
stitched composites is not fully understood. Some studies have observed that pure 
interlaminar shear cracking along the mid-plane of stitched composites does not always 
occur. Instead, failure occurs by cracking of the most highly distorted fibres close to the 
stitches rather than by pure interlaminar shear cracking. It is proposed that this change 
to the failure mechanism from pure shear cracking to fibre cracking is the likely cause 
for the lower interlaminar shear strength of some stitched composites (Mouritz et al., 
1996). 

8.3.4 Creep Properties of Stitched Composites 

The creep properties of stitched composites have not been examined in detail despite the 
importance of creep strength in materials operating at elevated temperature. Pang and 
colleagues (Bathgate et al., 1997; Pang et al., 1997; Pang et al., 1998) investigated the 
effect of stitching on the creep performance of carbodglass hybrid composites. Figure 
8.11 shows the effect of creep strain for the hybrid composite in the unstitched 
condition and when stitched with carbon or cotton yarn. It is shown that the amount of 
creep is reduced dramatically with stitching, and the carbon stitching provides the 
highest creep resistance. It was found by Pang et a]. that at a given time, the applied 
tensile stress required to induce the same amount of creep in stitched composites can be 
at least twice that for the equivalent unstitched laminate. It is proposed that stitching 
improved the creep resistance by increasing the interlaminar strength. Further research 
into creep rates and mechanisms of other types of engineering composites is needed 
before a complete understanding is gained of the creep properties of stitched materials. 
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8.3.5 Fatigue Properties of Stitched Composites 
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An understanding of the fatigue endurance of stitched composites is essential because of 
their potential applications in structures that are subject to long-term fluctuating loads, 
such as aircraft wing panels and beams for civil infrastructure. The fatigue performance 
of stitched composites has been determined for a variety of cyclic load conditions, 
including repeated compression-compression and tension-tension loading. 

The effect of stitching on the fatigue properties of composites under cyclic 
compression loads has been examined in great detail, particularly the stitched quasi- 
isotropic carbodepoxy laminates that may be used in future aircraft (Dow and Smith, 
1989; Furrow et al., 1996; Lubowinski and Poe; 1987; Portanova et al., 1992; 
Vandermey et al., 1991). Stitching is generally found to reduce the compression fatigue 
life of composites, with no study yet to observe an improvement to fatigue performance. 
A typical example of the effect of stitching on the compression fatigue-life (or S-N) 
curve for a carbodepoxy composite is shown in Figure 8.12 (Portanova et al., 1992). It 
is seen that stitching reduces the fatigue life of the composite, and the reduction is due 
mainly to fibre distortion and crimping caused by stitching. Under cyclic compression 
loading it is observed that fatigue damage initiates at the fibres close to those stitches 
that have experienced the greatest out-of-plane distortion. It is believed that the fibre 
distortion promotes the early formation of fatigue-induced kink bands, which gradually 
rotate to even greater misalignment angles under continued fatigue loading until 
catastrophic failure. 

Figure 8.12 S-N curves for stitched and unstitched carbodepoxy composites fatigued 
under compression-compression loading ( Data from Portanova et al., 1992). 
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A simple model for estimating the compression fatigue life of stitched composite has 
been proposed by Mouritz and Cox (2000). They observed that the compression S-N 
curves for stitched and unstitched composites have slopes that are essentially 
indistinguishable beneath the experimental scatter, as seen for example in Figure 8.12. 
The only significant difference between the S-N curves for stitched and unstitched 
composites is the initial knock-down in static compression strength suffered by a 
stitched material. As shown in Section 8.3.3, the knock-down in compression strength 
due to stitching is usually under 20%. Based on this difference, Mouritz and Cox 
(2000) propose that the S-N curve for a stitched composite subject to compression 
fatigue can be estimated using Basquin’s law: 

s =a, -mlog,, N 

where S is the maximum applied compressive fatigue stress, N is the number of load 
cycles, a, is the static compressive strength of the stitched composite, and -m is the 
slope of the S-N for the unstitched laminate. Figure 8.13 shows fatigue life data for 
two stitched composites determined experimentally by Portanvona et al. (1992) and 
Vandermey et al. (1991). The solid S-N curves in Figure 8.14 show the theoretical 
fatigue life determined using equation (8.1). It is seen that the fatigue curve of stitched 
composites can be accurately predicted using the model. An appealing feature of the 
model is its simplicity; the compression S-N curve for a stitched composite can be 
determined from two simple tests: (1) a static compression test on .the stitched 
composite to measure the compressive strength, a,, and (2) a compression-compression 
fatigue test on the unstitched composite to determine the slope of the S-N curve, -m. 

Stitching can also degrade the tension-tension fatigue resistance of composites 
(Aymerich et al., 2001; Herszberg et al., 1997; Shah Khan and Mouritz, 1996, 1997). 
For example, Figure 8.14 compares fatigue-life curves for an unstitched and stitched 
composite subject to zero-to-tension fatigue loading (Shah Khan and Mouritz, 1997). 
An examination of the fatigue damage mechanisms of the composites shown in Figure 
8.14 reveals that the stitched laminate started showing evidence of fatigue-induced 
damage close to the stitches at a relatively low number of load cycles. It is believed that 
the distortion and clusters of broken fibres caused by stitching act as sites for the early 
growth of fatigue-induced damage that ultimately leads to complete failure of the 
stitched composite. Aymerich et al. (2001) have found, however, that the tensile fatigue 
performance is only degraded in fibre dominated composites, such as with a [O], or 
[*45/0/90], stacking sequence. The fatigue performance of matrix dominated 
composites (eg. [+30/90]s) is improved by stitching because the threads are effective in 
arresting or delaying the delamination crack growth under tensile fatigue loading. 

Despite the knowledge of the fatigue performance of stitched composites in 
compression-compression and tension-tension loading, further research into fatigue is 
needed. The conditions under which stitching is beneficial or detrimental to the tensile 
fatigue endurance of composites still needs to be resolved. The effects of the various 
fatigue conditions (eg. R-ratio, load frequency) and stitching conditions (eg. yarn 
thickness, stitch density) on the fatigue endurance and fatigue damage mechanisms of 
the main engineering composites, particularly carbodepoxy, is required. Research into 
the fatigue performance of stitched composites subject to reversed (compression- 
tension) cyclic loading is also needed. 
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Figure 8.13 A comparison of measured fatigue data points against theoretical S-N 
curves for two types of stitched carbotdepoxy composites fatigued under compression- 
compression loading (Data for the upper and lower data points are from Vandermey et 
al. (1991) and Portanova et al. (1992), respectively). 
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Figure 8.14 S-N curves for an unstitched and two stitched glasshinyl ester composites 
fatigued under zero-to-tension loading (Data from Shah Khan and Mouritz, 1996). 
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8.4 INTERLAMINAR PROPERTIES OF STITCHED COMPOSITES 

8.4.1 Mode I Interlaminar Fracture Toughness Properties 

A key benefit of stitching is a vast improvement to the delamination resistance of 
composites. Stitching is a remarkably effective technique for increasing the 
interlaminar fracture toughness of laminates under mode I loading conditions (ie. crack 
opening). The toughening effect of stitching is shown in Figure 8.15, which shows 
mode I crack growth resistance (or R-) curves for a stitched and unstitched composite. 
This figure shows the R-curve for a glasslvinyl ester composite that has been stitched 
with Kevlar yam. The R-curve behaviour of other types of stitched composites is 
similar to that shown in Figure 8.15. The mode I strain energy needed to start the 
growth of a delamination in a stitched composite is normally the same as the unstitched 
laminate. However, the R-curve for the stitched composite rises rapidly with crack 
length up to about 20 mm due to the increased toughening provided by the stitches. At 
longer crack lengths, the curve becomes relatively constant, and this is taken to be the 
steady-state interlaminar fracture toughness of the stitched composite (GIR). At this 
stage the delamination resistance of the stitched composite is much higher than the 
unstitched laminate. 
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Figure 8.15 Mode I R-curves for a stitched and unstitched glasdvinyl ester composite. 

The improved delamination resistance is due to the bridging action of the stitches, 
which exert a closure traction force that lowers the tensile strain acting on the crack tip. 
A schematic illustration is presented in Figure 8.16 of the interlaminar toughening 
provided by stitching under mode I loading. Ahead of an advancing delamination the 
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stitches are not noticeably damaged or deformed, and when a crack reaches the stitches 
it passes around without causing the threads to break. Thereby, a zone is developed 
behind the crack tip where unbroken stitches bridge across the delamination. Within 
this so-called ‘stitch bridging zone’ the stitches are able to support a large amount of the 
applied stress by elastic stretching because of the high modulus and strength of the 
thread material. As a result, the tensile stress acting on the crack tip is reduced, and this 
slows the crack growth rate. A photograph of a stitch bridging a delamination crack is 
shown in Figure 8.17. 

delamination needle 
crack thread 

bobbin 
thread 

Figure 8.16 Schematic diagram of the mode I interlaminar toughening process in 
stitched composites (From He and Cox, 1998). 

Figure 8.17 Scanning electron micrograph showing a stitch bridging a delamination 
crack (from Watt et al., 1997). 
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The length of a stitch bridging zone is dependent on a number of factors, such as the 
stitch density, stitch thickness, elastic modulus and tensile strength of the stitch yarn. 
For most types of stitched composites the stitch bridging zone is between 10 and 50 mm 
long. In the case of the stitched glass/vinyl ester composite with the R-curve shown in 
Figure 8.15, the length of the stitch bridging zone is about 20 mm. The initial rapid rise 
of this R-curve over the first 20 mm of crack extension is due to the formation of the 
stitch bridging zone, and once it is fully developed the R-curve remains constant. At the 
rear of the stitch bridging zone the crack opening displacement becomes large enough to 
cause the stitches to fail. Failure occurs by stitches breaking in the plane of the crack 
(as shown in Figure 8.18a) or breaking away from the crack plane and then being pulled 
out of the composite (Figure 8.18b). 

Figure 8.18 Scanning electron micrographs showing (a) the tensile failure of a stitch 
and (b) a broken stitch that has been pulled out of the composite (from Watt et al, 1997). 
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The effectiveness of stitching in improving the delamination resistance is also shown in 
Figure 8.19, which shows the effect of the amount of stitching on the mode I strain 
energy release rate (GI#) for a aerospace-grade carbodepoxy composite (Morales, 
1990). A rapid 
improvement to the delamination resistance occurs with increasing stitch density, and at 
the highest stitch density of 7 stitchedcm' the toughness has increased by a factor of 8 
to nearly 30 depending on the type of stitch yarn material. A stitch density of 7 
stitches/cm* is equivalent to a through-thickness fibre volume content of a few percent. 
This reveals that even a modest amount of stitching can promote a substantial 
improvement to the mode I delamination resistance. 

The composite is stitched using glass, carbon or Kevlar yarn. 
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Figure 8.19 clearly shows that the mode I delamination resistance is dependent on both 
the stitch density and the type of stitch yarn material. The improvement to the 
delamination resistance of stitched composites is also dependent on a number of other 
factors, most notably the thickness of the stitch yam. The effect of the yarn thickness 
on the delamination resistance for a carbodepoxy composite is shown in Figure 8.20 
(Jain and Mai, 1997). It is seen that the interlaminar toughness increases rapidly with 
thread diameter. 

A large amount of mode I interlaminar fracture toughness data for stitched 
composites has been published, and a compilation of this data is presented in Figure 
8.21 (Mouritz and Jain, 1999). Data is presented for composites stitched with various 
types of threads of different diameters. For this reason, directly comparing the 
improvement to the delamination resistance due to stitching between the composites is 
not possible, although the data does allow an overview of the magnitude of 
improvement to interlaminar toughness for a range of stitch densities. 
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to the toughness of the equivalent unstitched laminate (G,,). The figure shows a general 
increase to the interlaminar fracture toughness with increasing stitch density. A few 
outlying data points show that the delamination resistance can be improved by over 30 
times by stitching with exceptionally thick, strong threads. For most composites, 
however, stitching increases the delamination resistance by a factor of up to 10-15. This 
compares favourably with other types of 3D composites that have interlaminar fracture 
toughness properties that are up to 20 times higher than the equivalent 2D laminate. 

A number of micromechanical models have been proposed to determine the 
improvement to the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness properties of composites due 
to stitching. Of the models, there are two models proposed by Jain and Mai that have 
proven the most accurate (Jain and Mai, 1994a, 1994b, 1994~). Both models are based 
on Euler-Bernoulli linear-elastic beam theory applied to a stitched composite with the 
double cantilever beam (DCB) geometry, as illustrated in Figure 8.22. The models can 
be used to caIculate the effect of various stitching parameters (eg. stitch density, thread 
strength, thread diameter) on the R-curve behaviour and GIR value of any laminated 
composite. 
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Stitch Pull-Out 

Figure 8.22 The DCB specimen geometry used as the basis for the Jain and Mai model 
for mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of stitched composites. Models have been 
developed for the cases where the stitches (a) rupture along the delamination crack path 
(continuous stitching model) and (b) failure at the surface and then pull-out from the 
composite (discontinuous stitching model) (From Jain and Mai, 1997). 
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The first model proposed by Jain and Mai is known as the ‘continuous stitching model’. 
With this model it is assumed the stitches are interconnected and fail along the 
delamination crack plane (Figure 8.22a). This type of failure is also shown in Figure 
8.18a. The analytical expression for crack closure traction in the model contains terms 
for frictional slip and elastic stretching of the stitches in the bridging zone as well as an 
analytical term to predict when the stitches will rupture at the crack plane. The second 
model by Jain and Mai is known as the ‘discontinuous stitching model’. For this model 
it is assumed the stitches behave independently under mode I loading, and interlaminar 
toughening occurs by the frictional resistance of the stitches as they are pulled from the 
composite under increasing crack opening displacement (Figure 8.22b). To model this 
failure process the expression for calculating the crack closure traction contains terms 
for frictional slip and pull-out of the stitches. In some composites, stitch failure occurs 
during elastic stretching at the outer surface of the DCB specimen at the stitch loop, and 
the stitch thread subsequently pulls-out. In this case, the continuous and discontinuous 
stitching models are combined into the so-called ‘modified model’ to account for the 
two stitch failure events. 

The mode I delamination resistance in terms of 
composite with bridging stitches can be calculated 
1994a, 199b, 1994~): 

stress intensity factor, KIR(Aa), of a 
from the expression (Jain and Mai, 

where KI, is the critical interlaminar fracture toughness of the unstitched composite, da 
is the crack growth length, h, is the half-thickness of the composite, t is the distance 
from the crack tip to the specimen end, P ( f )  is the closure traction due to stitches, and Y 
and f(t/h,) are orthotropic and geometric correction factors, respectively. Y is defined 
by: 

(8.3) 

where Eo is the orthotropic modulus and E, is the flexural modulus of the stitched 
composite. The termf(t/hc) in equation 8.2 is determined using: 

The closure traction, P(f) ,  which is required to determine K I R ( h ) ,  is obtained by 
iteratively solving the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation. Once KIR(da) has been 
determined, the Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness, G~dda).  may be obtained by: 
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2500 

The Jain and Mai models have proven reasonably reliabIe for predicting the 
delamination properties of stitched composites. For example, Figure 8.23 shows the 
measured R-curve for a stitched glasdvinyl ester composite (that was shown earlier in 
Figure 8.15) together with the theoretical R-curve predicted using the Jain and Mai 
model, and there is good agreement between the two curves. As another example, 
Figure 8.24 compares the G,R values measured for stitched carbodepoxy composites 
against theoretical G,R values calculated using the continuous and modified stitching 
models. Excellent agreement exists for the modified stitch model while the GIR values 
are underestimated by about 50% with the continuous model. The accuracy of the 
models is critically dependent on the failure mode of the stitch, that is whether failure 
occurs by thread breakage, thread pull-out or a combination of these two. 

Theoretical - R-curve 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
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Figure 8.23 Comparison of a theoretical and experimental mode I R-curve for a stitched 
glasshinyl ester composite. The theoretical curve was determined using the Jain and 
Mai model. 

8.4.2 Mode I1 Interlaminar Fracture Toughness Properties 

Stitching is also an effective technique for improving the delamination resistance under 
mode I1 loading (i.e. shear crack opening). This is particularly significant because 
delamination cracks that form in composites under impact loading grow mostly under 
the action of impact-induced shear strains. The effectiveness of stitching in raising the 
mode I1 delamination resistance is shown in Figure 8.25, which shows a large increase 
to the mode I1 interlaminar fracture toughness (GIIR) of a carbodepoxy laminate with 
increasing stitch density (Dransfield et ai., 1995). It is worth noting, however, that the 
improvement to the delamination resistance is usually not as high as for the mode I 
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toughness for equivalent stitch densities. Most stitched composites exhibit a GIIR value 
that is typically 2 to 6 times higher than the unstitched laminate, depending on the type 
and amount of stitching. It was shown earlier that the mode I delamination resistance 
can be increased by much more this. 
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Figure 8.24 Plot of measured against theoretical GIR values for stitched composites. 
The theoretical GIR values were determined using the modified and continuous stitching 
models by Jain and Mai. The closer the data points are to the straight line the better the 
agreement between the measured and theoretical GIR value (Adapted from Mouritz and 
Jain, 1999). 
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Figure 8.25 The effect of stitch density on the mode I1 interlaminar fracture toughness 
of a carbodepoxy composite (Data from Dransfield et al., 1995). 
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The toughening mechanisms responsible for the high mode I1 interlaminar fracture 
toughness of stitched composites are complex, with a number of different mechanisms 
operating along the length of a delamination crack. The shear tractions generated in 
stitches with increasing sliding displacement between the opposing crack faces are 
shown in Figure 8.26. This figure by Cox (1999) shows typical sliding displacement 
and stress levels associated with the various mechanisms during shear loading of a 
stitched composite up to the point of failure. The sliding displacement ( 2 ~ 1 )  is the 
distance the two crack faces have separated under mode I1 loading. The vertical scales 
show the average bridging traction across the stitches, q,. (left-hand side) and the 
bridging traction for a single stitch, T (right-hand side). The values shown for q, are 
representative, and will vary depending on the volume fraction of stitching and the 
mechanical properties of the threads. 

ploughing, debonding, and slip / 

0 -1 
sliding displacement, 2u (mm) 

Figure 8.26 Schematic of the shear tractions for mode I1 loading of a stitch under 
increasing crack sliding distance (from Cox, 1999). 

It is generally acknowledged that when an interlaminar shear stress is applied to a 
stitched composite containing a delamination then the stitches ahead of the crack front 
are not damaged or deformed. When the crack tip reaches the stitches, however, the 
delamination causes the stitches to debond from the surrounding composite material. 
The stitches are usually completely debonded from the composite when the total sliding 
displacement ( 2 ~ ~ )  exceeds about 0.2 mm. As the opposing crack faces continue to slide 
pass each other the stitches become permanently deformed. Plastic deformation of the 
stitches can occur immediately behind the crack tip due to the low shear yield stress of 
the thread material. It is estimated that permanent deformation in stitches begins when 
the sliding displacement distance exceeds about 0.1 mm. The stitches experience 
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increasing plastic shear deformation and axial rotation the further they are behind the 
crack tip. As the stitches are deformed they are ploughed laterally into the crack faces 
of the composite. At a high amount of axial rotation the stitches experience splitting 
cracks and spalling, and this generally occurs when the sliding displacement rises above 
0.6 mm. This deformation and damage to a sheared stitch is shown in Figure 8.27, and 
it is obvious a large degree of axial rotation has occurred on the fracture plane. In this 
thread the fibres have been rotated by an angle (S, of up to about 45'. The plastic 
deformation and ploughing of the stitches absorbs a large amount of the applied shear 
stress. Furthermore, the large amount of axial rotation to the stitches causes them to 
bend near the fracture plane so a significant load of the applied shear stress is carried by 
the stitches in tension. The combination of these effects lowers the shear strain acting 
on the crack tip and thereby improves the delamination resistance. Eventually the 
stitches at the rear of the stitch bridging zone break when the sliding displacement 
exceeds about 1 mm (Figure 8.27b). The stitch bridging zone can grow for long 
distances (up to -50 mm) before the stitches fail, and this is the principle toughening 
mechanism against mode I1 delamination cracks. 

Figure 8.27 Scanning electron micrograph showing (a) plastic shear deformation and 
(b) shear failure to a stitch subject to mode I1 interlaminar loading. 
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Micromechanical models have been proposed by Jain and Mai (1994e, 1995) and Cox et 
al. (Cox, 1999; Cox et al., 1997; MassabB et al., 1998, 1999; Massabb and Cox, 1999) 
for determining the mode I1 delamination resistance of stitched composites. The 
models by Jain and Mai use first order shear deformation laminated plate theory and 
Griffith's theory for strain energy release rate in fracture to calculate the effect of 
stitching on the mode I1 interlaminar fracture toughness (GIIR). Models have been 
proposed for stitched composites subject to shear loading using the end notched flexure 
(ENF) and end notched cantilever (ENC) test methods, which are methods for 
measuring the mode I1 interlaminar fracture toughness of laminated materials. In both 
models it is assumed that as a delamination crack propagates under shear the stitch 
failure process consists of elastic stretching of the threads due to relative slip of the top 
and bottom sections of the delaminated region, followed by rupture of the stitch in the 
crack plane. These assumptions do not accurately reflect the actual stitch failure 
process that has been observed in many stitched composites, which as described above 
consists of axial plastic shear rotation, splittinglspalling, and ploughing of the stitches. 

Jain and Mai (1994e, 1995) state that the mode I1 strain energy release rate for crack 
propagation is given by: 

where z is the applied shear stress and is related to the applied load, a is a correction 
factor accounting for shear deformation, a] and @ are stitching parameters, and R is 
related to materials properties through A" and a/. Using the steady-state crack 
propagation condition, G,, = G//c, where GI/, is the mode I1 critical strain energy release 
rate for the unstitched composite, the shear stress zneeded for crack propagation can be 
determined. The critical strain energy release rate for a stitched composite can then be 
calculated from: 

G, = A * ~ ~ ( a - t - & , : ) ~  

The accuracy of the Jain and Mai models for determining the mode I1 interlaminar 
fracture toughness of stitched composites is shown in Figure 8.28. This figure presents 
a comparison of the measured and theoretical GIN values for stitched composites, and 
there is good agreement. However, some studies (eg. Cox, 1999) show significant 
disagreement between the model and experimental data. 

Cox and colleagues have formulated one-dimensional analytical models for 
predicting the traction shear stress generated in through-thickness fibres (including 
stitches) when subject to mode I1 loading (Cox et al., 1997; Cox, 1999; Massab6 et al., 
1998; Massab6 and Cox, 1999). The models are based on the relationship between the 
bridging tractions applied to the fracture surfaces by the unbroken stitches and the 
opening (mode I) and sliding (mode 11) displacements of the bridged crack. The models 
consider the micromechanical responses of stitches bridging a delamination crack, 
including the elastic stretching, fibre rotation and some other affects that occur under 
mode 11. Criteria for failure of the bridging tow by rupture or pull-out is also 
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considered in the models, leading to predictions of the ultimate strength of the bridging 
ligaments in mixed mode conditions. 
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Figure 8.28 Plot of measured against theoretical GIIR values for stitched composites. 
The theoretical GIIR values were determined using the Jain and Mai models. The closer 
the data points are to the straight line the better the agreement between the measured 
and theoretical GllR value (from Mouritz and Jain, 1999). 

Cox (1999) has shown that the bridging shear traction (TI)  generated in a single stitch 
can be related to the crack sliding displacement (u,) and crack opening displacement 
(uj) by the expressions: 

(8.8a) 

(8.8b) 

where a, is the axial stress in the stitch on the fracture plane, E, is the Young’s modulus 
of the stitch, Tis the applied shear stress, z, is the shear flow stress of the stitch, P, is the 
crush strength of the composite, and s is the circumferential length of the stitch. The 
build-up in the traction stress within a stitch with increasing sliding displacement can be 
accurately predicted using the above equation. For example, Figure 8.29 compares the 
predicted traction stress (thick line) with the experimentally measured traction stresses 
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(the two thinner curves) generated in a single Kevlar stitch subject to increasing sliding 
displacement. The theoretical curve was calculated using the above equations by Cox 
(1999) and the experimental curves were measured by Turrettini (1996). There is 
excellent agreement between the theoretical traction curve and the two experimental 
curves up to the peak stress (TI - loo0 MPa), at which point failure of the stitch occurs. 
By determining the traction stress generated in a single stitch, it is then possible to 
determine the average traction stress (t) in a number of stitches bridging a mode I1 
delamination crack in a composite using the simple expression (Cox, 1999): 

t = c,T (8.9) 

where c, is the area fraction of stitching. 

sliding displacement, ui (mm) 

Figure 8.29 Comparison of the Cox model for the shear traction in a single stitch (thick 
curve) with two experimental curves showing measured traction in a Kevlar stitch in a 
carbodepoxy laminate determined by Turrenttini (1996) (from Cox, 1999). 

8.5 IMPACT DAMAGE TOLERANCE OF STITCHED COMPOSITES 

8.5.1 Low Energy Impact Damage Tolerance 

As discussed in Chapter 1, a problem with using 2D laminated composites in highly- 
loaded structures, particularly aircraft components, is their susceptibility to low energy 
impact damage. The damage caused by a low energy impact is characterised by 
delamination cracking, matrix cracking and, in some instances, breakage of fibres. 
Low energy damage to thin aircraft grade composites usually occurs at incident impact 
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energies between 1 and 5 J. The delaminations caused by an impact can reduce the 
strength, particularly under compression loading, and thereby degrades the structural 
integrity of composite components. A key strategy to improve the impact damage 
tolerance of composites is to provide through-thickness reinforcement against 
delamination cracking using stitching. As described in Section 8.4, stitching is highly 
effective in improving the interlaminar fracture toughness of laminated composites, and 
therefore it is expected that stitched materials will have a high resistance to 
delamination cracking under impact loading. 

The effectiveness of stitching in suppressing low energy impact damage has been 
thoroughly investigated for a variety of FRP composites, including carbon/epoxy, and 
most stitched materials respond in a similar way to impact loading (Bibo and Hogg, 
1996; Caneva, 1993; Cholakara et al., 1989; Dow and Smith, 1989; Farley et al., 1992; 
Funk et al., 1985; Liu, 1987; Liu, 1990; Mouritz et al., 1996b; Ogo, 1987; Pelstring and 
Madan, 1989; Sharma and Sankar, 1994; Wu and Liau, 1994; Wu and Wang, 1994). It 
appears that the effectiveness of stitching is critically dependent on the length the 
delaminations have spread from the impact site. Stitching does not usually increase the 
threshold impact energy needed to form and initiate the growth of delaminations. This is 
because it does not raise the strain energy needed to initiate delamination cracks. 

The effectiveness of stitching in improving the damage resistance of composites is 
critically dependent on the incident impact energy. Stitching does not usually improve 
the damage resistance when the energy impact is low (Herszberg et ai., 1996; Leong et 
al., 1995; Leong et al., 1996; Mouritz et al., 1996). This behaviour is shown in Figure 
8.30 which compares the amount of damage to stitched and unstitched composites 
caused by low energy impacts. This figure shows the amount of damage to the stitched 
and unstitched materials is similar over the range of impact energies. The inability of 
stitching to improve the damage resistance is probably due to the short length of the 
delamination cracks. When the impact energy is low then the delaminations rarely grow 
longer than 10-20 mm before stopping. In Section 8.4 it was shown that the ability of 
stitching to suppress delamination cracking is small for short cracks because the stitch 
bridging zone is not fully developed. As a result, stitching is not highly effective in 
reducing the amount of damage when the delaminations formed by an impact are short. 
Under these impact conditions, the post-impact mechanical properties, such as 
compression-after-impact strength, of stitched composites are similar or marginally 
lower than the equivalent unstitched material (Herszberg et al., 1996; Leong et al., 
1995; Leong et al., 1996; Mouritz et al., 1996). 

Stitching is highly effective in suppressing delamination damage at medium-to-high 
impact energies. The ability of stitching to improve the damage resistance appears to 
become increasingly effective when the incident impact energy exceeds about 3 to 5 
J/mm. An example of the improved impact damage resistance that can be achieved with 
stitching is shown in Figure 8.31 (Wu and Liau, 1994). This figure compares the 
length of delamination cracks in stitched glass/epoxy composites against the equivalent 
unstitched laminate. It is seen that the amount of damage is reduced by stitching when 
the impact energy exceeds -2 Umm. The effectiveness of stitching in reducing the 
amount of damage then becomes more pronounced with increasing impact energy. At 
relatively high impact energies, long delaminations are formed which allows the full 
development of a stitch bridging zone. As a result, the stitched materials are highly 
effective in reducing the extent of delamination damage caused by an impact. 
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Figure 8.30 Effect of very low energy impact loading on the amount of delamination 
damage caused to an unstitched glass/vinyl ester composite and the same material 
stitched with Kevlar yarn. 
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Figure 8.31 Effect of low energy impact loading on the amount of delamination damage 
caused to stitched and unstitched composites (Data from Wu and Liau, 1995). 
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The ability of stitching to reduce the amount of damage improves not only with the 
incident impact energy. The effectiveness of stitching also improves dramatically with 
stitching density, as shown in Figure 8.32 (Liu 1990). In the figure the normalised 
delamination area defines the amount of impact damage to the stitched composite 
divided by the amount of damage to the equivalent unstitched laminate. There is a rapid 
reduction to the amount of impact damage with increasing stitch density, and in this 
case it is seen that stitching reduced the delamination area by as much as 40% compared 
with the unstitched laminate. 
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Figure 8.32 Effect of stitch density on the amount of impact damage to a glass/epoxy 
composite. The composite was impacted at an energy of about 7.5 Jlmm (Data from 
Liu, 1990). 

The improved damage resistance provides stitched composites with higher post-impact 
mechanical properties than the unstitched material. For example, Figure 8.33 (Rossi, 
1989) compares the compression-after-impact strengths of a stitched and unstitched 
carbodthermoplastic composite. It is seen the compression-after-impact strength of the 
stitched composite is slightly higher. The higher post-impact strength is attributed to 
two factors: firstly, the amount of delamination damage in lower in the stitched 
material, and secondly, the stitches suppress the growth of the delaminations and inhibit 
sublaminate buckling under compression loading. 

Models for estimating the compression-after-impact strength of stitched composites 
have not yet been formulated because of the complexity of modeling the growth of 
multiple delaminations and the subsequent multiple sublaminate buckling processes that 
can occur under compression. However, models have been developed for predicting the 
compression strength of stitched laminates containing a single delamination (Shu and 
Mai, 1993a, 1993b). These models provide insights into the effectiveness of stitching in 
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improving the compression-after-impact strength. A model proposed by Cox (2OOO) 
states that the critical uniaxial compressive stress needed to induce sublaminate 
buckling within a stitched composite containing a single delamination can be expressed 
by: 
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where c, is the area fraction of stitches, E, is the Youngs modulus of the stitches, E, is 
the Youngs modulus of the composite in the load direction, h is the thickness of the 
delaminated layer, and t is the thickness of the entire laminate. This equation shows 
that the buckling stress increases with the area fraction of stitching, and this explains 
why stitched composites usually have higher compression-after-impact strengths than 
the unstitched laminate. Equation 8.10 also reveals that the compression-after-impact 
strength can be improved by using stitches having a high modulus. 
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Figure 8.33 Effect of impact energy on the compression-after-impact strengths of a 
stitched and unstitched carbodthermoplastic composite (Data from Rossi, 1989). 

8.5.2 Ballistic Impact Damage Tolerance 

The potential use of stitched composites in military aircraft and helicopters has 
prompted an assessment of their impact damage tolerance to ballistic projectiles such as 
bullets (Kan and Lee, 1994; Keith, 1999; Mouritz, 2001). Ballistic projectiles travel at 
velocities between 450 and 1250 m/s and easily perforate thin composite laminates and 
cause extensive delamination damage around the bullet hole. Stitching has proven 
effective in reducing the amount of delamination damage caused by a ballistic 
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projectile, resulting in higher post-impact mechanical properties than the unstitched 
laminate. The effect of the amount of stitching on the compression-after-ballistic 
impact strength of a carbodepoxy composite is shown in Figure 8.34. The strength 
values shown were determined after a tumbling 12.7 mm projectile travelling at high 
speed had perforated the composite. The post-impact strength is seen to rise steadily 
with the volume percent of stitching, and this clearly demonstrates that stitching is an 
effective technique in improving the ballistic impact damage tolerance of composite 
materials. 
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Figure 8.34 Effect of stitching content on the compression-after-ballistic impact 
strength of a carbodepoxy composite (Data from Keith, 1999). 

8.5.3 Blast Damage Tolerance 

The potential use of stitched composites in military structures has led to an evaluation 
of their damage tolerance to explosive blasts (Mouritz 1995a, 1995b, 2001). Blast 
studies have revealed that stitching is highly effective in reducing the amount of 
delamination damage caused by the shock wave from an explosion. For example, 
Figure 8.35 shows the effect of stitch density on the amount of blast damage and the 
flexure-after-blast strength of a composite (Mouritz, 2001). The results shown are for 
the composite subject to a medium and high intensity explosive blast. It is seen that the 
amount of delamination damage decreases with increasing stitch density, and this 
results in the stitched composites having similar or higher post-blast flexural strengths 
than the unstitched laminate. The superior ballistic and explosive blast damage 
tolerance properties of stitched composites indicate that these materials are ideally 
suited for use in military aircraft. 
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Figure 8.35 (a) Amount of delamination damage caused by a low and high intensity 
explosive blast. (b) Flexure-after-blast strengths of stitched and unstitched composites 
(Mouritz, 2001). 

8.6 STITCHED COMPOSITE JOINTS 

For adhesively bonded composite lap joints, typical failure initiates and propagates, in a 
form of delamination, along the interface between the surface and the second ply in one 
composite adherend. Figure 8.36 schematically depicts the onset and propagation of 
interlaminar delamination between the surface and second plies in a double-lap 
composite joint. It is believed that the high positive normal stress near an overlap end 
and the low interlaminar strength are believed to be the two major contributing factors. 
Depending on the joint configuration and loading conditions, a delamination can 
propagate along an interface or kink into an adjacent interface, or a sectional fracture 
occurs in the deformed surface ply. 
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The strength of typical composite lap joints can be limited by the interlaminar strength, 
which is the weak link for composite adherends as it relies on the brittle matrix tensile 
properties and the bonding strength of the fibedmatrix interface. To improve composite 
lap joint strength, one can choose a toughened resin system for the composite substrate 
to increase the interlaminar fracture toughness and/or taper the composite substrate in a 
form of ply drop-off to reduce the positive normal stress. 

Figure 8.36 Peel stress induced interlaminar delamination in composite lap joints 

Placement of fibres in the through-thickness direction using the stitching and z-pinning 
technique provides a bridging mechanism holding the two delaminated substrates 
together. Sawyer (1985) utilized prepreg to laminate the composite substrates in single- 
lap joints, which were then transversely stitched using a shoe-making sewing machine. 
Comparison of the failure loads of the joints with and without transverse stitching 
revealed that transverse stitching can significantly improve the static strength of the 
joints. 

Instead of stitching the prepreg, which causes appreciable fibre damage, Tong et a1 
(1998) stitched dry fabric preform, which was then placed in a mould and resin was 
injected using the resin transfer moulding technique, to demonstrate the promising 
effect of transverse stitching. Figures 8.37 and 8.38 illustrate the configurations of the 
single-lap joint specimen and the stitching pattern. 

Average thickness 1.64 mm 
Lay-up: [0/*45/90], r *luminumtab 

Specimen width 25.4 mm 

Figure 8.37 Configuration of the single-lap joint specimen manufactured using the 
RTM process 
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In the experiments performed by Tong et a1 (1998), the specimens were prepared by (a) 
overlaying two [0/k45/90Is fabric stacks followed by debulking under vacuum and heat 
to produce a preform of single-lap panel; (b) applying transverse stitches following the 
designed pattern; and (c) injecting resin and consolidating the panel under clamping 
pressure and a curing temperature of 80°C for 4 hours. 

All specimens were manufactured from Ciba Composites Injectex@ uniweave 
carbon fabric GU230-EO1 and GY260 epoxy resin/HY9 17 hardenerDY070 accelerator. 
The uniweave material has 90% of its fibers oriented in the warp direction and the 
remaining fibers in the weft direction to hold the warp fibres in place for ease of 
handling. The Injectex8 has been developed for precise fabric placement at preform 
stage prior to resin infusion. The stitch material used was a twisted 4Otex (2x20) Kevlar 
thread, and zigzag stitching pattern was employed with the overstitch limited to 1 mm 
as schematically shown in Figure 8.38. 

The measured axial loads increased almost linearly with the applied axial 
displacement for all specimens up to the final failure. For all specimens catastrophic 
failure occurs upon attaining the ultimate load. The average failure loads are tabulated 
in Table 8.1. The results show that the stitched single-lap joints are stronger than the 
unstitched ones. For the long specimens with an unsupported length of 90 mm, 
through-thickness stitching leads to an average increase in joint strength by about 25%. 
For the short specimens with an unsupported length of 70 mm, there is an average 
increase in joint strength of about 22%. 

Stitch pitch (4.3 mm) yx 4 F w i d t h ( 4 m m )  

4k- 
Overstitch (less Gap (4 mm) 
than 1 mm) 

Figure 8.38 Top view of the four-row zigzag stitch used in the overlap of the single-lap 
joint (Tong et al, 1998a) 

Table 8.1 Effect of stitching on static failure strength of single lap joints fabricated by 
stitching preform and using RTM 

Specimen Unsupported Average failure 
group length (mm) load (kN) 
Unstitched 90 mm 11.33 
Unstitched 70 mm 12.37 
Stitched 90 mm 14.11 
Stitched 70 mm 15.06 
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Figure 8.39 plots the applied load versus the number of cycles to failure for the stitched 
and unstitched specimens subjected to a tension-tension load of R=5 at a frequency of 3 
Hz. The specimens are tested to faiIure or up to lo6 cycles. Clearly, transverse stitching 
can improve the fatigue life by two orders of magnitudes for any given maximum 
tensile load. For a given cycle life, stitched specimens carry a significantly higher load 
than the unstitched specimens. In addition, for stitched joints, stable crack propagation 
along the interface between the two adherends is observed when the maximum load is 
only a fraction of the static strength of the unstitched specimens. The through-thickness 
stitches are found to bridge the cracked specimens. 
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Figure 8.39 Effect of stitching on fatigue strength of single-lap joints loaded with a 
load ratio R=5 and at a frequency of 3 Hz 

Tong et a1 (1998) also performed another set of experimental tests of single-lap joint 
specimen manufactured following the RTM process from the Hexcel Composites G926 
EFT, 6k, 5 Harness satin weave carbon fabric and Ciba Araldite LY 5561 Hardener HY 
9171 Accelerator DY 070 epoxy resin. All specimens had an overlap length of 30 mm, 
an unsupported length of 60 mm, and a width of 25.4 mm. The adherend had a lay-up 
of [0/-45/45/90]~, and a nominal thickness of 2.864 mm. Kevlar 40 tex thread was used 
as the stitching thread. A zigzag stitch pattern was used at the overlap ends and a 
straight plain stitch pattern was used in the central region of the overlap with modified 
interlocking stitch. It was found that the transverse stitching can improve the average 
failure load by 41%. 



Chapter 9 

Z-Pinned Composites 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

The technology of reinforcing composites in the through-thickness direction with small 
pins was first evaluated in the 1970s. Thin steel pin wires were inserted at offset angles 
of k 4 5 O  into carbodepoxy prepreg laminates to improve the delamination toughness 
(Huang et al., 1978). The pins used were very thin, with a diameter of only 0.25 mm, to 
minimise damage to the laminates. The steel pins were effective in increasing the 
interlaminar shear strength and delamination resistance. However, initially it was 
neither practical nor cost-effective to insert thin pins over a large area of composite 
material, and therefore the technology was not immediately taken-up by the aircraft 
composites industry. 

Z-pinning technology was developed further in the early 1990s by Aztex Inc. The 
technology involves embedding small diameter pins, known as Z-fibersTM, into 
com osites to produce a 3D fibre network structure, as illustrated in Figure 9.1. Z- 
fiberL technology is the newest of the various techniques for producing 3D 
composites, and already it has a wide variety of potential applications in engineering 
structures. An important potential use of Z-fibersTM is for the attachment and 
reinforcement of composite joint structures such as lap joints, T-joints and rib stiffeners. 
Z-pins are being used to fasten hat-stiffened sections to the composite skins in selected 
parts of the F/A-18 Hornet fighter aircraft. Z-fibersTM can be used in composite joints 
in place of bolted fasteners or rivets to provide a more evenly distributed load over the 
joint area. Z-fibersTM can also be used for the local reinforcement of composite panels 
to reduce the incidence of edge delaminations as well as the reinforcement of sandwich 
panels to minimise the likelihood of skin peeling and debonding. 

Figure 9.1 Schematic illustration of a z-pinned composite 

The relatively recent development of Z-fibersTM has meant that z-pinned composites 
have not been explored in detail. In this chapter the current state of knowledge of z- 
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pinned composites is examined based on the limited amount of published data and 
information. Included in this chapter is a description of the fabrication techniques, the 
in-plane and through-thickness mechanical properties, and impact damage tolerance of 
z-pinned composites. 3D sandwich composites manufactured using Z-fiberTM 
technology is also briefly described. 

9.2 FABRICATION OF Z-PINNED COMPOSITES 

The manufacture of 3D composites with Z-fibersTM is a multi-stage process that can be 
performed inside an autoclave or in a workshop using an ultrasonic tool. The fabrication 
of z-pinned composites is similar to the manufacture of stitched composites in that the 
through-thickness reinforcement is inserted as a separate processing step to create a 3D 
composite material. In this way these reinforcement techniques are different to the 
textile technologies of weaving, braiding and knitting that create an integrated 3D fibre 
preform within a single stage process. The steps involved in z-pinning using the 
autoclave process are shown schematically in Figure 9.2. 

, VacuumBag 

epreg Composite 2-Fibre Preform 

Stage 1: Place 2-Fibre Preform on top of Prepreg and then 
enclose in vacuum bag 

Pressure 
(a) 

0 

Stage 2: Standard cycle or debulk cycle, heat and pressure 
compact preform foam, forcing the z-pins into the composite 

(b) 
Remove & Discard Foam 

Cured 2-Pinned Composite 

Stage 3: Remove compacted foam and discard. Finish with 
cured z-pinned composite. 

(c) 
Figure 9.2 Schematic of the Z-fiberTM insertion process using an autoclave (Adapted 
from Freitas et al., 1994) 
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The process begins by overlying an uncured composite prepreg laminate with an elastic 
foam preform containing a grid of Z-fibersTM. The purpose of the foam is to keep the 
rods in a vertical position and to stop them from buckling as they are embedded into the 
composite. Once the preform is in position it is compressed under pressure from the 
autoclave which forces the pins into the underlying composite (shown as step 2 in 
Figure 9.2). The pins are chamfered at one end to an angle of about 45' to easily pierce 
the composite. The benefit of inserting the pins within an autoclave is that the 
composite can be heated to reduce the viscosity of the resin matrix. This allows the Z- 
fibersTM to penetrate more easily and thereby reduce the amount of fibre damage to the 
composite. After the pins are embedded in the composite the residual foam is removed 
and the fabrication process is complete (step 3 in Figure 9.2). Any excess pin material 
that is protruding above the composite surface can be easily removed using a shear 
cutting tool. 

Ultrasonic Insertion Transducer 

I 

, Z-Fibre Preform 

\ Uncured Composite 

Remove Used Preform 

111111111111111 
(a) Primary Insertion Stage & Residual Preform Removal 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

(b) Secondary Insertion Stage 
Figure 9.3 Schematic of the Z-fibreTM insertion process using UAZ. (Adapted from 
Freitas et al., 1996) 
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Alternatively, the pins can be inserted into uncured prepreg laminates without an 
autoclave using a specially designed ultrasonic tool, as shown in Figure 9.3. This 
method of pinning is known as the ‘Ultrasonically Assisted Z-FiberTM (UAZ) process’. 
In the UAZ process the foam preform is partially compacted under the pressure of high 
frequency acoustic waves generated by the ultrasonic tool. This forces the pins partway 
into the composite, and at this stage the residual foam is removed and a second pass is 
made with the ultrasonic tool to drive the pins completely into the composite. 

Z-fibersTM can be inserted into most types of FRF’ materials, including uncured tape 
laminates, pre-consolidated thermoplastic composites, cured thermoset composites, and 
dry fabric preforms. (Z-fibersTM can also be used to reinforce and bond aluminium sheet 
laminates (Freitas and Dubberly, 1997)). Z-fibersm are made of protruded composite 
material or metal rod and range between 0.15 and 1.0 mm in diameter. Composite 
materials used in Z-fibersTM include high-strength carbodepoxy, high-modulus 
carbodepoxy, carbordbismaleimide (BMI), S-glass/epoxy, and silicon carbideBM1. 
The metal pins are made of titanium alloy, stainless steel and aluminium alloy. The 
amount of Z-fibersTM used for pinning composites is normally in the range of 0.5% to 
5% of the total fibre content, although it is possible to have a greater amount for high 
through-thickness reinforcement. 

Figure 9.4 Z-pins in a composite (Courtesy of the Cooperative Research Centre for 
Advanced Composite Structures Ltd) 

The fibre structure of a composite reinforced with Z-fibersTM is shown in Figure 9.4. 
The pins extend through-the-thickness of the composite, and are usually inclined at a 
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small angle (less than -7'). The damage caused to composites by.the insertion of Z- 
fibersTM is still under investigation, and more research is needed to understand the types 
and amounts of damage caused in the z-pinning process. The limited amount of 
information that has been published on damage reveals that the most common types are 
misalignment and fracture of in-plane fibres (Steeves and Fleck, 1999a). The in-plane 
fibres of unidirectional tape laminates are misaligned and distorted when pushed aside 
during insertion of Z-fibersTM. An example of the distortion of fibres around a z-pin is 
shown in Figure 9.5. The misalignment angle of in-plane fibres around the pins is 
dependent on a number of factors, including the type of composite (Le. prepreg, 
thermoplastic, fabric preform), fibre lay-up orientations, and the fibre volume content of 
the laminate. Misalignment angles of between 5" and 15' have been measured in 
unidirectional tape composites reinforced with Z-fibersTM, compared to unreinforced 
tape laminates with an average misalignment angle of about 3'. In some cases the 
fibres can be so severely misaligned that they break. The incidence of fibre breakage is 
not known, although it is expected to be small. Due to the misalignment of in-plane 
tows, resin rich regions are formed at each side of the pin, as shown in Figure 9.5. 
These regions can be up to -1 mm long, and in composites reinforced with a high 
density of Z-fibersTM these regions may join up to form continuous channels of resin. 

Figure 9.5 In-plane fibre distortion around a z-pin in a composite. Note the presence of 
the large resin-rich zones 

9.3 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF Z-PINNED COMPOSITES 

The in-plane mechanical properties and failure mechanisms of composites reinforced 
with Z-fibersTM have not been studied in detail. The effect of Z-fiberTM reinforcement 
on in-plane properties such as flexural modulus and strength, shear strength, fatigue- 
life, and open-hole tensile and compressive strengths have not been reported, and it is 
an important topic of future research to determine these mechanical properties and 
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failure mechanisms. The discussion here is confined to describing changes to the tensile 
and compressive strengths of z-pinned composites that is based on a small number of 
studies. Freitas et al. (1991, 1994, 1996) have shown that the tensile properties of a tape 
carbodepoxy laminate are unaffected when the amount of Z-fibersm is low (under 
1.5%). However, the tensile properties can be degraded with high amounts of pinning. 
For example, Figure 9.6 shows the effect of Z-fiberTM content on the tensile strength of 
a unidirectional tape laminate. The strength decreases rapidly as the Z-fiberm content is 
increased up to an areal density of 10%. It is seen that the loss in tensile strength can be 
significant, with the strength of the composite with a Z-fiberm content of 10% being 
only 60% of the original strength. The failure mechanism of z-pinned composites under 
tensile loading has not been studied. It is speculated, however, that the reduction to 
tensile strength is due to the misalignment and fracture of fibres. However, more 
experimental work is needed to identify the tensile failure mechanism and micro- 
mechanical models are needed for predicting the elastic modulus and tensile strength of 
z-pinned composites. 

I I I I L 

700r 

Figure 9.6 Effect of Z-fiberTM content on the tensile strength of a carbodepoxy 
composite. Adapted from Freitas et al. (1996) 

The effect of z-pinning on the compressive properties and failure mechanisms of 
composites is currently under investigation, and data on the compressive strength of z- 
pinned composites is limited. Stevens and Fleck (1999a, 1999b) have shown that the 
compressive properties of composites can be degraded by Zfibersm, with reductions in 
compressive strength of up to 33% being measured for unidirectional tape laminates. 
The reduction to compression strength is due to the misalignment of in-plane fibres 
around the z-pins (as shown in Figure 9.5) that causes the tows to fail by kinking at 
lower compressive loads. As described earlier in Chapter 5.  the failure mechanism of 
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these materials are highly resistant to interlaminar cracking and through-thickness 
failure. Z-fibersTM are highly effective in improving the mode I interlaminar fracture 
toughness (GI,) of tape laminates (Freitas et al., 1994; Cartit and Partridge, 1999a, 
1999b; Orafticaux et al., 2000; Partridge and Carti6,2001). This is shown in Figure 9.9 
that shows the effect of Z-fiberTM content on the delamination resistance of a 
carbodepoxy laminate. The mode I interlaminar fracture toughness is seen to increase 
rapidly with the amount of Z-fibersm. The maximum GI, value of 11.6 kJ/m2 was 
achieved with the relatively modest 2-fiberTM content of 1.5%, and this level of 
interlaminar toughness is similar or greater than that achieved by 3D weaving, braiding, 
knitting or stitching. Carti6 and Partridge (1999b) found that the level of interlaminar 
toughening is also dependent on the diameter of the z-pins, with thinner pins providing 
higher delamination resistance. For example, it was found that the mode I interlaminar 
toughness of a carbordepoxy tape laminate reinforced with 2% Z-fibersm was more 
than doubled when the pin diameter was reduced from 0.50 mm to 0.28 mm. 
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Figure 9.8 Effect of maximum fibre misalignment angle caused by z-pin reinforcement 
on the compressive strength of a unidirectional carbodepoxy composite. The curve 
shows a theoretical prediction and the points are experimentally measured values 
(Adapted from Steeves and Fleck, 1999a). 

2-pinning is also highly effective in raising the interlaminar fracture toughness of 
composites under mode I1 and combined modes H I  loading (CartiC and Partridge, 
1999a, 1999b; Partridge and Carti&, 2001). For example, Figure 9.10 shows the effect 
of combined modes I and I1 loading on the delamination resistance of a carbodepoxy 
composite reinforced with 1% or 2% 2-fibersTM. A significant increase in the 
interlaminar toughness is achieved, particularly with the higher amount of 
reinforcement. 
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Figure 9.9 Effect of z-pin content on the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of a 
carbodepoxy composite (Data from Freitas et al., 1994) 
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Figure 9.10 Effect of mixed modes I and I1 loading on the interlaminar fracture 
toughness of z-pinned carbodepoxy composites (Data from Cartit and Partridge, 
1999a) 
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It is evident that z-pinning is highly effective in raising the delamination resistance of 
composites, however further work is required to optimise the pinning conditions to 
achieve the maximum improvement in interlaminar fracture toughness. The effects of 
the stiffness, strength, diameter and type of the pin as well as the areal density of 
pinning on the modes I and I1 interlaminar fracture toughness needs to be thoroughly 
investigated. This investigation can be facilitated with the recent development of 
micro-mechanical models for predicting the interlaminar fracture toughness of z-pinned 
composites. A model has been proposed by Liu and Mai (2001) for mode I toughness 
whereas the model by Cox (1999) described in Section 8.4.2 can be used for mode I1 
toughness. 

The mechanism of interlaminar toughening that occurs with z-pinned composites is 
similar to that operating with other types of 3D composites. The pins appear to do little 
to prevent the initiation of interlaminar cracks, which might be considered as the onset 
of delamination growth up to a length of about 1 to 5 mm. With cracks longer than 
about 5 mm, however, the z-pins slow or totally suppress the further growth of 
delaminations by a crack bridging action. The toughening processes for modes I and I1 
loading are shown schematically in Figure 9.1 1. Interlaminar toughening occurs by the 
z-pins bridging the delamination behind the crack front, and through this action is able 
to support a significant amount of the applied stress. This greatly reduces the strain 
acting on the crack tip and thereby increases the interlaminar fracture toughness and 
stabilises the crack growth process. When the separation distance between the crack 
faces becomes large the rods are pulled from the composite or break. In the case of 
mode I1 loading, the pins also absorb a significant amount of strain energy by shear 
deformation until failure occurs by pull-out or rupture. 

Pin Pull-Out & 4 I+- Crack Bridging Zone +Fracture zone 

Crack Bridging Zone 

(b) 
Figure 9.11 Schematic of the bridging toughening mechanism in Z-fiberm composites 
for (a) mode I and (b) mode I1 loading 
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The high interlaminar toughness of Z-fiberTM composites makes these materials highly 
resistant to edge delaminations and impact damage (Freitas et al., 1994). Edge 
delaminations can be a major problem in composite structures, particularly at free edges 
and bolt holes, and it is often necessary to taper the edges and reinforce holes to reduce 
the incidence of cracking. Freitas et al. (1994) found that the tensile load needed to 
produce edge delaminations in a carbodepoxy tape composite is increased dramatically 
with a small amount of Z-fiberTM reinforcement. Figure 9.12 shows the tensile load at 
which the onset of edge delamination cracking occurred in the composite with a Z- 
fiberTM content of 0%, 0.5% or 1.0%. It is seen that the delamination load increased by 
over 70% when the composite was reinforced with a Z-fiberTM content of only 0.5%, 
and increased by over 90% with 1.0% Z-fibresm. Z-fibersm are also highly effective 
increasing the fatigue life and stabilising the growth of fatigue damage in blade- 
stiffened panels (Owsley, 2001). 
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Figure 9.12 Effect of z-pin content on the tensile load needed to induce edge 
delaminations in a carbodepoxy composite (adapted from Freitas et al., 1994) 

The delamination resistance of composites under impact loading is also improved with 
z-pinning, although the impact damage resistance of these materials has not been as 
extensively studied as for other types of 3D composites. A preliminary study has shown 
that the amount of impact damage experienced by carbodepoxy composites is reduced 
by between 30% and 50% with z-pinning (Freitas et al., 1994), and even larger 
reductions can be expected with a high amount of reinforcement. The improved impact 
damage resistance provides Z-fiberTM composites with higher post-impact mechanical 
properties than equivalent materials without through-thickness reinforcement. For 
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example, Freitas et al. (1994) found that the compression-after-impact strength of a 
carbodepoxy composite was nearly 50% higher when reinforced with Z-fibersTM. 

9.5 Z-PINNED JOINTS 

As mentioned earlier, a potential application of Z-fiberm technology is for the 
reinforcement of composite structures such as lap and blade-stiffened composite joints. 
While the mechanical performance of z-pinned joints is still being evaluated, 
preliminary studies reveal that these joints have much better load-bearing properties 
than joints made using conventional joining techniques such as adhesive bonding or co- 
curing. For example, Rugg et al. (1998) found that Z-fibersTM are highly effective in 
improving the mechanical properties of composite lap joints, with z-pinning producing 
a large increase in the shear modulus and about a 100% rise in the failure load. 

Freitas et al. (1996) examined the effectiveness of z-pinning in increasing the tensile 
pull-off strength of a carbodepoxy T-shaped joint. In the study the tensile pull-off 
response of an unreinforced T-joint made by co-curing was compared to the joint 
reinforced with mechanical fasteners, 2% Z-fibers-rM or 5% Z-fibersTM. The profile of a 
z-pinned joint is shown in Figure 9.13, and the entire joint area was reinforced with z- 
pins made of titanium alloy, including the stiffener, stiffener radius, and flange ends. 
The results of the tensile pull-off tests are shown in Figure 9.14. In this figure Curve A 
and Curve B refer to the unreinforced and bolted joints, respectively, whereas Curves C 
and D refer to the joint reinforced with 2% and 5% z-pins. All four joints had the same 
initial failure load of 1600-2000 N, suggesting that z-pins are not effective in 
suppressing the onset of tensile damage in stiffened panels. However, at this load the 
unreinforced joint failed catastrophically whereas the reinforced joints continued to 
support an increasing load. It is seen in Figure 9.14 that the z-pinned joints failed at a 
tensile load that was 2.3 or 2.6 times higher and a displacement that was 7 or 8 times 
greater than the unreinforced joint. Furthermore, the z-pinned joints were able to 
support 70% more load than the joint reinforced with mechanical fasteners. 

t 

Figure 9.13 Profile of the blade stiffened joint showing the locations of the z-pin 
reinforcement (Freitas et al., 1996) 
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Figure 9.14 Tensile pull-off results of stiffened joints (Freitas et al., 1996) 

9.6 Z-PINNED SANDWICH COMPOSITES 

Conventional sandwich composite materials used in aircraft, marine craft and civil 
structures are prone to delamination cracking and failure at the edge of the face skins 
when subject to high peel stresses. Various techniques have been developed to improve 
the peel resistance of sandwich composites, including tapered ends to the face skins, 
bolting or riveting of the face skins, and using high toughness adhesives between the 
face skins and core. More recently, Z-fiberm technology has been used to increase the 
peel strength and provide through-thickness reinforcement to sandwich composites. 
Aztex Inc., the manufactures of 2-fibersm, produce two products known as X-Corm 
and K-Corm which are structural sandwich materials reinforced with z-pins. The z- 
pins are inserted through the entire thickness of sandwich materials during processing in 
an autoclave. The process is similar to that shown in Figure 9.2 for the insertion of z- 
pins into single-skin composites. During processing the z-pins penetrate both skins to 
create a 3D fibre structure, with the pins orientated in a tetragonal truss network as 
illustrated in Figure 9.15 to provide maximum resistance to shear and compression 
loads. 

Frietas et al. (1996) report that z-pinned sandwich composites have shear and 
compressive strengths that are about 4 and 10 times higher than unreinforced foam, 
respectively. It is also claimed that z-pinned sandwich composites have higher skin-to- 
core bond strength, better impact damage tolerance, and are more resistant to moisture 
ingress than conventional honeycomb sandwich materials (Freitas et al., 1996; Palazotto 
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et al., 1999; Vaidya et al., 1999; Vaidya, 2000). Much more work is required to assess 
the mechanical properties and damage resistance of z-pinned sandwich composites. 

Z-Fiber Pins 
V650-42/BMI or Metallic) 

Composite 
Facesheets 

Hollow Core ~5CoK11D 1-10 

Figure 9.15 Illustration of 3D sandwich composites reinforced with z-pin. 
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3D Fibre Reinforced Polymer Composites 

Fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composites are used in almost every 
type of advanced engineering structure, with their usage ranging from 
aircraft, helicopters and spacecraft through to boats, ships and offshore 
platforms and to automobiles, sports goods, chemical processing 
equipment and civil infrastructure such as bridges and buildings. 

As the usage of FRP composites continues to grow at an impressive 
rate, 3D Fibre Reinforced Polymer Composites provides an up-to-date account 
of fabrication, mechanical properties, delamination resistance, impact 
damage tolerance and applications of 3D FRP composites. It focuses on 
weaving, braiding, knitting and stitching as well as by z-pinning. 

Contents include: 

Introduction 
Manufacture of 3D Fibre Preforms 
Preform Consolidation 
Micromechanics Models for Mechanical Properties 
3D Woven Composites 
Braided Composite Materials 
Knitted Composite Materials 
Stitched Composites 
Z-Pinned Composites 
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